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PLEASE NOTE:
The City of Portland .adopted a new Zoning Code,
effective January 1, 1991.
The new Zon·ng Code changed some of the information
which appe.ared in the original Central City· Plan.
As a result, two sections have been deleted from this re-
printed version:
• Central City Zoning Map
• Central City Plan District
You can obtain current information by pu_rchasing two
supplements:
• Central City Plan District Maps
(replaces ItCentral City Zoning Map" section)
• Zoning Code Chapter 33.510
(replaces "Centra City Plan District" section)
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PREFACE
To The Citizens 0lPortland:
A tremendous amount of time and creative energy has been invested in the
formation of this Central City Plan. Our effort has brought us to an exciting time
in Portland's history. The work of the citizens, the Citizen Steering Committee
and its advisory committees, Portland's Bureau of Planning, and Planning
Commission, as well as the City Council has led to the development and adoption
of this Central City Plan. The changes ahead, guided by this Plan, will help to
improve our future.
The Central City Plan began with former City Commissioner Margaret
Strachan's initiation of the project. This Plan is built on the work of Portland's
citizens, the Citizen Steering Committee and the Planning Commission. The
ideas and proposals in this Plan were initially suggested by Portland's citizens,
then presented to the community which participated in the Plan's refinement and
improvement.
A city, to be truly vital, must be open and responsive to new and improved
opportunities and its citizens must accept the challenge of planning for its future.
We must also recognize that change holds risks as well as rewards and that a
balance must be carefully struck. Many citizens have invested their time to
ensure that the changes and new concepts which the Central City Plan embodies
are important to our City's future. The Plan helps us reduce the disruption that
change inevitably brings. Good planning preserves the best of the present while
introducing needed innovation. This has been our objective in developing,
refining, and adopting this Plan.
This Plan will guide the Central City into the 21st century. We appreciate the
enormous investment of time, knowledge, and good will of the citizens of Portland
in helping us prepare thoughtfully for the future.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
~. .-, 7;1: t:t/rtidJ( J.E. Bud Clark
. Mayor of Portland
,
Earl Blumenauer
Commissioner of Public Works
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INTRODUCTION
A full-size wo~ing replica of a tall ship is proposed as a public aUrae/ion, building on Portland's marillme history {Action R10)
INTRODUCTION
What This Central City Plan Means for Portland
" I have seen a lot ofscenery in my life, but I have seen nothing so tempting
as a home for man than this Oregon country••• You have a basis here for
civilization on its highest scale, and I am going to ask you a question which
you may not like. Are you good enough to have this country in your
possession? Have you got enough intelligence, imagination and cooperation
among you to make the best use of these opportunities?'
Lewis Mumford, address to the Portland City ChJb,1938
In the development of this Plan the Planning Commission sought to meet
Mumford's challenge to Portland. This Central City Plan is a bold statement that
our desire as citizens of Portland is for not just a good city, but a great city; that we
are craving, not just a growing economy, but a dynamic economic climate that
offers investment and employment opportunity to all of its citizens. The Citizens
of Portland demand an environment that is not just good, but also a setting that
inspires us with its vitality and beauty. These are aspirations for greatness,
aspirations that, if adhered to, can be achieved. This is how great cities come into
being.
The many thousands of hours that people have committed to forming this Plan
attest to their desire for a community of excellence. The breadth of this planning
effort, which sought to involve the entire community and include many aspects of
community life not traditionally included in planning in Portland, underscores
this desire. These thousands of hours of people's lives, committed to the
improvement of our community, require that the greatest care be taken with our
City and its future. The specific detail of each proposal in the Central City Plan is
of less importance than the spirit of the process. Each idea is a contribution that
must be respected. However, over time some ideas will be found unworkable.
Better solutions will be found to some problems. Circumstances will change,
requiring modification of the Plan.
~ The Cenlral Cify Plan reflects the participation of over 10,000 PorUand dtizens and the work of some 135 mel"l"bers of~............ clti18n eomminees. The.Citizen Steering Convninee. the Functionaf Advisory CommIttees and Planning Commission~ numerous meetings and hearings 10 cons5der the fUlure of their city.
--------~--=:>. ~ ~~'fifi~+'1---t---...,~ '/' ;:J;';/~o "'/./
The fundamental good that is in this Plan is not within any of its policies or maps.
It rests in the demonstrated commitment to the betterment of the community. As
the Central City Plan has evolved through the Planning Commission hearings
process and the City Council adoption process, and as it is changed in the future,
the dream of the Plan continues.
"A Plan that is a vision for the uture. which establishes the
Central City as the center ofco erce and cultural activities in
the community, recognires the que environmental setting and
historic precedence of the area, . rporates the residential and
business characteristics of indi dual districts within the area,
preserves the integrity ofacljace neighborhoods, and improves
the livability of the area for all dti·7Ams.:"
Adopted CCP Planning ss, Resolution 33717, July 25,1984
~ 10Q'8&MS walkways altnlCtlYeness fOf' pedes"'"
10 'e< /n1XOVemonts fe< podeorians along ._IS IUCh •
loIny. and S.E. Clay In ordot 10 connact pubic anractlona
'''1'"""",*,1S auch • wider _oJkI, _, ..... and
and ,,,,.. dining at sidewalk cal... Tha Contal Clly Pian
S.W. Part<. N.E. Ru...l, N.W. Glisan, N.E. Holaday. S.W.
and part<a.
When adopting this mission, the Coun '1 also identified the community's
purpose and objectives in undertaking he preparation of this Plan. Specifically,
the Plan is to:
•
•
•
•
Review the results of the Downtown Plan, build upon its successes and
correct its deficiencies, and extend i s usefulness to the entire Central City.
Clarify the functional role of the Ce ral City and its relationship to the
larger community.
I
Identify feasible public actions to asdist and attract private investment in
the Central City. I .
• !
Identify additional public amenities at contribute to the urban and
natural environment, and to livabili y for citizens within that
environment.
•
•
Assure a human scale, an inviting nvironment, and attractions for
residents as well as visitors in an a a that continues as the center of
commerce and cultural activities in the community.
Support and promote existing goals rnd policies of the City of Portland.
•
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These purposes were elaborated on by the City Council through the addition of
seven objectives. Together the mission, purposes and objectives explain the
charge of the Central City Plan. The objectives are as follows:
• Research and analyze the set of planning issues and district concerns within
the Central City for needs to be addressed by the plan. Planning issues to be
considered include, but are not necessarily limited to, urban fonn and design;
land use; transportation; housing; pedestrian environment and historic
preservation; riverfront use; retail, commercial and industrial development;
social services; public and private education; convention/tourism; cultural,
entertainment and recreation.
• Establish the relationship of each of the districts in the Central City to each
other and to the Central City as a whole.
• List public programs and public projects for the future, and the priority
and timing of these.
• Produce a plan that is compatible with adjacent areas.
• Produce a plan that is feasible and assists positive development by the
private sector.
• Produce a plan that is clear and understandable to the general public, to
decision-makers, and to private investors.
• Coordinate with adjacent or nearby business/residential districts to assure
that the plan supports and promotes recognized goals and objectives of
these districts.
The Portland Planning Commission adopted the Central City Plan on November
23,1987, and the Portland City Council adopted the Plan on March 24, 1988. The
Plan's adoption was the culmination of the most extensive citizen involvement
process in Portland during the 1980s. The values and direction for the Plan were
set by a Citizen Steering Committee. The Committee met for over two years prior
to the Planning Commission's adoption process. The Committee oversaw the
compilation of the background research and conducted two public review
processes which brought input from over 10,000 Portland citizens to the planning
process.
5
In adopting the Central City Plan the PI~ngCommission and City Council
established a twenty year guide for the a ea's growth and for public and private
investment. The Plan establishes land u e designations which are part of the
City's Comprehensive Plan. These desi ations establish the highest and best
use of land and correspond to zoning re ations which were also adopted with
the Plan. Additional adopted zoning re ations limit building height and bulk to
strategically focus development to reinfo e public transit and protect the City's
many assets. These assets include the illamette River, close-in residential
neighborhoods, significant views, histori al areas and inner city incubator
industrial areas. The Plan includes bon s provisions offered to encourage the
inclusion of public amenities and desira e facilities in new developments. These
provisions include housing, public art, d y care, water features, and roof top
gardens.
.,
Certain areas are targeted for residenti development. The area zoned
residential has been expanded and mixe use development, including residential,
is required in areas with significant deve opment potential. The Plan calls for the
continuation and expansion of financial rograms aimed at fostering new
housing production. Specific targets are set for housing production and a strategy
is established in the Plan for maintenan e and expansion of the stock of single-
room-occupancy housing.
The Performing Arts Center and
\ Sdlnitz8f' Concer1 Hal are part of
the Bright Light District along
Broadway Avenue. Further lighting
of building facades and 9lgns along
lhis streel will enhance the 8.citemenl
of the area.
The Plan includes implementing provis ons which go beyond regulations.
Actions are identified that link specific rojects and programs to form strategies
for economic development, transportati n improvements, recreation
opportunities, cultural growth, human ervices, public safety, and urban design.
These strategies aim at the creation of 24-hour city which is safe, humane, and
prosperous.
PIan Organization
The Adopted Central City Plan consists of several parts. The Plan Map and Land
Use Designations, Vision Statement, and the Goal and Policies make up the Plan
that was adopted by ordinance by the City Council. Also adopted by resolution
were the action charts, maps, and district urban design plans which accompany
the policies.
A color fold-out Plan Map, showing land use designations and some of the major
thematic elements of the Plan, is included as part of the Plan. On the reverse
side, there is a map ofthe predominant land uses in the Central City. The
supplemental maps included in this Plan also reflect the land use information
and plan elements on the fold-out Plan Map.
The Vision statement guides the adoption and future implementation of the Plan.
The Vision illustrates where the Plan is leading us and provides a standard by
which to measure the Plan's success. Following the Vision is the Plan Goal.
This Goal ties the Central City Plan to Portland's adopted Comprehensive Plan,
making the Plan and its 21 policies a part of the Comprehensive Plan. The Vision
and the Goal set the stage for the body of the Plan. .
The Plan is built around 21 policies for the Central City. The first 12 policies
reflect the areas of functional study covered by the Steering Committee and
Functional Advisory Committees. The next policy addresses future review and
monitoring of the Plan. Policies 14 through 21 address the districts that make up
the Central City, with one policy for each district. The policies include "further
statements" which provide explicit target accomplishments for the community.
The charts and maps illustrate the ideas for implementing each of the Central
City Plan policies. The proposals are assigned a time-frame for action
(immediate, short, or long-range), and a possible lead implementing agency or
agencies is identified. The proposal, in some cases, is indexed to a fuller
discussion and explanation in the Description of Selected Actions and Strategies,
Plan and Supplemental Maps, and the Code Amendments sections of this report.
All actions and strategies listed on the action charts were adopted by resolution,
those which specify changes in zoning designations or in the zoning code were
implemented with the Plan at the time of its adoption through an ordinance that
amended the City's Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Code. Programs and
projects formally approved by the Council by resolution are approved on a policy
basis but without the binding force of law.
Functional and district maps accompany the policies and illustrate further the
proposals listed on the action charts and provide a geographic context for actions
that are site specific. The maps which accompany the functional topic policies
are of the whole Central City study area and present area-wide relationships. The
maps which accompany the district policies are detailed urban design plans for
the districts. Each urban design plan illustrates the proposals contained in the
district action chart. They also present more specific details for the location of
such elements as district gateways.
Illustrations of the Portland of the future as envisioned by this Plan are presented
throughout this report. Generally, these are an artist's concept of what a specific
new development or improvement might look like. The illustrations are not .
intended as images of how things will look, or even should look, but how they
might look. As development occurs, those working on the implementation of the
idea will produce a final design of the projects. The illustrations in this document
are a starting place for the creative individuals to build on.
-
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•The Morrison Bridge whh a lower level developed for pedestrians and bicydtst This Iewl might be li1ed with shops
as W91 as offering viewpoints of the riY9r and City.
8
Riverplace Development and Marina
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BACKGROUND
The Process
The City Council initiated the Central City Plan process in July 1984 by adopting a
Pre-Planning Report and empowering a Pre-Planning Committee to recommend
citizens to serve on a Citizen Steering Committee. In December 1984, the Council
appointed 15 citizens to oversee the planning process, which was designed to
ensure public participation in the Plan. The Council directed the Steering
Committee to study a broad array of issues and to ask the public to assist them in
identifying significant issues.
Almost 10,000 citizens contributed their ideas for Portland's future in
Phase I of the Plan. These responses were evaluated and catalogued for use by
the Citizen Steering Committee. A First Draft Goals and Policies document was
written in response to the comments.
The City Council also asked the Steering Committee to establish a series of citizen
advisory committees to participate in the planning process. In Phase II the
Steering Committee enlisted the help of some 120 individuals to serve on eight
additional citizen committees called Functional Advisory Committees (FACs).
These functional committees then made recommendations concerning the
economic development, housing, transportation and parking, human services
and public safety, riverfront, urban design and historic preservation, recreation
and natural environment, and culture, entertainment and education aspects of
the Plan. The committees were charged with (1) recommending changes and
additions to the Second Draft Vision Statement and Goals and Policies, (2)
providing recommendations for research activities, (3) developing
recommendations concerning long-range land uses, and (4) suggesting strategies
to implement the policies.
Following another public review, the Citizen Steering Committee made several
changes to the Vision Statement, numerous changes to the Goals and Policies
and significant revisions to the Land Use Concept Plan. These changes are
detailed in the Steering Committee's Final Report and Recommendations. The
report, along with the Functional Advisory Committees' Report and
Recommendations, was transmitted to the Planning Commission.
The South Park Blocks were established when Portland was founded. ThlJ Park Blocks have been enhanced and
continue 10 be one of the City's finesl assets. The Plan calls for the additional improvements and the crealion of new
Park Blocks to achieve a continuous park·like character from the South Park Blocks to the river.
11
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At the end of June 1987, the Bureau of Planning published and distributed a
Discussion Draft Central City Plan which built on the values expressed in the
Steering Committee's Final Report and Recommendations document. This draft
advanced the ideas developed or endorsed by the Steering Committee and FACs,
by refining their work and including specific proposals for implementation.
The process of public review of the Plan in its current format extended from July
1987 through March 1988. Through July and the first part ofAugust, the
Discussion Draft Plan underwent intense public review. This review included a
hearing before the Planning Commission which resulted in significant changes
to the Plan in the development of the Bureau of Planning Proposed Central City
Plan (published in August 1987).
Four Planning Commission public hearings were held in order to receive
testimony on the Proposed Plan. Upon the conclusion of these four hearings, the
Commission scheduled two additional hearings to ensure adequate opportunity
for public input. This allowed citizens more time to prepare their testimony and
allowed organizations and neighborhood associations to consult with their
membership. Citizen input on the requested amendments was also heard at two
additional public hearings prior to the final voting sessions of the Commission.
After the close of their eight-hearing process, the Commission held eight working
sessions to deliberate on requested amendments to the Proposed Plan. The
Planning Commission concluded their review and adoption process on November
23,1987.
The Commission's Recommended Plan was published in an early draft form,
Technical Review Draft Central City Plan, in December 1987 and distributed to all
those who had participated in the Planning Commission's hearings. The early
publication of the Technical Review Draft assured that interested parties had
ample opportunity to prepare their testimony for the City Council hearings. In
mid-January 1988 the final version of the Planning Commission's Recommended
Central City Plan was published and submitted to the Portland City Council. In
February the City Council held three public hearings on the Plan, and on March
24, 1988, the Council took final action adopting this Central City Plan as a part of
Portland's Comprehensive Plan.
StudyArea
The Central City Plan area encompasses about 2,750 acres, or 4.3 square miles,
bisected by the Willamette River. The river is the most significant geographic
feature of the Central City. It occupies about 350 acres, or 13 percent of the plan
area, and creates four miles of shoreline on each bank within the Central City.
All but one of the eight districts front on the river.
The study area of the Central City Plan and its districts is shown by the map on
the facing page. The Plan's eight district boundaries generally follow previously-
adopted planning study boundaries, neighborhood boundaries, or other common
lines. The districts are Downtown, Goose Hollow, North of Burnside, Northwest
Triangle, Lower Albina, Lloyd Center/Coliseum, Central Eastside, and North
Macadam.
Research
Over the four-year process of developing the Central City Plan a large volume of
information was gathered and analyzed. Fourty-five research reports were
produced for staff and committee consideration. The staff wrote an additional 20
review and supplemental reports which either offered land use and urban design
findings or summarized activities or findings from the Citizen Steering
Committee and Functional Advisory Committees. A complete listing of the
research papers is located in the Appendix of this report.
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Area History
The Central City has its roots in the 19th century merger of the cities of Portland,
East Portland and Albina. Each of these cities had its own central business area,
industrial base and residential communities. Buildings dating from the time
when the cities were independent are still in evidence. The business center of
East Portland was located between S.E. Morrison and East Burnside west of 7th
Avenue. Remnants of the Albina business center can still be seen along N.E.
Russell Street in the Lower Albina District of the Central City.
With the melding of the three cities, each began to develop as components ofa
larger economy. The former community of East Portland and the eastern area of
Albina became Portland's first industrial districts. Retail and office activities
tended to locate on the west side of the Willamette and formed what we now think
of as Downtown. This situation continued until recently when opinions about
appropriate uses for these areas began to change. Portland's growth, coupled
with the emergence of the automobile-based transportation system and changes
in industrial technology, required a new evaluation of the relationships between,
and roles of, the districts in the Central City.
Since the 1950s, development activities in the Lloyd Center area, the North
Macadam Corridor and the Central Eastside have produced an expansion of the
area of Portland where retail and office activities are primarily located. The
growth of over a dozen industrial districts within Portland, well beyond the
boundaries of the Central City, have reflected changing industrial patterns. The
Central City Plan reflects the community's response for a call to guide these
locational shifts of business investment.
Coordination of public and private
investment is necessary for the
success of cities. Portland's
development of transportation, water
and sewer facilities, and open space
areas complement and encourage
investment in new development as
well as business expansion. The
forces which have been exerting
pressure for change on the districts of
the Central City need to be
realistically reconciled with the types
of growth and change desired by the
community. The Central City Plan
presents such a reconciliation. It
balances the needs of various sectors
of the city's economy, the supply of
land available, and the community's
ability to provide services for new
development.
The Shemansld Founllln. bull In 1D2S w. ,oconlly
Alstorod. 1110. funcllonlng drinking founlaln In ""
South Pall<-. The Cen~" City Plan oncourages
the protection of historical sites and strucll,.. aim as
this fountain and the development of new ft., toalures
and tountalna:. Developers who PfOYidee • fountain or
waler 'eatur. nwy receive • density bonv~
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Past Planning Efforts
Within the Central City boundary, many planning studies have been completed
over the past 20 years. These study areas are shown on the preceeding page and
include:
• The Downtown Plan of1972 , updated in 1980, which covers the North of
Burnside and Downtown Districts (the Downtown Plan is incorporated
into the Central City Plan, the Z Downtown Development Overlay Zone
was repealed and incorporated into the Central City Plan District).
• The North of Burnside Plan, adopted in 1981, which covers the entire North
of Burnside District (the North of Burnside Plan was repealed and
replaced by the Central City Plan).
• The Transit Station Area Planning Program (TSAPP), adopted in 1984,
which covers the majority of the Lloyd Center/Coliseum District and the
area adjacent to the light rail line in Downtown (TSAPP was
incorporated into the Central City Plan).
• The Northwest Triangle Plan, adopted in 1985, which covers the Northwest
Triangle District (the Northwest Triangle Plan District was repealed
and has been incorporated into the Central City Plan District).
• The Northwest District Policy Plan, adopted in 1977, which covers the area
just west of the Northwest Triangle District.
• The Corbett/l'erwilligerlLair Hill Policy Plan, adopted in 1977, which
applies to the North Macadam District.
• The Macadam Corridor Land Use and Urban Design Study, adopted in
1985, which covers the area south of the Ross Island Bridge in the North
Macadam District (incorporated into the Central City Plan).
• The Willamette River Greenway Plan, adopted in 1979 and updated in 1987,
which covers all riverfront properties within the Central City
(incorporated into the Central City Plan).
The 8ll:citing mix of mauntain views. historic structures, anractiYe open space and speci8I .....nts reinforce the Cen"" City's role u Ihe heart of lhe region.
ReoognizedAssociation Boundaries
Several ,neighborhood and business association boundaries lie within and near
the Central City boundary as shown on the map on the opposite page. Through an
extensive citizen involvement process, many of these associations have created
policy and/or action plans for their own districts.
Neighborhood associations within or adjacent to the Central City include Eliot,
Irvington, Sullivan's Gulch, Kerns, Buckman, Hosford-Abernethy, Brooklyn,
Northwest District, Corbett/l'erwilligerlLair Hill, the Downtown Community
Association, the Southwest Hills Residential League, the Goose Hollow Foothills
League, and the Burnside Community Council.
The business associations within or adjacent to the Central City include the
Albina Industrial Business Association, the Central Eastside Industrial Council,
the Northwest Industrial Neighborhood, the Association for Portland's Progress,
the Northwest Triangle Business Association, and the Macadam Corridor
Business Association.
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~dUse Survey
The Predominant Land Use Map of the Central City Plan area and the blocks
surrounding the study area is located on the back of the fold-out Plan Map. On a
map of this size it is impossible to reflect the complexity of land use activity. The
map presents land use by quarter-block, or 10,000 square-foot site. While most
quarter-block areas are in more than one use, this map shows the use that takes
up the greatest area. For instance, a high-rise office building with below-grade
parking and ground level retail space is shown as office on the map. In all cases
where parking is present on a site in support of, or accessory to, another· activity
on the site, the land use shown is the activity that the parking supports. Where
parking is the predominant use, as in the case of a parking structure downtown,
parking is shown as the land use.
Land use information was collected in 1985 within the Central City Plan study
area using a three-digit coding system that allowed fine distinctions to be drawn
among land uses. The information on the land use map has been clustered into
summary categories. The categories were chosen to reflect likely topics of
discussion throughout the Central City planning process. The information
shown has, on a limited basis, been updated to reflect recent, major construction
activities.
Areas outside the Central City boundary are shown to help provide an
understanding of the context of this Plan. However, the land use information
shown for areas outside of the Central City Plan area are based on a 1975 land use
inventory prepared as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan. Consequently, the
data is less reliable than that within the Central City. The method selected for the
1985 inventory work matched that of the 1975 inventory to assure compatibility. As
is always the case, there is a certain percentage of errors in a data collection and
analysis project of this size. However, the error factor is within limits recognized
as acceptable in the planning profession. In all cases, where the existing land
use was critical to a proposal in the Plan, the inventory information was
confirmed by additional field visits.
The Sandy BoulQVard and North Burnside intersection is a nalural galeway for those driving from the east into the
Central City. The incline at Sandy allows for a stunning view to the Downtown area. TraffIC congestion, street
8ppQarance and the lack of identity in the area diminish this spectaculat view. This illustration shows how the Sandy
intersection might look.
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Existing Land Use
The following information was gathered as part of the Central City area-wide
land use survey conducted in 1985. The results of the survey are shown on the
land use map located on the back of the fold-out Plan Map.
Of the 2,750 acres ofland in the Central City, there are about 3,500 parcels of
developable land comprising about 1,400 acres, or about half of the total Plan area.
An additional 1,000 acres, or about 37%, of the Central City consists of public
right-of-way. Of the usable land and buildings within the Central City, the land
use breaks down as shown on the chart below:
•
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Distribution of Land Uses Within the Central City
The breakdown by districts shows:
• Lower Albina is predominantly industrial with 49% of the district in that
use. Approximately 20% of the district is vacant land or buildings.
• The Coliseum/Lloyd Center District is dominated by commercial uses with
41 % in general office, event and entertainment activities and
hotel/motels. Surface and structured parking occupy 29% of the district.
• Over one-half(51%) of the Central Eastside District is in industrial uses.
Commercial uses occupy 15% of the district and residential uses occupy
another 6%.
• Industrial activities occupy about two-thirds of the Northwest Triangle. Of
that industrial use, approximately 33% is for distribution and
warehousing and 33% is for railroad activity.
• In the Goose Hollow District, 34% of the area is in commercial use with half
of this commercial area devoted to entertainment and individual clubs.
Residential uses occupy 24% of the District.
• Industrial uses predominate in the North Macadam District, occupying
82% of the district. Commercial uses make up another 10% ofthe area.
• The Downtown and North ofBurnside Districts are predominantly
commercial with approximately 50% in this use; 13% is devoted to
parking lots, structures and personal vehicle uses; 12% to residential;
10% to institutions; 4% to both industrial uses and parks and open space;
the remaining 6% is vacant.
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Comprehensive Plan and Zoning
All land in the City carries both a Comprehensive Plan and a zoning designation.
The zones and plan designations established by the Central City Plan are shown
on the Central City Zoning Map (page 106) and the fold-out Plan Map which
accompanies this document. Comprehensive Plan designations indicate the
appropriate uses of the land. They describe where and to what level future uses
should be permitted. Zoning designations indicate what uses and intensities are
currently allowed.
There are a number of land use and zoning designations within the Central City.
Where the Comprehensive Plan designations and zoning are the same, only one
symbol is used. Where the Comprehensive Plan and zoning designations differ in
a particular area, the zoning is shown with the standard symbol and the
Comprehensive Plan designation is shown in parentheses.
Generally, the zoning changes made to implement this Plan and the
accompanying Plan Map represent a fine-tuning of designations and regulations.
Only a small areas has changed to allow new land uses and even these shifts are
less sweeping than may appear on the surface. For instance, the waterfront area
of the North Macadam District is designated as Central Commercial (CX) with a
Residential Requirement Overlay on the Plan Map. The area is presently zoned
light manufacturing. The Light Manufacturing Zone allows commercial and
residential development in addition to some industrial uses. The changes require
the development of a mixture of uses, all of which are presently allowed.
Aiwrplaoe Is an __......nilg ex,,",* of a rrlxad-.... proja<:l Hauling. ","",...clal, oIIoa and _lion..... can
oornpIemontaacll olhar in close p<oximl1y. The dveniry of uaoolna_1ha _ 01 peopla whic:ll de<n_ 1M
likelihood of crime.
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Height and FloorArea Ratio Limits
The first land use controls created in North America were regulations on
building height and building bulk (FAR). They were created in part out of public
health concerns related to access to sunlight and fresh air. Later these same two
regulatory tools came into routine use to assure that new development did not
over-tax the public infrastructure. Sewers, water lines, streets, transit and parks
were the primary services concerned. More recently these same provisions have
been used to implement specific policy objectives. All three issues are
encompassed by the provisions of the Central City Plan.
Limits on the maximum allowable floor area ratio (FAR) and building height are
shown on Supplemental Zoning Maps B and C (pages 108 and 109). Floor area
ratios control the density of development by limiting the amount of development
that can be constructed on a block or parcel. The numbers designate the ratio of
total permitted floor area to parcel size. For example, on a 10,000 square-foot
parcel with a 4:1 FAR, it would be possible to build a total of40,000 square feet of
development. Height limits control how tall a building may be.
Density can be achieved in a number of ways. High density need not imply high
rise development. For example, the Meier and Frank Building and the KOIN
Tower have approximately the same gross floor area or density. The Meier and
Frank Building has 12 stories and is 230 feet high. The KOIN Tower has 30
stories and is 435 feet high. The difference in these two buildings is their square
feet per floor. The Meier and Frank Building has the same amount of square feet
for each floor. In contrast, the KOIN Tower is tapered, resulting in the lower
floors of the building having greater floor area than the top floors.
In another example, a building may be developed to a 15:1 FAR. Using the typical
floor size of newer Portland high-rise office structures of 17,000 square feet per
floor, this building would reach the 460-foot maximum height. At 12:1 FAR, the
tower must be reduced to an average of13,350 square feet per floor to reach the
460-foot height limit. And a 9,700 square foot average floor size reaches
maximum height at 9:1 FAR. For a given amount of building bulk the smaller
the area on each floor the taller the building. See the chart below which gives
examples of existing FARs and possible building height configurations.
The floor area ratio controls a project's bulk and provides a good estimate of site
activity, numbers of workers, and parking and transit requirements. This ratio is
an aid in planning for demands on streets and other infrastructure.
Actual FloorArea Ratios ofSelected PortlandBuildings
GROSS TYPICAL
ACTUAL BUILDING FLOOR NO. OF BUILDING
BUILDING FAR. SIZE SIZE FLOORS HEIGHT (Fr.)
Fremont Place .27:1 56,000 28,000 2 3l
River Forum 1.5:1 143,000 17,875 8 121
Riverplace 2.2:1 430,000 N/A 4 158
Blue Cross Addition 3.6:1 157,000 26,000 13 178
Benjamin Franklin Center (East) 4.5:1 180,000 23,500 6 100
Boise Cascade 5.0:1 169,900 14,000 10 159
Hilton Hotel 7.8:1 309,000 12,875 24 lM6
One Financial Center 9.0:1 350,000 18,000 18 240
Portland Building 10.2:1 412,351 23,337 15 225
Justice Center 12.5:1 500,785 15,483 18 241
U.S. National Bank Tower 12.9:1 800,000 18,290 43 S26
Pacwe.t Center 14.2:1 569,500 20,000 00 330
KOIN Center 14.5:1 580,000 20,000 00 435
First Interstate Bank Tower 16.4:1 950,750 16,070 40 516
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The allowable development intensities vary greatly throughout the Central City.
The maximum FARs and heights allowed in Downtown were established by the
Downtown Plan. The allowable densities in other areas of the Central City are
lower in keeping with a policy which provides for the Downtown to be the most
densely developed district.
In hauling......... dlnoily can be octlio'fed by
building higlHIonoily. low-riM - • by lU*of_.
The Central City Plan follows the lead of the Downtown Plan and locates the
highest density development along the Transit Mall, the north mall extension and
the Banfield Light Rail Corridor. FARs are generally high, 15:1, 12:1, and 9:1, as
are height limits, 250 feet to 460 feet except when adjacent to public open spaces.
Locating these high FARs along the transit facilities creates a situation where
those working in, and visiting the buildings will find public transit convenient.
These FARs allow developments on full blocks in the 400,000 to 600,000 square foot
range which can be extended by use of the bonus and transfer provisions of the
Plan by 120,000 square feet. Attracting the highest density development to sites
adjacent to transit helps support the transit system, reduce congestion, conserve
energy and improve air quality. It also improves the return on the public's
investment in the transit system.
Development intensity in the Plan is limited to reduce the pressure for
redevelopment on historic and compatible buildings in historic districts. These
limits are applied to the Central City's Historical Districts as follows:
1. Yamhill Historic District consists oflate 19th century cast iron architecture.
Buildings are primarily three and four stories. FARs are set at 4:1 and height
is limited to 75 feet.
2. Skid,more Fountain/Old Town Historic District consists of nineteenth century
cast iron and Richardsonian Romanesque architecture. Most buildings are
three or four stories. FARs are set at 4:1 and height is limited to 75 feet.
3. Thirteenth Avenue Historic District consists of late nineteenth and early
twentieth century industrial architecture, primarily brick structures, many
with Romanesque detailing. Buildings tend to be three to six stories. FARs
are set at 6:1 and heights at 100 feet.
4. Chinatown consists primarily of early twentieth century commercial
buildings, some with ethnic detailing. Chinatown is not presently a historic
district, but the City Council adopted Chinatown Development Strategy calls
for historic district designation. The Plan allows an FAR of 9:1 and height of
350 to 460 feet along Sixth to support the extension of the Transit Mall north to
Union Station. FARs are set at 6:1 and heights at 100 feet in the eastern
portion of the district.
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5. East Portland Historic District consists of the buildings along Union and
Grand in the Central Eastside between Belmont and Ankeny Streets.
Buildings are 19th century Romanesque and Victorian and are generally
three or four stories in height. The Central City Plan FARs are 6:1 and 9:1,
and height limits are 100 and 200 feet. The lower 6:1 FAR and 100-foot height
are centered on the most architecturally rich portion of the potential district,
between Washington and Ash.
6. Russell Street Historic District primarily consists of 19th century brick
commercial buildings. This is the last remaining part of what was once the
Downtown of the City of Albina. Buildings are two and three stories. FARs of
3:1 and a 50-foot height limit are established by this Plan.
7 Terra-Cotta Historic District consists of eclectic buildings with glazed Terra-
Cotta exteriors. Buildings date from the first quarter of the 20th century and
tend to be six to twelve stories. This is one of the best collection ofTerra-Cotta
architecture left in North America with several nationally prominent
examples. FARs are set at 15:1,12:1 and 9:1 in this Plan.
One of the most accepted and important policies of the Comprehensive Plan is
Policy 2.14, Industrial Sanctuaries. This Policy provides for the protection of
industrial areas to convert to commercial and service uses due to market
pressure. Prior to the Comprehensive Plan, industrial sites near commercial
areas routinely converted from industrial to commercial use. The City was
experiencing significant loss of industrial opportunities, particularly in the
inner-city industrial districts, the Central Eastside, and the Northwest Industrial
District. These areas have, since World War II, acted as close-in havens for
incubator industrial activity. Their large number of older affordable buildings
have given birth to many of the large industries in the metropolitan area.
Because of its proximity to the Downtown, the Central Eastside Industrial Area is
particularly susceptible to commercial encroachment. A fundamental policy in
the Central City Plan is that the Central Eastside District should be retained
primarily as an industrial sanctuary. The Plan addresses this situation by
establishing FARs of from 3:1 to 9:1 in commercial portions of the District and
focusing the greatest density at the bridgeheads in the Union/Grand corridor.
Stepping development down to the Willamette River is a fundamental concept
from the Downtown Plan. It assures a growing supply of new office space with
views to the river and the mountains beyond. Preservation of these view
opportunities significantly enhances the marketability of the Downtown and other
Central City locations as office sites along the proposed high density spine. The
step down also produces a layered effect to the skyline which enhances the
appearance of the City and its attractiveness to investment. The step down to the
river also enhances the flow of air in the Willamette Valley which helps to
disperse air pollution in the Central City.
Stepping development down to residential neighborhoods is another Plan strategy.
Tall buildings create shadows and a sense of loss of privacy when located near or
adjacent to residential neighborhoods. Shadows deprive residences of access to
solar energy and light. Clusters of such buildings can also form walls that slow
or block the movement of air, reducing natural ventilation.
The Downtown Plan called for creation of density incentives for the provision of
housing, roof top gardens, public art, theaters on Broadway and greater retail.
activity in the retail core. The Central City Plan establishes such a set of bonus
provisions. Incentives in the form of both bonus height and FAR are offered for
inclusion of specific amenities or services in new development projects. Bonus
height and bulk is offered for projects including housing in commercial zones,
development of day care facilities, retail development in the Downtown retail core,
public art, rooftop gardens, theater facilities in the Downtown Bright Light
District, water features and development of public parks. The amount of
increased height and bulk is limited to assure that the fundamental objectives of
height and bulk limitations in the Central City are met.
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Development Opportunities
The redevelopment potential for each Central City district is shown on the
Redevelopment Potential Map on the opposite page. Redevelopment potential was
evaluated using three categories of opportunity-strong potential, possible
potential, and no potential. The areas were evaluated by an exterior site
inspection during the land use survey conducted in the spring of 1985 and from
the review of other data, such as the tax assessment records.
It was assumed that current zoning and FARs remained in effect, that the
industrial sanctuary would continue, and that historic landmarks and buildings
having a Rank I or II historic inventory status did not have redevelopment
potential. All single room occupancy (SRO) hotels and government buildings
were assumed to remain. Residential structures in areas zoned RH and RX, and
multifamily structures of three or more stories in commercial areas were also not
considered to be redevelopable. The analysis of redevelopment potential
considered the effect of various factors, such as proximity to amenities or
transportation.
Generally, parcels considered to have redevelopment potential included the
following:
• Vacant land;
• Surface parking lots;
• Buildings with assessed values of 50% or less than the value of the land;
• Buildings with less than three stories where the zoning FAR allowed is 6:1 or
greater; and
• Older, one-story buildings where the FAR allowed is 3:1 or more.
The size of each pie chart on the map represents the relative amount ofland area
within that district. Some 620 acres ofland have a strong potential to redevelop
within the Central City. The Northwest Triangle and North Macadam Districts
have the largest areas ripe for conversion of use and/or substantial reinvestment.
Nearly all of the land area within the North Macadam District is likely to
redevelop. As would be expected, the districts with the smallest amount of acre.s
having a strong potential to redevelop are Goose Hollow with 26% of the land
available and Downtown with 29% available.
--~-
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NOTE: Size 01 erda indicates total amount of land
area in each district, elldusiY'e of rights-of·way
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The Concept Plan Map is intended to illustrate and summarize the major
elements of the Central City Plan. It reflects major land use, urban form and
physical features of the Central City Plan.
The Willamette River is the City's focus, with development and activities using
and enhancing its significant features. All uses take advantage of this natural
asset. There are nine public attraction locations along the river or in close
proximity to the river's edge. The land uses adjacent to the westside of the river
are predominantly commercial/residential uses. The bridges are improved as
both landmarks and passages, knitting the sides of the river together. The river
becomes the binding element of the Central City.
The transit corridors are the spine for future growth. The most intense
development locates along the transit corridors allowing easy movement of people
to and from their work places. Access to the transportation system, within and
surrounding the Central City, is intended to move goods and people to and from
the manufacturing and distribution centers. The internal transit loop, which
binds the eastside and westside, reinforces commercial, retail and housing uses
along the Union/Grand corridor. As development occurs, this loop becomes more
and more significant to the form and function of the Central City. In some areas
light rail lines will also be used by vintage trolley. The trolleys will link the theme
districts and major public attractions serving tourists and the local community.
The high density retail/office core will remain centered in the Downtown.
Surrounding this area are complementary uses in a medium-density
configuration. The Lloyd Center/Coliseum District functions as an extension of
the Downtown, serving its adjacent neighborhoods and the Convention Center.
The Union/Grand corridor not only supports the nearby workers and residents
but also caters to a regional market. The Lloyd Center/Coliseum and
Union/Grand corridor are second only to the Downtown's high level of density.
The lower density commercial areas will be retained and enhanced to support
those working in each district and nearby residents. The Lower Albina District
commercial center is also envisioned as home to historical buildings and
entertainment activities.
The industrial uses within the Central City remain viable. They serve the
commercial activities within the urban core and provide locations for industries
that need or benefit from an inner-city location. These uses are protected through
the. Comprehensive Plan Industrial Sanctuary designations.
Lastly, the park and open space system reflects the importance of the river. The
pedestrian loop on both sides of the river is concentrated between the Steel and
Hawthorne Bridges. As part of this loop, the Eastside Esplanade offers a place for
recreation and rest for workers and residents. The importance of the Park Blocks
system is strengthened by a continuous connection extending from Portland State
University on the south to the river on the north. The North Park Blocks are to be
extended through the northwest railyards as conversion to more active uses
occurs.
I
An ar1lsrs concept of a new Portland bridge, similisr 10 FIorliH'lC4.ltat(a {arn:II'" Ponle Vecchio. The bridge serve. as. pedestrian.
nOI1·vehicular bridge wilh relail shops and possi~y housing or of10M. .
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CENTRAL CI1Y PLAN
Proposed water taxi stop near Water1ront Park {Action R2}.
A Vision of the Central City in the Future
'1prayyou, let us sansfy oureyes
With the memorials and the things orrame
th.aJ do renown this city."
William Shakespeare, "The Twelfth Night"
The City is the legacy we leave for the future. Each generation makes its
contribution. This Central City Plan is today's attempt to define and refine our
legacy to Portland. Our dream of how our City should be and could be for the next
generation is presented in this Plan. Such a plan is a statement of confidence,
optimism and belief in ourselves, a statement that our City can change and
become a better place.
This Vision sets forth the aspirations of this planning effort. In the future, the
Vision will be used when the Plan is amended or interpreted to ensure that the
values it embodies are not lost. The vision statement is in the present tense, as if
we were speaking of the City today. While our vision is to continue many aspects
oftoday's City, the vision should be read as describing the City we wish Portland
to become in the next 20 years.
The P&an encouraoes the oonatrucllon of an a~rlum within #18 c.nt"aI City,
We Envision,
the Central City as the region's economic center, •••
The Central City remains the heart of the metropolitan area economy and the
largest and most vital employment center in the region. A wide diversity of
activities flourish and provide employment opportunities. Here is found a
regional center for administration, finance, professional services and
government activities. The area houses a strong retail center that offers the most
diverse range of goods and services in the State.
Industrial uses have a strong presence in the Central City. Oregon's largest
concentration of incubator industries is found here. They are supported by a
centralized warehousing and distribution base and manufacturing activities
benefiting from a centralized location. The Willamette remains a working river,
linking Portland with river traffic from the Willamette and Columbia basins.
A major center of culture and education, the Central City provides training
needed by its citizens for success and personal enrichment. The Central City
houses one-of-a-kind cultural, entertainment and ceremonial facilities and hosts
many exciting celebrations and events. Here we are only a short walk from work,
classes, dining, music, theater and home. This closeness reinforces the tie
between the Central City's economy and a large residential community. People
live here because they enjoy being in the midst of the glitter and the excitement of
Oregon's urban center.
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and its transportation hub, •••
A diverse transportation system serves and supports Central City growth but does
not dominate the environment of the area. A regional light rail system extends
radially to link surrounding neighborhoods and communities together with and
through the Central City. Driving to and within the area is pleasant, and parking
is available for those needing to travel by car. Vintage trolley lines and water
taxis link cultural, historical, educational and recreational attractions together
with retail areas within and outside the core. Walking and bicycling are
pleasurable means of travel on attractive, convenient and safe routes which unite
the Central City with adjacent neighborhoods. Residential communities within
and near the Central City are protected from the noise and congestion of through
traffic.
o DID D
MAX, 1he light RoIII)'Il8m. eat'* lhousands of employ... to and ~om wOf1< during Iho _k and on w_"'- .,.,-
thousand. 10 publk: attracllons such • Saturday M8Itte1.
with an exhilarating environment, '"
Throughout the Central City, buildings use natural materials and maintain a
human scale. Structures and places of historical or architectural signficance are
surrounded by new compatible development. The City's skyline has grown.
Following major transit corridors, a procession of distinctive towers have added to
Portland's architectural heritage. Engaging architecture abounds in lower
intensity areas where designers have carefully reinforced the special identity and
character of the Central City's many distinct districts.
The Central City is a vital, exciting and active place which operates 24 hours a
day. Its retail area sidewalks are lined with shops and full ofpeople. Office
buildings and residential towers glitter amongst parks, plazas and streets lined
with stately trees. Light rail lines and electric trolley buses quietly glide down its
streets transporting workers, shoppers and visitors. Walks, gateways and parks
are rich with public art.
Trees line walks and major transportation corridors, providing shade and habitat
and reinforcing a Central City network of green spaces. Open spaces offering an
opportunity for rest and quiet are found throughout the Central City. Streets,
sidewalks, trails, plazas and parks are free of litter, well-maintained and richly
planted. The natural setting of the Central City is accentuated with buildings,
open spaces and streets which blend with the Tualatin Hills, the Cascades, and
river vistas to create a dramatic backdrop for an attractive and memorable place.
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Covering Front Avenue and constructing a Public: Attraction.
such as a botanticaJ garden and oonservatOt)'. are proposals
lor the S.W. Morrison bridge rlJl'llarea. This would irrprove
pedestrian acxess to Waterfronl Park. and reinfotee thQ park.
1l11Jf'OVing its link wtlh the rQml core and the rest of Oo'M'ltown.
that focuses on the Willamette River•...
The air is fresh and the Willamette River is clean, inviting and accessible from
both banks. Urban in nature, the riverfront is lined with a mixture of activities
and open spaces. New buildings focus on the Willamette taking advantage of
views of the waterfront's natural beauty and riverfront activities. Building
heights step down to the river, preserving and enhancing views to and from the
water. Access to the riverbank and the water's surface is available at frequent
intervals. Along both sides of the Willamette public attractions offer cultural,
educational and social opportunities to enjoy the City and the River. The water
taxi system connects waterfront activities and attractions.
The Greenway Trail runs along the banks of the Willamette. This river trail loop
ties the Central City to a larger system of walks that lead to surrounding districts
and neighborhoods. These walkways also link a network of parks and open
spaces which provide settings for wildlife and human activity.
a good place to live, ...
A wide choice of housing types and prices is available for a diversity of urban
lifestyles and incomes. Residential development is clustered in neighborhoods
where the needs of the residents for support goods and services, including social
services, can be met. Opportunities for socializing, recreation, quiet and solitude
.are all close at hand, as are facilities and events which enrich the mind and
spirit.
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a city that cares, •••
Social and health services are available and provide dignified care to dependent
populations. The community offers training and support for those able to become
more independent.
where we work together.
The public and private sectors work together pursuing the continued
strengthening and growth of Portland's economy, diverse employment base, and
cultural and educational activities. City government is open and accessible. It
provides leadership in promoting and implementing public policy. Government
is willing and able to respond quickly, creatively, and efficiently to provide
innovative ways of meeting the challenges facing the community. The private
sector participates in the success of government by actively helping in decision-
making and adding its talent to help solve community problems.
Regulations, laws, and policies are interpreted and enforced equitably and justly.
The Central City is a place which feels and is safe for all its citizens. Cultural
and ethnic diversity is celebrated, and personal freedom is cherished and
protected. Business supports the cultural and educational life of the City.
Government encourages business, civic and neighborhood organizations to
participate in decision-making and in helping it honestly evaluate its successes
and failures.
Above all, we envision a livable city!
Placement of additionaJ pieces of p,blic art and a variety 01 affordable events are Plan r8COiiili&Odations 10 promote art
in the South Park Bkx:k Cultural District
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CENTRAL CITY PLAN GOAL
Encourage continued investment within Portland's
Central City while enhancing its attractiveness for
work, recreation and living. Through the implemen-
tation ofthe Central City Plan, coordinate develop-
ment, provide aid and protection to Portland's citi-
zens, and enhance the Central City's special natu-
ral, cultural and aesthetic features.
Comprehensive Plan Policy 2.24.
The Central City Plan goal summarizes the intent of the Plan's 21 policies and their respective further
statements. This goal, also a Comprehensive Plan policy, is used to guide future City programs, major
capital projects and otherfunding decisions. Where major development decisions are being proposed, State
law requires consistency with the City's Comprehensive Plan.
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CENTRAL CITY PLAN
POLICIES Wl'l'H
ACTION CHARTS AND MAPS
The following list of policies and further statements are the core of the Central
City Plan. The policies are divided into two groups: functional area policies and
district policies. There are thirteen functional policies and eight district policies.
Each policy is accompanied by further statements which are considered to be part
of the policy and have equal importance. They are intended to elaborate on the
policy and provide details needed for application and interpretation in the future.
The policies and further statements contained in the Central City Plan are
policies of the City's Comprehensive Plan.
The action charts and maps illustrate the ideas for implementing each of the
Central City Plan policies. The actions are assigned a time-frame suggesting the
appropriate schedule for when the project, program or regulation should begin.
In some cases, the action is indexed to an explanation or reference to another
action in the Details of Actions and Strategies, Plan and Supplemental Maps, and
Code Amendments sections of this report. While most of the actions were adopted
as part of the Plan by resolution, the actions which call for specific changes in
zoning designations or in the zoning code were implementated at the time of
adoption of the Plan by ordinance.
Action Chart Index
The following offices are referred to as possible implementing agencies for the
strategies listed in the Action Charts. These offices may either oversee the
implementing actions or carry out the projects and programs themselves. Many
of the action items indicate private (Pvt.) sector action as well as action by a public
agency. Where private sector action is indicated, generally the role of the public
agencies, also listed, is to foster the private sector's involvement.
BOB··Portland Bureau of Buildings
City Council··Portland City Council
Env. Serv.--Bureau of Environmental Services
ER--Portland ExpositionlRecreation Commission
Gen. Ser.--Bureau of General Services
GPCVA--Greater Portland Convention and Visitors Association
HAP--Housing Authority of Portland
HCD--Bureau of Housing and Community Development
HRB··Portland Human Resources Bureau
LID·-Local Improvement District
MAC--Metropolitan Arts Commission
Metro--Metropolitan Service District
Mult.--Multnomah County
MYC--Metropolitan Youth Commission
ODOT--Oregon Department of Transportation
.ONA·-Office of Neighborhood Associations
Parks-·Portland Bureau of Parks and Recreation
PCC--Portland Community College
PDC--Portland Development Commission
PDOT·-Portland Department of Transportation
PIC··Portland Industrial Council
Planning <BOP).-Portland Bureau of Planning
PPB--Portland Police Bureau
Porto-Port of Portland
PSU·-Portland State University
SOlo-Portland School District No.1
State Legislature-Oregon State Legislature
Tri-Met-Tri-County Metropolitan Transit District
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Functional Policies
i
Vintage Trolley ....ng existing tracks, alUld connect _breweries, lII1Io1 galleries end wlloleeeJe releU ooUe.. el111e
13th Avenue Hislorice1 Distric11n 1he _estTrlengle werehouse aree. (Action NW1)
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Policy 1: ECONOMIC 0 EVELOPMENT
Build upon the Central City as the economic heartof the ColumbiaBasin,
and guide its growth to further the City's p10,;perity and livability.
. .' """ .
'.'\ .
FURTHER:
A. Foster the development of at least 50,000
additional new jobs in the Central City by the
year 2010.
B. Enhance the Central City's dominance in
finance, government, professional services,
culture, entertainment, and as a business
headquarters location.
C. Strengthen the Central City's role as a retail
center, tourist attractor, and center for
diverse educational programs.
D. Support and maintain manufacturing and
distribution as significant components in the
Central City economy.
E. Capture the opportunities for new jobs and
investment created by the new Oregon
Convention Center.
F. Support the retention and expansion of
existing businesses while attracting and
encouraging new businesses in the Central
City.
G. Build on and market the Central City's
livability as a central component of
Portland's economic development strategies.
ACTION CHART
TIMING POSSIBLE INOEX
PROPOS-'LS FOR -'CTIOH MX:Fr NEXT S1XTO IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE 20 AGENCY -'CTION
• PLAN ~~ DEUIL
PROJECTS
EOI E.ablish a Woc1d'. Fair committee to deve 8 cific fair ...1. ++++ Cb Council/PV1.
E02 Stud)' code regulation applications and inlerpretaliollll. and f8COI11mend ++++ Planning
d1anaes to asure consislencv. oromote enidencv and fairness.
EDa PnMde an adequa18 and a!fOfdabie s~ of Downtown shott·lenn ++++ POCIPOOT/PYl.
IDarklnn.
EO' P\bIeh • central City Develooer's Handbook. ++++ Plannin
EOS Cr.... Central City promotional materials such as an audioNlsual ++++ POC/PYl.
loroaram SDOtllohtina districts and mult;·linoual Quid. bootes.
EOB PRWlde touriat Intormalion 81 Pioneer Squar., Unoo Sl81ion. lhe +++. PYl.,QPCVA
ion Center and aJ olher' Central City anracUo08.
EOl Extend the vintage trolley and light rail system to link lhe Cent,.. ++++ T,i·Met/Pvl,/ P84
City with Portland's commercial, high density housing and reerealionaJ POOl
.,.. and eltradlons outside Ihe Centl1ll Cltv.
EO. FOlder th.me districts within fhe Central City: Chinalown, Northw... ++++ Planning/POC
W.,.eholne District all historic district' Russ~l 51. and East Por1land.
PIlOGR-'MS
E09 Estab(l.h a marketin slraleQv to cramote internationaJ trade. ++++ POC/Porl
ED10 Encounl<Je local stale and lederal o"ices to locate in the Central Citv. ++++ Council
ED11 Exoand the Downtown retail core to Fronl Avenue. ++++ POC
ED12 Train dtv ,Iaf' in Droblem-solvin in rev;ewino develooment Drooosais. ++++ Plannino/BOB
E013 EllOOut8Qe ooordinmion on major street WMe and eonsh'uctkH'l projects ++++ PlannlnglBOBI
in order to minimize disruolion 10 businesses. POOl
NOTE: Propoaala lor acUons showr; on the Action Charts and meps were adopted through City Council ResohJtton. The projects. programs
and regulaUon. Ilated are 8 slatting place. As studi.1 ate undertaken. IOI'I'WI actions ~II need to be amended. or In some cases. replaced
with other propoeala found 10 be bener or m04"8 feasble.
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1';'·1 ~~=a~~~~trIct
, Russell 5l Hl&tor1c Dislricl
2 TlllTll Colla HislDric Dish:!
3 East Por1land Conservation Disbicl
4 ChlnalDWn
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Policy2: THE WILLAMETTE RIVERFRONT
Enhance the Willamette River as the focal point for views, pubHc activities.
and development which lmits the city together.
FURTHER:
A. Recapture the east bank of the Willamette
Riverfront between the Marquam and Steel
Bridges by expanding and enhancing the
space available for non-vehicular uses.
B. Locate a wide range of affordable and
attractive public activities and attractora
along the riverbank and create frequent
pedestrian access to the water's edge.
C. Encourage a mixture of IBnd uses along the
river, while protecting opportunities for
water-dependent uses, especially north of the
Broadway Bridge.
D. Maintain and improve public views to and
from the river.
E. Improve the Central City's bridges for
pedestrians and bicyclists and enhance the
bridges role as connections between the two
sides of the Willamette.
ACTION CHART
F. Encourage development of faciliti.. that
provide acceaa to and from the water'.
surface throughout the Central City.
G. Foster opportunities for touching and
entering the WiI1amette River.
Dod< ow. freeway wt1h _ U_, ~lOd 01 Bum_ 8<1dge.
TilliNG POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION AOCPT tar SIX IIIPLEIIENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
• Pl.NI '/EARS '/EARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
Rl InClude a riverfronl seelion in a Centrat City Oevelooefs Handbook. ++++ Plannlna P84
R2 Creal. 8 river lui system with slops 81 pubUC attraetiona and ++.+ POC/Parks/PYI. P84
8xlsli0Cl piers. POl1JGPCVA
R3 Enhanc:e the bridge walkways tor pedestrians and bicyclists. ++++ POOT P84
ConS1rud new lealutes and maintain exl,tina oaIhs.
R4 Improve conneclions lor pedestrians and bicydel 10 the bridges and from ++++ POOT
the btidoes to the east bank watetfront.
RS Es1abfish a oublic: aouarium as a malor at1radion on or near the river. ++++ Poc.t.lETRO
RS lIIuminale Por1land', Mdgee with night lighling. ++++ Mull. Countyl P84
MI'C
R7 Enlaroe the Creeon Maritime Museum an or near the riverfront. ++++ Pvt.lPOC/OMSI
R8 Study 8Jld make recammendalioM on teasOlhy and kx:aItan of a bridge ++++ PlannlnglPDOT P84
lor aedeslrians and bicvclists.
R' Complele the development of the GreenwaY Trail within the Cernral City. ++++ PDOTIODOT/Porl<s
RIO Build a full $ize WOfking repUca of one of the tall ....ip. Imponam to ++++ POC/Private PSS
POr1land's his,orv and dock it in the Central Cltv,
Rll Creale an lnner-city rivertronl 500p trail between the HaWlhome and ++++ Parka P8S
Steel Brldo9S with a new nul level crossina on the SIee1 Bridae.
R12 Eslablish facilities that access Ihe war..., surface; temporary b08I t'" ++++ Parka/PDC
UDS. swimmina areas a Iinht craft cenl., and mooranet. PI.nnlna/Pvt,
R'3 Establiah riveretalt ti.up laciliU" to allow access fom the river to ++++ POC/Parka PSS
lhe river bank.
RU Encoura e riverlronl 101.,l1"S Dar1icularlv on a renovated Sleamer POr1land. ++++ fort/Pv"
PROGRAMS
R,S Preserve and enhance existing righl.of-way which e"end 10 the river. ++++ POOT
Encourage the dedication of addiUonai rights-of-way, espec1alty where
Ihey line up with exisling righl&-al-way to provide acceu to the river
lhrouoh donalions condemnations etc.
A1S Prated views of Ihe river on existin r hts-ol-wa . ++++ Plannina P 85
A,7 Enhance Ihe role of Ihe Central Cit brid as as eways. ++++ Multnomah CounlY PSG
R'S Encoura e rocrealionall -oriented retail uses alono the river. ++++ BOP/Parke/POe
R" Develop and distribule brochures and m8D11 on rlvet1ronl recreation. ++++ Parll., Bureau
R20 Enhance fish and wildJile habitat alona the r~r. ++++ Plannlna/Perks P88
R2' Preserve oDoortunilies lor river-de ndent Industrial u.... ++++ Plannln
NOTE: Proposals tor actions shown on 1M AcUon Chatt. and rnape were adopled thR>Ugh City Council Resoluttan. The projects. prGgtWna
and regula1ions listed are a slarting place. As 'IIudles are undertaken, some actione will need to be amended, or In some casH. reptacecI
wilh olher propoSals found 10 be beller or more le8S~.
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Policy3: HOUSING
Maintain the Central City's status as OI-egon's principalhigh density
housing area by keeping housingproduction in pace with newjob creation.
--
FURTHER:
A. Promote the construction of at least 5,000
new housing units in the Central City by the
year 2010.
B. Preserve and encourage rehabilitation of
existing housing.
C. Encourage the development of housing in a
wide range of types and prices and rent
levels.
D. Foster the growth of houaing to help
reinforce the Central City as a lively urban
area, especially during evenings.
E. Secure greater regional participation in
addressing the housing needs of the
homeless, low-income and other special
needs populations.
F. Where residential development is required,
assure that when development of the
housing is deferred to the future the housing
site is designated and zoned residential
,<-
II' #/111 !~IP
Lon -.g. __01_. Inclalrtol one!
COiIiI_ioI buildlngo _.-..
ACTION CHART
TIMING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTlON NrPT IeCT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 ADEJfCf AcnON
• PlAN ~~ DETAIL
PROJECTS
Hl Study and make recommendalions on building code amendmerf. ++++ PlanningJBOB
needed to allow safelcost-ettedive creation 01 k:Jft housirlQ.
H2 Expand eligibility for property lax abaIement lor housing, in targeted ++++ Stale Legis"'urel
areas to indude the entire Central Citv, Plannina
H3 Provkle ear·round shefter for. the homeless. ++++ HRBlMuft. Coo
PROGRAMS
H4 Use urban renewal and tax increment financing ptograms to foster lhe ++++ PDC
developmenl and presef\lalion at housing ... urban r.....W81 d'strida.
foarticularlv Dres9fValion of SAO housinol.
HS Establtsh a city housing truSl lund lor rep&ac::em.... ot Io8l hOUling, ++++ Pianning/POCI P S7
construdion of new housino and Dr8SerY8lion of eXtstino housina. HAPlMu". CountY
H6 Extend Ihe Urban Homesle«t program 10 include conwrsOn 01 ++++ PDC
obsolete and unused commercial and Industrial buildina- 10 hOUlAna.
H7 Encourage lhe Siale Board of Higher Education to build ..udenl ++++ $181. Lep,latu..
housino on the Pot1land SIa1e UniversitY C.ma....
H8 Establish an awards program lor W. modend. and mW" income ++++ Planning
housino construdion and rehabilita1lon.
H9 Involve the Crime Prevenlion Oflice when reviewing lhe plana of map ++++ Planning/BOBI
conslrudion or redeveloomenl 01 housinn oro·edit. PPD
Hl0 Aggressively exptore. develop and lake adion to aeal. housing ++++ Planning/POCI P S7
incentives. particularly taking quick 8dbn on those polentlal Incentives Stale LegisLaturw
identified durina the Ptan develooment rv0C8SS. PV1.
NOTE: Proposals lor actions shown on the Action Charts and maps Went adopted through City Council RnoIuUon. 'T'he profecls. ptograma
and regulaZions listed are a starting place. As Sludkts are undertaken. some actions will need 10 be amended. or In some caMI. repCaoed
with olher proposals found 10 be beller or more feasibkt.
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Policy4: TRANSPORTATION
Improve the Central City's ace esrnmHty to the rest of the region and iIB ability
to accommodate growth. byextending the Hght rail system and by
maintaining and improvingother forms of transit and the sfreetand
highway system, wblle preserving and enhancing the City's livability.
FURTHER:
A. Develop the Central City 88 the region's
transportation hub through construction
of a regional light rail transit system.
B. Work with Tri-Met and other
metropolitan area jurisdictions to locate
and obtain funding to complete the
regional light rail transit system.
C. Support transportation facility
improvements that improve the flow of
traffic to, within and through the Central
City.
D. Recognize that parking is an important
element in the transportation system
which supports growth and ensure that
each district has adequate parking while
improving air quality and traffic flow.
E. Encourage the use of bicycles and other
alternative modes of transportation for
general access into and within the
Central City by improving the pleasure
and safety of the transportation system.
F. Separate bikeways and pedestrianways
wherever it is both practical and possible,
especially in parks and open spaces.
G. Protect residential neighborhoods from
auto and truck through-traffic.
ACTION CHART
H. Develop new systems and better utilize
the existing transportation system to
promote tourism by connecting the City's
hotel, retailing, recreational, cultural
and entertainment attractions.
1. Improve the movement of goods to, from
and within the Central City.
J. Develop an integrated transportation
system where each mode, and the
system as a whole, is both efficient and
practical.
K. Preserve access for all transportation
modes on rights-of-way that lead directly
to and from bridges.
TIMING POSSlaLE INOEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION I>OCPT I£XT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
• FUN 'l'ENlS 'l'ENlS OETAIL
PROJECTS
TI By January 1, 1Qag linish a feasibility and engineering Sludy 'or the ++++ Plannlng/POOTI P88
two mile stretch 01 lreew8¥- Easlbanllo Freeway. COOl'
T2 En inNr and construc1 the west·1l1de Uaht rail line. ++++ Trl-Mel P88
T3 Plan and construel the remaining portions aC the tegkJnal ++++ T,'·Me.
Iioht rail svstem.
14 Plan and coosUud an Inner cit transit 55 on Grand Ave . ++++ Trl-Met P88
T5 Allow Ihe use of some local service streels In industrial ...... ++++ POOTIPOC pea
for anoled Da<1<ina lor emolo"".. end lor Ioadln•.
T6 OeV9klp l"'annahonal guidet.. directional signs and tnIIpI expiaining the ++++ Planning/Pvt.
10000kln end ..-.tkln 01 out. end bike .,..l,1no w~hln Ihe c.mrol Cltv,
T7 DeSIgn and inatall Indflc control deY'as to keep through auIO and truck ++++ PC01'
traffic from tntiUratlno Inlo residential nettlhborhoodl.
T8 Clearly desianate and s n lruck reM.. 10 and within Industrial ...... ++++ PC01'
10 Further lit the sed oonnectlon from Mclouohltn to 1·5. ++++ OOOT.f'OOT
TlO Creale a safe clear and oktasanl aY!llem of waJ(wa endbl ++++ POOTIPOC P89
TlI Reinlorce the Union Slalion area as • I..." allon c:.nt.... ++++ POC/POOT/PIIl,
T'2 Oeveloo 8 system 01 short-tenn pal1t.inQ lacilittee In Ihe Central CitY. ++++ POC/POOT/PIIl,
T13 Devel en im roved arkino dala .vstem. +.+. PC01'
Tl' Develop a parking stralegy tor each Cent.... City dis1ric:l. and lor specilic ++++ PC01'
sedor'S within the Downtown. review and make recommendations on the
aartdntl needs 01 each district. UMsie this Informallon reaularIY.
Tl5 Encourage the development of Bike Central'" bicyde commuter lac:ifIy +++. Parks/Pvt.lPOOT
near emolovment centers.
PROGRAMS
Tl6 EneotxBQe reduced pariling rales on weekends and .. night + •• + Gen. ServJ P 8~
Plannina/Pvt .
T17 Encouraae new DNkioa 'aeiltlies to $lay In the evenl slWeehends. ++++ POOT/POC/PVI.
NOTE: Propoeala for actions shown on the Action Chart. and mIpI wet9 adopted through CJIy Council Resolution. The projects. programs
and regulations listed are a 5I8I11ng pl808. As studies are undertaken. some actions will need to be amended. or in .ome cases. replaced
wi1h oIher proposals lound 10 be bet1er'or more leasible.
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Policy 5: HUMAN SERVICES
Provide !lOCial and health semces for special needs populations, and assist
dependent individuals to become more independent
FURTHER:
A. Create opportunities for job training and
employment.
B. Ensure that those in the greatest need
receive aiaand that it is given in a dignified
and caring manner.
C. Reduce conflict between members of special
needs populations and other residents.
workers and visitors to the Central City.
D. Protect and preserve the City's single room
occupancy (SRO) housing resource.
E. Encourage agreements concerning the
location and density of social service
facilities and the populations they serve in
the Central City.
F. Support efforts to coordinate the delivery of
social services, and actively support
provision of community-based care and other
innovative models of service provision.
ACTION CHART
TIlliNG POSSlaLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION KX:PT tEXT SIX IIiPLEMENTING TO
WIlll FIVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
• PlNl \'EAR> \'EAR> DETAIL
PROJECTS
HS' Ob1l1in Increased Stale tundlna tOf 'human service Droarams. +.++ Slate Leaislatunt
HS2 Enc:ourage county·wide and region·wtde recognition and partlc.pm:ion In .+++ HRalPDC
efforts to address the DfObIems of homeless and klw income~.
HS3 Conducl 8 study and detennine how human service rweoureea ++++ HRBlMul1. Counly
should be allocaled to best assist thosa In lhe area'lSl diSlteU. Pvt.
HS4 O.w~ a ptan for the ~Uon of public reslroom IsdliUes suet'! as .+++ Planning/Parka
issoirs. Gen. Srvs.JPvI.
HSS Condud. 8 study to develop a city-wide plan thai will guide the siting +++. Mu•. CountylPOCI PIlO
and expansion 01 social service facilities whk:h d1redty provide lood, Planning/Pvt.
temnOfAtV shelter clothiM or medical or celdellno servlc...
HSB Creale a communily center which provides a aoc:laJ gathering ++++ HRB/Pvt.
!alace and dean·uo lacilitles lor soecial needs oooutations.
HS7 Study and make recommendaUons on the transilional ~ymenl ++++ HAB/Pvt.
needs d~ needs populalions.
HSB Establish addrtlonal heatth clinics oIlering eate and prevention ++++ Muh. County/Pili.
aroarams to leeneae~ indioents lhe homeJess and DlostItLft...
HS9 Establish a youth center offering r&Crealtona! programs, hea/lh ++++ HRBlMu•• County/ PIlO
care counselino and lob Dlacement servM:es. MYC/Pvt.
PROGRAMS
HS10 Creale an ad I-a-room Pt ram sUDOortina SRO housino. ++++ HAS/P... P90
HS11 Establish a centralized human seMen Information center. ++++ Muff. Count P 9'
HS12 Expand jobs programs tor lhe chronicaUy unernpktyecllo do ++++ PICIHRB/Pvt.
community service tuks.
HS13 Encourage lirms doing business ~h lhe city 10 have lind ++++ City CounclllPDC
source hirina aareemen!s with lhe c"v_
HS14 Provide aftendants in oublic re51room 'aciliU8I. ++++ Park/Gen. Srv.JPYI P 9'
REGULATIONS
HS15 Fadlilale the IOC8lion 01 dav care businesses near em 10 enl cenlers. ++.+ POC/Plannln /Pvt
NOTE: Proposals for actions shown on the Action Chal1s and maps were adopled through City Council Resolution. The projects, programs
and r&gulaUons lisled ore a starting place. As studi" .... under1aken. some actions wiU need to be amended. Of" in some cases. replaced
replaced wilh olher proposals found to bEl' ~ter or more leasibkt.
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Policy6: PUBUC SAFETY
Protect all citirens and their property, and create an environment inwhich
people feel safe.
FURTIlER:
A. Foster the development of a vital "24-hour"
city which encourages the presence of people
and decreases the likelihood of crime.
B. Increase the visibility and accessibility of
police.
C. Create safer areas through environmental
design.
ACTION CHART
TII/ING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR AC'TlON KXfIT ~ SIX II/PLEI/ENTING 10
WITH F1IIE TO 20 AOEIlCY ' AC'TlON
• FUN 'IEAAS 'IEAAS DETAIL
PROJECTS
PSl Establish storelront----nniice aide centers In h' h crtme ...... ++++ PPB/PYl, P92
PS2 Include guidelines lor creating -delensible speoee- in • Owvwlupw"a ++++ PlanningJPPB
'laid«.
PS3 Study and make recommendalionl on street I~hling needlI, pwtk::ulluty ..... ++ Planning/PDOT
in ~rkinn lots.
PROGRAI/S
PS' Consider assessment districts to lund special publtc sallIty ++++ PPB PIl2
Inrnnrams I.•. 'Storefront 1"\01108 aide cenlers horse -~:';rof etc.
PSS lnaease horse and tool trois in commercial and rourist .,.... ++++ PPB P92
PSG Creale a force of park -rangers- who ptcMde lntormaUon ..,d lupeMlio" ++ ...... Potka PIl2
of "'ublic -"085 ~arks malls tourist areas and sh........v..... atreet•.
PS7 EVnAnd crime---nrevenlion and ublic salet educalionaJ nun•. ++++ PPB
PSS Encou,:a;;e 100--;;;;-hours of ClD8ralion lor retail oosine..... ++++ PDClPYl.
PSg Establish a crime watch ronram tor central CttV residentSlbuslness... ++++ ONAJPvl.
NOTE: Proposals tOf actions shown on the Action Ctwut. and """'" __ adopted through Cily Council Reaolution. Tho prcjoeto. programa
and regulations listed are a Slat1ing place. As studies ani undet1aken. some 8CUOl'lfl will need 10 be amended, 0( In some cases, replaced
wilh other proposals round 10 be b$ller or more feasibkt.
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,Pollcy7: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Improve the Central City's environmentby reducing pollution, keeping the
Central City clean and green, and providingopportunities to eqjoy nature.
FURTHER:
A. Reduce air pollution in the Central City.
B. Improve water quality in the Willamette
River.
C. Reduce noise and create areas of quiet in the
Central City.
D. Create programs which discourage littering
and provide increased litter removal.
E. Enhance urban wildlife habitat areas and
create opportunities to enjoy them and to use
them for educational purposes.
ACTION CHART
TilliNG POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION NXFT rar SIX IIIPLEIlENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AGENCY AenON
, PlAN ¥EARS '!EARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
NE, Provide convenient trllSh receotacles throuohout lhe cenlral City. ++++ PDOT/Pvt.
NE2 OevetoD urban wildlife areas In
"' "" llI1d
ns •••• Parks P03
NE3 Develop and publtah a brochure on the Central City urban ++++ Parks/Planning
wildlife habitat sV!l.lem and proYlde lnlArnretlve Plaques In parka.
NE4 Examine waf., quality in the Portland Harbot and w.... diecharge ++++ Env. seNten
COOl:rola in the Winamette Basin In Ughl at panned beneficilll
uses for the harbor.
NE5 Provide waste diap08al facilities lor boat. at marinas and IMt-uP cioc:M. ++++ Env. Servlce./Pvtl
BOB/Parka
NE6 ESlablilh « Central City litter dean-up campaign. PVI,/P.fhl P03
Gen.SeMceo
NE7 Encourage 'he enhancement of fish h.abilat 81'881 and .heir uliliUdon +++. Env.5eMcesi
with projed, such as constructlna small lI.hlna DkwI, Parks/Plannina
PROGRAIIS
NEB Encourage the use 01 plant m8lerlals that provkle habit81 and ++++ Parks/Planning
use slreel trees 10 link. urban 'Nildlne habltat areae.
NEg Promote the developmenl of employee parking, traffic IT\8I\8il8ment ++.+ PllOI" P03
and altemalive ernolovee lranslt olens for new and exlsUnti businesses.
NE10 Sludy offering price reductions in the c;osl of parklng tor vehld•• ++ •• General Services P93
which o85S an annual OEC emiss)ons insoection,
NE11 Study and make recomRl6ndaUons on the polential of electrification and ••• + POOT/Tri·Met P03
use 01 altemmive fuels for transit 10 reduce noise and elr nnllulion.
NOTE: Proposals lor actions showr~ on the Adoo Char1. end m&pI were adopled Ihrough city Council ResoIuUon. The prcjec:tl. pC'ograma
and regulation. listed are a Slatting place. As studies are undertaMn, some action. will need to be amended. or In some eases. reptaced
with other" proposals found to be better or more feasble.
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Policy8: PARKS AND OPEN SPACES
Build a parlt and open space system ofJinked facilities that tie the Central
City districts together and to the SUlTOUIIdingcommunity.
FURTHER:
A. Create greenbelts that tie existing open
spaces together using street trees, plazas,
bicycle and pedestrian ways, recreational
trails and new parks.
B. Meet the open space and recreation needs of
each of the Central City districts.
C. Establish public transportation connections
among major recreational facilities on land
and water.
D. Ensure that a balance of passive and active
parks and open space is provided.
A park or urban plaza Is proposed in the Plan for lhis location. It would lur\her Ink the Parx Baocks and oouJd cotl\U1
below-grade parking. much like OBryant Park.
ACTION CHART
TilliNG POSSISLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION I'OCPf NEXT SIX IIIPLEIlENT/NG TO
WITH FIVE T02Q AQENCT ACTION
• FUN 'WEARS 'WEARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
POI Improve 'he Notth PIII1< BIod<a. Chepm"" end Lo_p_._, +.+++ Parka/POC
Park and Waterfront Park befw8en the Steel & Burnside B~~~
P02 Should the wmerlronl grain etevalor"l ever cease operBfIonl. r.-u.. ++++ Parks/Portl
lheir sites as public oaen S08Ol. FOC
P03 Promote interim use of vacant land near housintl tOl" community narden•. ++++ Parkl/Plan.lPvI.
PROGRAIIS
P04 Establish an "adopt a pat\- program 10 provkkt lor development and ++++ Parka/Pvt.
maintenance of soeciaJ Cenlral Cltv Mril IBeili'lles.
POS Identifv and Dlant street trees which ovide urban wildlif. habitat. ++++ PJan.lParka/Pvt.
P06 Encourage the use of Central City Slreel9 and open ap&o88 tor .. +++ ParksJPOOTI
ethnic and cullural celebrations and disclBVB. Pvt.
P07 Involve Ihe pllrticip.tion 01 the Crime PrevenUon Otlice when nt'¥ie.-ing ++++ Planningl
plans of new construction or major redevelopmenl 01 parka and Parka/PPD
NOTE: Proposals for actions shown on the Action Ch8l1s and meps were adopted Ihrough City Council R89OIUlIon. The projects. programs •
end regulations listed are a ~Iarting place. As studies are undertaken, some actions will need to be amended. Of in .ome cases. rvp$aced
wilh Olh9f' proposaJs found 10 be beller or more leas~.
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Policy9: CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT
Provide and promote facilities, progx-ams and public events and festivals that
reinforce the Central City's role as a cultural and entertainment center for
the metropolitan and northwest region.
FURTIIER:
A. Encourage the support of the performing
arts in the Central City.
. B. Increase the number, diversity and
clustering of public and private art and
entertainment facilities.
C. Promote the purchase and display of public
art.
D. Encourage artists, crafts-people and
entertainers to live and work in the Central
City.
ACTION CHART
TilliNG POSSIBLE IHDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION NXPT raT SIX IIIPLEIIENTINQ TO
WfTli AVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
• PlAN '/EARS '/EARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
Cl Indude • section in a new Develope(s Handbook expa;ning ++++ PlanningIBOB
develoom~nl 01 artist Iivelwork spac..
C2 Provide additional garkina lor the Park Blockli Cultural District. ++++ POC/POOT
C3 Commission B ma;or BIt work 10 be placed on lhe island on S.W. Main ++++ MAC/Pvt.
Street in the South PBTk Blocks.
PROGRAIIS
C4 Encourage privme sponsorship of the 8ItI through lila Mayot"l ++++ Mayor's oIflcel
-aood Business- awards oronram. Moe
C5 Enhance a cent'" QJltural district on the South Park Bk)eks and QJrcural ++++ Planning P~
develnnment areas Ihrouahoul the Central CItY as shown on the me.
C6 R9CDQnize the Metro. Al1s Comm.'s Public Art Plan -Follow lhe River.- ++++ MACJCounclf
C7 Encouraoe Ihe creali«l 01 educational rams b cut1ural Institutions. ++++ MAC/Council/PYI.
es Create a ralive arts markebnQ DfOQram. to+++ MAC/Pvt.
C9 Encourage cultural and entec1ainment ladlities to valid... parking, ++++ MAC/Councill
provide transit tickels to their pallO,.., h'donn petrona 01 parking PDOTIPvI.
Iocalions and develoo shared-use ftAr1dnn AmlI\l"JIIment••
Cl0 Creale 8 small donor OQram to purchase DUbIic: ." tor DlbUc soaeee. ++++ Pvt./Parks P~
Cll Establish a stable and orowino lundino source for the arts. ++++ MAC/Council/PYI.
C12 Propose a study to determine the benelits of raising lhe percent lor ++++ MACiCity CouncW
ar1 orooram to 1.33 OArcenl. SIal.
REGULATIOHS
C13 Reauire around-level relail S08ce in clIltural distrida. ++++ Plannlna
NOTE: Proposals tor actions shown on lhe Adion Charts and maps were adopted by City Council Re8oIution. The ptofeds, program.
and regulations listed are a stBtllng place. As 5I:uclies are undertaken, some actions will need 10 be amended, Of In some cases, repaced
with other proposaJs lound 10 be beUer 0' more feasible.
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Policy 10: EDUCATION
Expand educational opportunities to meet the needs ofPortland's growing
population and businesses, and establish the Central City as a centerof
academic and cuIturallearning.
FURTHER:
A. Promote Portland State University as a
major State institution of higher education.
B. Encourage coordination, cooperation and
sharing among educational institutions and
libraries.
C. Improve public access to the library
collections in the Central City and coordinate
the acquisition programs of the libraries.
D. Encourage a partnership between
educational and cultural institutions and
business to improve opportunities for
learning and expanding Portland's
economic base.
E. Expand opportunities for continuing
education programs within the Central City.
F. Encourage educational institutions and
businesses to jointly develop job training
programs aimed at helping reduce
joblessness and cutting social service costa.
MuImmIh COunIy UI>rwy, 0 I<lUICt of InfO<mA11on and enjoymanl for _IS and WOIllano of "" Canlnl City. Tho Plan I8COlTYno"da 1he libnl'Y
kNp paoo wifl "" laCll.-gicalodvanoomenlSln InlO<mAtIon collacllon and diowibullon.
ACTION CHART
TIMING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR AcnoN KX:PT IoI:XT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE T02Q AGEIlCY ACTION
, FUN ~~ DETAil
PROJECTS
El ~ade the techno~ot Ihelb to ImDl'OV8 8C08'S1 to maieriaJs. +-+++ Muh. County/Pvt.
E2 SCud)' and make rec:ommend81ions on the need 'or and tno8I approprillle ••• + Planning/SOi P 95
location lor 8 ntimRrv school In the CentraJ ClhI.
E3 Creale a directONJinvenlorv 01 all Central ell educational facilities. ++ •• Plannina/Pvt.
E4 Create a University Distrtd which toetel'l Ponland Stat. Universily. •••• PSUlPLanning P 95(oW1h.
PROGRAMS
E5 Establish a role for businest in educaUon through internship +-.+-+ PSU/PCC/PortJ
" .......ram. and a communit.. business leadet lIneaker nrtV'Iram. Pvt.
E6 Establish 8 program which PfcMdee coopet'aJion in the development 01 ++++ Plannlng/SD11 P 95
Irade schools whhln Ihe Central Cllu _ ......dalJu In Industrial areas. Pvt.
NOTE: Proposafs lor actions shown on the AetKx'1 Chart. and maps Vf8fe adopted through City Council R~uUon. The projects, programs
and regllialions listed arG a starting place. As stud,- are undertaken, lome action. wiD need to be amended. 0( in some casee, replaced
with other proposals found to be better or more feasible.
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Policy11: HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Preserve and enhance the historicaDyand architecturally important
buildings and places and promote the creation ofourown legacy for the
future.
FURTHER:
A. Protect historically significant sites and
architecturally important structures.
B. Preserve the visual quality of historic
districts by protecting historic structures
and maintaining street furniture and other
features which are in keeping with the
historic character.
C. Identify, protect and promote the City's
historic sites and districts.
------ -\~
,---~.
~~
~Lr
Vintage Trolley in Conlrlll EaslSide Hisloric Area
ACTION CHART
TIMING POSSIBLE INOEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION 1DCf'T !'.EXT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20~ ACTION
• Pl»I '<EARS '<EARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
HPl Strengthen tli"~,:~?iSlric:l' through a YarIeIYt4:!.!w~k: Improvement., ++++ Plannlnv/PDC
such as street d n street fumiture and land .
HP2 Explore the feasibility 01 a Iransfer of developmerd: riQt-.. progrwn wtd ++++ Planning P86
olhor incentives nro;'rams 10 nrotect historical landmark buildlntll.
PROGRAMS
HP3 Salva e slore and reuse historic artifacts. ++++ POC/Pvt.
HP4 Develo~ubflc lnformalion n;;;v;ram. on hIstoric---;VeHtVailon. +++. PDC/Pvt.
HP5 ~and the luod~bue lor Urban CooMf'Vallon Fund lncenttwl.. ++++ PIlC
REGULATIONS
HP6 Promote the establishment 01 new historic dislrids in approprlale ++++ Planning/Pvt.
areas where requested by citizens, I.e. the Terra Cona Dlslrlct.
East Por1land and Russell Slr991.
HP7 Prepare a proposal lor a new Mulliple Resource Nomlnalion In the ++++ Planning/Pvt. Pll6
Northwest Trian"'le warehouse area end in C. Eastside south of Bumside.
NOTE: Proposals for actions shown on the Action Charls and maps we,. adopled through City Council R~utlon. The projects. programs
and re!2ulallons IiSl9d are a stat1lng place. As studies are undertaken. some actiona will need 10 be amended, or In some cases, replaced
wilh other proposals lound to be better ~r ,more leasible.
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1 ~ssell St HislOric Dislriet
2 Terra Colla HisIDric Dislriet
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4 Chinu-> HislDric Oislriet
O Possible Multiple ResourwNominations:
5 NW Triangle Multiple
Reoourw NonineIion
6 East Ponland Multiple
Reoourw Noninelion
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Policy12: URBAN DESIGN
Enhance the Centrnl City as a livable, waIkable area which fbcuses on the
river and captures the glitter and excitementorcity living.
FURTHER:
A. Create a rich and enjoyable environment
for pedestrians throughout the Central
City.
B. Strive for excellence in the design of new
buildings.
C. Encourage designers of new
developments to sensitively enhance
Portland's human scale of buildings,
streets and open spaces.
o
ACTION CHART
D. Promote the formation of districts with
distinct character and a diverse and rich
mixture of uses (in nonindustrial areas).
E. Identify and protect significant public
views.
F. Locate the highest densities in the
Downtown and along potential and
existing transit corridors, and step
density down toward the Willamette
River, residential neighborhoods
adjacent to the Central City, and as the
distance from the core increases.
.......
TilliNG POSSIBLE INOEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTlON NX:Pr !'EXT SIX IIiPLEIiENTING 10
Willi AVE TO 20 AGENCY AeTlON
• PlAN ~~ OETAIL
PROJECTS
UOl Design and build kkasks lor POf1land. pAace (hem tn areas oC htgh ++++ PlanningJPv1J
I"'edestrian Iraffic. we
U02 Establish a gateway program to design and build gateways maI1Ung ++++ Planning/Pvt. P96
emranceS 10 Ihe eem,at Cit" and between its districts.
U03 Place DubHe art 81 na1ewsiv-locations and- aiiV\i1~eslrian walks. ++++ MAC/Pvt.
U04 Create l'I boulevard~m conned~ all districts of lhe Central Ci ++++ PDOTlPlanni P96
UOS Extend Casl Iron Ornamental Linhlinn OiSlrict south 10 S.W. MarMt 51. ++++ PDOTIPIanninn
U06 StUdy the possible designalion of addittonai pedestrian dia1rids Ihroughoul ++++ PlannlnglPDOT P 97
the Central Cit" as shown on the Urban O-l..'n "'--'.
U07 Place utilities underground as development opportunities and/or p.mlic ++++ POOl'
funds become avalable.
PROGRAIiS
U08 Establish an urban design awards program which complements the ++++ Planning/Pvt.
extstlnn landmarf(s awards nrnnram.
U09 Establish a regular walking lour program which is mad. avaj~. ++++ GPCVAlPVI.
to conventions and to tourists.
UO'O Allow lor street dosures with limited access 1o, 'eeklential projedl if ++++ POOT/Planning!
Iraffic access and circulation are not adverselv effected. Pvt.
REGULATIONS
UOll Require that an inlerim use or redevek3pment plan be approved ++++ Planning
Innor 10 demolition of commercial and resJdential buitdtti-.
U012 Identif and nroreet view corridors at lie streets and nArka ++++ Plannln P 97
UD13 Creale and a~ urban desi n uktelines Annf'nnrial. to each dtslrid:. ++++ Planninn P 97
UD14 Assure. through Design Review, lhat new development iB .II • human scaJe ++++ Planning P 97
and il relates to the charader and scale of lhe area and Ihe Central Cltv.
UD15 Develop design gu)delines lor rooftops which emphasize interesUng ++++ PLanninglandsc~inn and roof cover materials.
UOl6 Limit street vacalions except in locations where lormalton of ++++ POOT/Planning
new sllnAtbIocks is allowed.
NOTE: Proposals for actions shown on the Action Charts and maps were adopled through City Council ResoIUlton. The projects. programs
and regulations listed are a starting place. As studies are undertaken. some actions will need 10 be amended. or in some cases. replaced
with olher proposals found to be better or more fElasibkt.
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,Policy13: PLAN REVIEW
Periodically review the ptogt : 5 ofthe Central City Plan.
FURTHER:
A. Assure that the ideas and dreams expressed
in the Central City Plan remain an active
concern of the City for the next 20 yeal'll.
B. Refine and revise the proposed
implementation actions as circumstances
change.
-
The Pion 1"0_ • ,.".- 01 vieWs 10 moonlaina and !he rIvOf I",," poblc viawpoInts.
ACTION CHART
.1
''-- (..,-.
I.
TIMINQ POSSlaLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION NX:Pf tEXT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
• PI»l
--
DETAIL
PROGRAMS
PR, Every Uve y....... lhe Planning Commluion wiD produce a tepOft to ++++ Planning
cn" Council on Imftlementation 0( the Cenlt'8I Clh,- Plan.
PR2 Indude in the Comprehensive Plan periocUc feYiew a seeUon on ++++ Plannl"ll
the Central Cltv Plan aterti"" wtth lhe second ntYtew.
PR3 The Planning Commission will monitor frMw_ .m Iran" corridor ++++ ++++ Planning
construction -"'rQ:eds as rmrt 01 their Cent," CII" f;v.vear 1W'VVt,
PR' oevelm review and adM, a nel~hbomooci~an for the Eliol bortlood. ++++ Planninft
PRS Sludy and ad on the possibility 01 eXpanding the boundaries 01 the eentr" ++++ Planning
City Plan 10 include Kings Hilt, the .... .:KJIh 01 the Downro-:~1
Arthur snd the area or Kems west of 2151 Ave and south 01 Sa Blvd.
PR6 Review streamline and consolidate"_ anni I dOOJmentl. ++++ PlannintJ
PR7 Produce an annual report on the CCP including. rev6ew cC Incenlivee. ++++ Planning
economic devel............ent hous irvo and how wetI1he-~ideshave been met.
NOTE: Proposals tOf' actions shown on lhe Action Chari, and~ were adopted through City Council Resolution. The projeels. programs
and regulaUons listed are a ~arting place. As studies are undertaken, lome actions will need (0 be emended. Of In some cases. replaced
wilh other proposals found to be betler or mOfe lauble.
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Policy14: DOWNTOWN
Strengthen the Downtown as the heart ofthe region, maintain its role as the
preeminent lJusi.nes.i location in the region, expand its role in retaiHng,
honsing, and tourism, and reinforce its cultural, educational, entertainment.
governmental and ceremonial activities.
FURTHER:
A. Maintain and implement the Downtown
Plan 8S a part of the Central City Plan.
B. Continue to actively foster the growth and
attractiveness of the Downtown, enhancing
its competitive position over other
commercial areas in the region.
ACTION CHART
Saturday MalMt Shoppe.... The martYtlls recogniZed
by 1he Plan IS a !T"8jor atllaC1Ion,
TilliNG POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION NXPT t-EXT SIX IIIPLEIlENTING TO
WITH AVE TO 20 AGENCY ACTION
, PlAN VIWIl VIWIl DETAIL
PROJECTS
0, Wtden sidewalts and make improvements between SW SUnon and Ankeny ++++ PDC/PlIlu P98
lor Park Block connection 10 provide pedeo.riano wtder ,__•
slreet lrees and ether ImDfOVttments.
02 Improve S.W. Ankeny. Harrison. Main. Mon1lOf1 and l.tnodn ++++ PDOTJPDCiLID
.sPOdestrianways.
03 Extend WaJerfrOC'lt Partf. 10 the weel under the Morrison Bridge Md ++++ POC/Parka
estabUsh a boIank:a1 garden, conseMllory Of' avtary; Sludy remOYIng
Front Ave. ramos. Iowerinnlhrfdl'llnn over Front Ave. with l'H'MIn SNice.
04 Establish 8 ~ic park on the block bounded by p~. 9th. Taykw and ++++ PDC/ParkafPvt.
Yamhill Streels.
05 Escablish a publk: park, perhaps with p8ltUng below. on the ++++ POC/PlIlU
block boun4od bv Park 91h Slark and Ook.
06 Study the establishmenl of active uses under Ihe bridge rampl •• ++ Clly CouncilJParks. P98
In Walerfrom Park. POe
07 lmorove S.W. Ankeny Street between 5th and Front Aye. tor estrian•. ++++ PDOTIPDC
DB Build Downtown Dislrid aatewavs in Iocattons shown on mao. ++++ PYI.
09 Improve S.W. Harrison between 4th and Broadway '0 lormalize ++++ POCJPDOT P98
connections between the South Auditorium and Uniyersity Dls1rk:ts.
PROGRAMS
0'0 Provide street trees, with priority given to tully developed blocks ++++ Parks/Pvl.
and t>edestrianwavs.
011 Create linancial incentiyes lor infill deyel ment. ++++ POe/Plannlna P9B
012 Establish a cunural district on the South Park Blocks. ++++ poe/Pvt. P98
0'3 Preserve Ihe Watef'lront Park meadow area lor laroe aatherinos. ++++ Parks/Plannino
014 Reinlorce the 811 gallery area on First and Second Ave. as • cultural ++++ PDC/Ar1,CommJ
develooment arM. PYI.
0.5 Reinlcrce eroadw8 as Portland', Ihe.ter and brioht liehl district. ++++ PDC/PYI.
016 Encourage Downlown retail businesses 10 remain apen evenings end ++++ POC/PYI.
SundSV!l.
017 Eslablish a Universih' Disfrict lor PSU. ++++ Plannina/PSU P 9B
NOTE: PrpPOsals lor aetions shown on the Action Charta and maps were adop1ed through City Council Resolution. The projects, ptograms
and regulalions listed are a starting place. As studies are undertaken, some actions will need 10 be amended, ~ In some easel, replaced
with other proposals lound 10 be beller or more le8$ibIe.
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Policy15: GOOSE HOLLOW
Protect and enhance the character ofGoose HoDow by encouraging new
housing and commercial development which is compatible with a growing
community.
FURTHER:
A. Encourage development of housing,
particularly for families.
B. Encourage retail and commercial
development along the light rail corridor
and in mixed use projects, which supporta
the needs of the residential community.
Low-rise. high _!Ii1y housing In Goose Hollow.
ACTION CHART
TIMINO POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTlOH 1DCI'T NEXT SIX IMPLEMENTINO TO
WITH AVE TO 20 ADEJICr ACTION
• Pl»/ \'EARS \'EARS DETAIL
PROJECTS
GHl Develop. Lighl Rail and Vintage Trolley c:onnec:llon _ the CivIo ++++ Tri·MeI/Pvl.
Stadium end Morrison Park easI and west
GH2 Build YeSt pocket parb to meec the needa oC dlalrid telidenta. ++++ HCD/Parka/Pvt.
e!'lOAclAllv playgrounds for children.
GHl Siudy and "'PO" on the l_;lily 01 expanding and covering +++. ERCorMlJ Pllll
Civic Stadium. Plannlna
GH4 Plant street trees thro hoot the resktential at•• of the dislrk:t ++++ HCO/Pvt.lParks
GiS Desion and imDlement a lanctscaoe ofan for Wett Bumside Slree.. ++++ POOTIPar!<s
GH; Destgn and conslrud Goose Hollow DistricC g8lewayaln kx:altona Ihown ++++ Parka
onmBO.
GH7 Study and repor1 on If'. I.ublify and approprilde IocaUon for ++++ PDOTlPlanning
devetooment 01 Darks with Darkinn oyer·Darts 01 1-405.
NOTE: Proposals for acllona shown on lhe Action Chart_ and tn8pI went adopted through City Cou~l ResohJlion. The profects, programs
and tegulalions lis1ed are a statting place. As studiet ate undettaken, some actions win need 10 be amended, Of' in aome cases. replaced
with olher proposaJs found to be better or more feasible.
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Policy 16: NORTH OF BURNSIDE
Extend downtown development toward Union Station and the Broadway
Bridge while protecting existinghousing and social services for the district's
special needs populations.
FURTHER:
A. Preserve and enhance the district's
architectural heritage and international
character.
B. Focus development along the extended
transit mall in the district to link the
Downtown, Lloyd Center/Coliseum, and
Northwest Triangle Districts.
C. Maintain those social services in the area
that serve area residents while supporting
business activities and development
opportunities.
D. Pursue implementation of the "Chinatown
Development Plan."
E. Preserve and maintain, in good condition,
for low and no-income individuals in the
district. up to a maximum of 1,282 BRO
housing units and permanent shelter beds.
F. Limit the maximum number of total
permanent shelter beds in the district to 252
and allow the replacement of all district
shelter beds with BRO housing units.
HouIIng IocaIOd liang "" rlvO<fron~ IaIdng .<Wantago of Iho rfve<'s nalural be<luty.
ACTION CHAAT
TIIIINO POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION KrPT toEXT SIX IIiPLEIiENTINO TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AOIEHC'I ACTION
• PlNI 'Y9R> "I'EAR3 DETAIL
PROJECTS
NB1 Rallo,.. Un60n Slatton. develop • Ina. plblic anradion; IN; • with ++++ Trl-Met/POe
lho Coliseum and Convention Cent", uslno v1ntaoo 1_·and Roht rei. Parka/Pvt.
NB2 Extend the Transit Mall north on Slh and 6th 10 Union SUdkln. ++++ T,I·MetlPDC
NB3 Eslabliah an A" MaI1<8I _ • rooftop public plaza or~a-- ++++ Parka/POe/LID
on lho block bounded bv 4fh 5Ch Coucll and Davis 81_•.
NB4 Create a Dubllc DIu. In 'ront of Union SlIIIon. ++++ POe/Parka
NBS Provide aUended public restroom laeiliU•• In the North Park ++++ ParkslGen Servl
Blocks lIIld .. Walerlront Pert<. Pv1.
NB6 Provide -Portland Ornamental- CUI Iron Ughllng standardl •••• PIlC
lhrouohout the dislricl.
NB7 Create a eslrian crossi on Fronl Ave. U 8hown on !he district mlK). ++++ PDOTlPortls
NBS Mainls;n 8 community center tOr area residents with clean-"t1 ++++ HRB/Pvt.
facilities medical sueoort and a lob bank.
NB9 Build Norlh of Burnside District gateways WI IocaIIonI shown on IMp. ++++ Pcjyale
includinn additional cuhural Qateways on lhe north side of Burnside.
N810 Rehabilitate Walerfront Park between the Steel and Burnside Bridge. ++++ POC/Paru
and brlna adlvities Into the Dark ar.a.
NBII Increase the sLflPly of housing tot no and low-income individuaIL ++++ POClMul. Countyl
Private
PROORAIIS
NBI2 Oewloo a slfllleav 10 relntorce the intemaUonal c:harader 01 Ihis ar.... ++++ POC/Plannina/Pvt.
NOTE: P__ for ectIona "'-" on .ho Adlon Chot1. and __ ...... adopled !hn>ulIh Cily Council _"Ion. Tho ptOjods. prog.....
and regulallolll lleted are a starting pace. A. SCud_ ant undertaken. some .aJonI will need to be amended. or in some C8!1iH. mpJaced
with other proposaJs found to be better"or moe. feasble.
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Policy17: NORTHWEST TRIANGLE
Preserve the district's character and architectural heritage while
encouragingboth industrial activity and mixed use development.
FURTHER:
A. Encourage the growth of industry in the
district.
B. Recognize the importance and potential of
the redeveloping rail yard area and .
encourage a mixture of uses, including
housing.
C. Focus development along the North Park
Blocks extension.
D. Develop Ninth Avenue as an interim
connection between the North Park Blocks
and the river through placement of public
art, special lighting and a park treatment
until the Park Blocks extension is completed.
E. Foster the development of artist live/work
space and gallery facilities.
A wal9r element such a pond or smalilaks would focus new developmenlln Ihe rail yard area, as wei as help sotve atom1 water run-off prob&errB.
ACTION CHART
TIMING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION N:IJ'T tar SIX IMPLEMENTINQ 10
WITH AVE T02D AGENCY ACTION
• PlAN \'EARS \'EARS DETAILSPROJECTS
NWl Establish a kxlp ViOl.ge TroileylUght rail line which links Unbn Station, ++++ Trl-MetlPOC/LIO
Fremont Place and the 13th Ave. Historic District. PYl.
NW2 Extend Ihe North Park Bloeka to the WillamMle Ri....,. ++++ Parke/POC/Pvt. PIl9
NW3 Investigale the leuibility 01 cre_lng • water 'ealUte to locus lhe ++++ POC/Pvt. PIl9
develooment In the rail varde .....
NW4 Aeooen N.W. 9th 10 Front Ave. and desJan"as a tree-1ined boulevard. ++++ POOT/POC/Pvt. pgg
NWS Develop a major pub'ic open space where the North Park Bkxk ++++ POe/Parka/Pvt.
eXlension meets Ihe river.
NW6 Build a DubUc uarium as a rna atlractor on or near the watetfl'Oni. ++++ POC/Park.
NW7 Establish pedeslrianways on N.W. Johnson, Northrup and GlUt SCree.., ++++ PDOT
Unklno tile dislrict wtth the Northwest Nelfthborhood and the river.
NW8 I rove cross lor eslrians on Front AYe. ++++ PDOTIPOC PV9
NW9 ACQuir. the block 81 Park 9th Hoyt and Glisan lor a D8tk. ++++ Perks/POC P 100
NW10 Investigate the renovallon 01 lhe Hoyt SC. railroad warehouses _ an ++++ POC/Pvt. P 100
attraction sud1 as 8 trade sdlool or nubile martel.
NW11 Construcl Northwest TrianQIe District QalewaYa In 10caUons shown. ++++ Parke/Pvt.
NW12 Improve lhe North P~ 8Iocks to lhe standard 01 the rehabililaled South ++++ Parka
Park Blocks north 01 POf1land Slate University.
PROGRAMS
NW13 Siud the htasibililv 01 8 railvards urban renewal district. ++++ POC/PlanninG
NW14 Promole Ihe Growth of Ihe brewino and distilli Industries. ++++ poe/pvt.
NW15 Inaease trensit connections/service to the district:. ++++ T,I-Mel
NW16 Establish a cultural developmenl are. between Davie. 11th, 141h, and ++++ Planningl P8<4-
Johnson. MAClPvt. C5
NW17 Promote Ihe creation of housing 1000000live programs. by public agenciel, ++++ POClCn, CounclV P 100
in areas 01 RAOui,ed Housinn. Slale loa.l Pvt.
REGULATIONS
NW18 Oller FAR bonus incentives lor deveklpment 01 housing along the North ++++ PIa!'nlng
Pal1( Blocks Its r9O)mmended extension and the redevelODina raltvards.
NW19 Require new large tract deveiopmenl8 to provide an aIlractiw ++++ PlannlnD/PYI..
environmenl for Dedestrians.
NW20 Allow encroachmenls mlo non-essenliaJ rlghts-of-wav where a pattern ++++ POOT/PlannlngJ
alreadv exists sudl as loadlno docks and awninns alona 131h Avenue. Pvt.
NW21 Prepare a muniple-resource nomination in the warehousing ares 01 ++++ PlanningJPvt. P96
Ihe district. HP7
NOTE; Proposafs for action, shown on the Action Charts and maps were adopled lhrough City Council Resolulion. The projects. programs
and regulations listed are a Slar1ing plaoo. As studies are undertaken. some actions will need 10 be amended. 0( tn some cases. replaced
'Wilh olher ptoposals found to be better or more feasible.
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Policy 18: LOWER ALBINA
Strengthen the economic development ofthe districtas an industrial
employment area while preserving its historic bnjJdings andproviding..
connectionfor pedestrians to the Willamette River.f "C=I,~
~,----,-~ -
FURTHER:
A. Preserve the riverbank for water-dependent
industrial uses.
B. While preserving the cluster of historical
buildings along Russell Street, allow a mix
of uses which promote the economic health
of the district.
C. Provide improvements which attract
industry to the district, and remove barriers
to the movement of industrial goods and
equipment.
D. Provide a connection for the adjacent
neighborhoods to the district and river.
ACTION CHART
TilliNG POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION N:Ia'T r£l(T SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 NJEJ«:f ACTION
• PlAN ~ 'IEAAS
DETAILS
PROJECTS
LAI Esl8blish a muek::: cent... or otherp~ artraetionl on Ruuell Street ++++ MAC/Pvt.
near Interslale Avenue.
lA2 Buikt ,Lower ~n. District gaaewaya in 1ocIido~ • Ihown on the mlp. ++++ +++. MAC/ParlW
Pv1.
LA3 Eslablish rivefbank acce.. on plblidy-ownad properly north ++++ Parks/Pvt. P 100
oj 'he From'" Bridae Include a Ilshlno _ and a river laxt atOD.
LA. E"eblish a podn~ian _Ion aJong R_ 51. from "'. EIiol, ++++ PDOT
Humbalt and Baise neln_maads 10 .he dls.rk:t and riYetfr'" 0011<.
LAS Develop and implement • traffic drQJlaI:ion p4811 which permits ++++ PDOTIPDClPvI.
the UM 01 local industrial atreelS lor~ p8I'IlJng and
Induslrial loadlna Includinn' k vehicle food"';;.
LAS Upd..e !he Lower Al:>lna T","k: Sludy and Implemenl "" ++++ PDOT
reoommendmi0n8.
PROGRAMS
LA7 Encoul'BOe water-deoendent uses 10 kx:8Ie on the riverfront. ++++ POC
LAS ESf~rsh an annual event on Russell Street such as • music lestival. ++++ MAC.lPvt.
REGULATIONS
LA9 Continue induslrial sand st8lus over moel of lhe district. ++++ Plan"l
LA 10 Sludv desionall Russell Street as an historic district. ++++ PlenninalPOC
LA11 T bonus FAR tor dev enl of housna aJona Russel Sireet ++++ Plannino
LA12 Permil euperbloc:k.l tor induSirial uses in at... Indicated on the district ++++ Planning
I...,.
NOTE: PropoaaIs 10< adlons _ on 'he Adlon Charts and __ were adopted "'rough City Council _Ion. The projects. _ .....
and regulations Iisled are • lIarting pIac::e. As lIud_ are undertaken. some actions win need 10 be amended. or in some cases. replaced
with oIher propo&als found 10 be bener or more feasibie.
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Policy 19: LLOYD CENTER-COLISEUM
Reinforce the lloyd Center as the eastern anchor ofCentral City retailing
and locate the highest deMi.ty new development in areas served by light rail
FURTHER:
A. Recognize the Lloyd Center-Coliseum
District's role as a major entrance ro the
Central City.
B. Improve the environment for pedestrians
throughout the district and create a regional
civic facilities campus which brings together
the Convention Center and Coliseum,
C. Promote and encourage the
development of uses supporting the
Convention Center and Coliseum.
Convendon Center with possibie river access and pubtic attraction.
ACTION CHART
. TIMING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION NX:FT !'EXT SIX IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH FIVE TO 20 AGENcY ACTION
• PlAN 'I<AAS '/EARS DETAILPROJECTS
LCI Create a connection from the Convention Cenle' 10 the riverbank. ... + ... POe/Metro
LC2 Provide pedes1rian improvements on Union, Grand, HoIJaday, ... +++ PDC-tID
Multnomah Broadwa:' 7th 9th and 16th streets.
LC3 Improve connections 'ot pedestrians in the Bf8a between 1he Convention ++++ POe/ER/Melro P 100
Cent&( and the Coliseum.
LC4 Establish • trail in Sulliv.,,'s Gulch linkjng the Sullivan'. Guida ++++ POOT/Parks
Nei"'hborhood to the riverbank.
LC5 Creale boulevarde on Unton, Grand, Lloyd, We'dler. Broadway and ++++ POQTlPDC<lID
161h Slree's.
Lca Build Lloyd Cent8oColiseum District gaJ8W8yS In Iocattons shown on lhe ++++ At1s CommJPlIt.
district ma''':
LC7 Buller tM Sullivan's Gulch neighborhood 'rom through auto and truck ++ + + PDOT
traffic.
LC8 Prepare a developmenl plan lor the area around Ihe Convention Center. ++++ POC/PDOTI
Plannina/Pvt.
LC9 Establish a Vinlage Trolley line linking the Lloyd ~nter to lhe ++++ POC/LIO/Tri-Metl
Downtown retail cora and the trans"':""ation center. Pvt.
lCI0 I~ve Broadw~east 01 7th as a neiohborhood street, ++++ Planni P 101
PROGRAMS
LeU Slud lhe teasibililv- 01 8 CO{iseumJl~ Cenler utban renewal district. ++++ PDC/Planninn
lC12 Siud lurther extension of the exishn deSlrlan dislria to the river. ++++ PDOT/Planninn- p 101
lC13 FOSler SI~rbJoc'" lormalion Ihro haul lhe distrle1 soU1h of Weidle, St. • •• + Plannlno P 101
lCU Promote the creation 01 housing incentive programs, by pOOik: agencies, ++++ POClCily Council/ P 87·
in areas of R-ulred Houslnn. Stafe L~islalur8 Hl0
";' NOTE: Proposals tor actions shown on the Action Charls and maps were adopted through CiCy Council Resolution. The projects, programs
and regulations listed are a statting place. As studi&!; are under1aken, some selions will need to be amended, or in some cases, replaced
with other proposals lound to be better or more teasibfe.
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Policy20: CENTRAL EASTSIDE
Preserve the Central Eastside as an industrial sanctuary while improving
freeway access and expanding the area devoted to the Eastbank Thp1anade.
FURTHER:
A. Encourage the formation of incubator
industries in the district.
B. Reinforce the district's role as a distribution
center.
C. Allow mixed use developments, which
include housing, in areas already committed
to nonindustrial development.
D. Preserve buildings which are of historic
and/or architectural significance.
E. Develop Union and Grand Avenues as the
principal north-south connection and
commercial spine in the district for transit
and pedestrians.
F. Continue implementation of the Central
Eastside Economic Development Policy.
J '
, ,
ACTION CHART
'. TIMING POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION KJOPT I'e(T SlXTO IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH AVE 20 AGENCY ACTION
• PlAN 'lEAR> 'lEAR> OETAILSPROJECTS
CE, Buffer the residenliaJ neighborhoods east of 12th Avenue from aUlo ++++ POOToHCD
and truck Irallie.
CE2 Establish a lruck route Irom Waler Ave. souch to Caruthers. ++++ POOTIPOCtPvt. P 10'
CE:l Develop a partl. altho east end of the Hawthorne Bridge, conskter usjng • ++++ Parks/POe/POOTI
part of this par1l, lor water1ront recreation for handicapped peopkt and Pvt.
their families.
CE4 Complele the Easlbank Esplanade Improvements induding pedes1rian and ++++ Parks/POOT/POe
bicvcle connections at all bridnes.
CES Improve district pedeslrianways on Clay. Ankeny, Morrison ++++ PDOTIPOC
Main Stephens Caruthers Division Grand l21h and 3rd.
CES lmorove markina of truck routes to and lhro h Ihe district. ++++ POOT.oDOT
CE7 lmorove oedestrian and bike crossinos of 1-5 al the Morrison bridaehead. + ...... + PDOT
CEa Conslruct Cenlral Eastside District galeways at loca1ions shown on ,he ++++ Pvt.
district maD.
CE9 Construct boulevards on l2'1h Grand Powell and Burnside Sireets. +++ ... POOTIPOC
CE10 Construct vehtde and pedestrian improvements at lhe inleraections 01 ++++ PDOT
SE l2thl5andvlBurnside and SE l1th/l2th/Clinlon.
CEll Acquire and develop parb and open spaces to meet lhe needs 01 dislria: ++++ portis/poe
residents and emolo 888.
CE'2 Support Ihe establishment of a Muhiple Resource Nomjnat~ south of ++++ Planning P 101,
Bumside and outside Ihe orooosed East Portland Historic Olstrtct.
CE'3 Study and report on the feasibility of constructing an elevaled park over ++ ... + Parks/POC/POOT/
the freeway rrom Ihe Burnside Bridge south to Pine 51. and from the Pvt.
river to S E. First Ave.
PROGRAMS
CE14 Allow closure and use of local slreels for loading, employee partting and ++++ Planning/POOT/ P 101
small olazas. Pvt.
CE1S Preserve the publicly held land and right-ai-way from the river bank ++++ ++++ OOOTlPDOTIPart<s
10 Waler Ave to ensure this land is not sold lor privale use. City will
have lirst riaht 01 relusal on an ootion to Durchase this OfOoer!V.
REGULATIONS
CE'6 Continue the industrial sanctuary stalus in most of Ihis district. ++++ Plannin
CE17 Establish an East Portland Historic Conservalion District ++++ Plannina/POC
CE18 Foster suoerblock develooment in areas shown on the district m ++++ Plannina
NOTE: Proposats for actions shown on the Action Charts and maps were adopted through City Council Resolution. The projects. programs
and regulalions listed are a starting place. As !>tudies are undertaken, some actions will need 10 be amended, or in some cases. replaced
with olher proposals found to be better or more leasible.
•
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Policy 21 : NORTH MACADAM
Develop the district 35 a mixed usc neighborhood ",;01 sih'l1iiic.mt residential
development along the rivcr bank and commercial development along
MacadanJ and the,Jeirer=n Street light Tail line.
FURTHER:
A. Orient new development to pedestrians and
provide frequent links to the river.
B. Keep waterfront development low rise and
allow taller buildings ab'lg the light rail
corridor.
C. Complete the Willamette River Greenway
Trail riverbank connecti,>n between John's
Landing and River Place.
D. Improve road acress and Iransit service
within the district.
ACTION CHART
lUlliNG POSSIBLE INDEX
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION Ma'r tal S,X IMPLEMENTING TO
WITH F'VE TQ2D AGENCY ACTION
• I't.AN YlW\S 'l1OARS DETAil
PROJECTS
NMl Improve the appearance 01 Macadam Avenue by extending boulevard .. + .... Parks/POe
treatmGnl nOr1h 10 1he Mamuam Brid"e.
NM2 Develop walkwayslbikeways linking the residential ares 10 Ihe .. + .... ParkslPDC/Pvl.
west with the Graenwa'" Trail and walerfront
NM3 Construd a boulevard running parallel 10 the river Ihrough lhe middle + .. +. POOT/PDC/Pvt
01 this distrid and connection' if to the South Walel1ront develo"'menl.
NM4 StUdy the possibility 01 providing imprOVed bicycle access from the •••• POOT/Parks/Pvt
Ross Island Brid"'e 10 S.W. Mood~.
PROGRAMS
NMS Study the te8sibil~01 a Norlh Macadam urban renewal dislricl. •••• POCtPlanninnNM6 Promote the creation 01 housinfl lOcAolive programs. by public agoncies. + • + + POC/Clty Council/ P .7
in amas 01 R........·tJir~>d Hou!",illn ~,Ial" I Of1I~I"ll1rH tl __!!!...--
REGULATIONS
NM7 Preserve views trom r::ubhc viewnoints 10 the wesl
.+++ Plannino P 101
NM8 Idenlify and provide needed transportation improvements wilh. or in
... + •• Planning/POOT
advance of de...el.............ent
NOTE. Proposals for aclions shown on the Achon Charts and maps were adoptod through CilV Council RE'!solulion The projects. programs
programs and regulalions listed a,e a slartill9 place. As sludies are undertaken, some adiofls will need 10 be amended, or in some co'lsos.
replaced wilh other proposals lound to be beller or more leasible
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oDESCRIPTIONS OF
SELECTED ACTIONS
ImptovemenlS of S.W. Ankeny Street with widened sidewalks. trees, and other amenities win enhance the streelS special charactar
and role as a corridor for pedestrians (Action 02).
DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTED ACTIONS
Introduction
The following are detailed descriptions of actions associated with many of the 21
plan policies. While most are not proposed for immediate implementation, they
are presented with a level of detail provided by the Citizen Steering Committee, by
the Functional Advisory Committees, by citizens through public testimony, and by
the Planning Commissioners; some were suggested by research completed
during the preparation of the Plan. Most proposals shown on the action charts
are not presented here as action details; those proposals stand without need of
additional explanations.
Many of the action details will require further study. Some may not prove to be
practical at this time and may take 20 years or more to implement. However, they
provide guidance toward achieving the Vision of the Central City Plan.
Specific proposals are listed in order of their occurrence in the Plan. Proposals
are identified by the letter-numeric identification shown in the left-hand column
of each action chart.
The lop of the parking structure becomes a gathering place. Rooftop gardens and activities i"l>rove the appearance
of bulking k>ps from the surrounding hills and taller buildings.
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Policy 1: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ED 7:
Extend the vintage trolley and light ran system to link the Central City with
Portland's commercial, high density housing, employment and recreational
areas, and attractions outside the Central City. The vintage trolley can be
extended to form a system which links the Central City with key attractions. The
creation of a "fun" transportation system linking the Central City with the
Washington Park Zoo Train, Hawthorne Street commercial area, Oaks Pioneer
Park, OMSI, historic districts, retail centers and other Central City activities will
significantly enhance Portland's attractiveness to tourists. Initial establishment
of vintage trolley connections should not preclude later or concurrent
establishment of light rail service. Specific alignments for vintage trolley lines
will require additional study and review. The alignments shown in the Plan
provide a general indication of the area to be served.
Policy 2: wn..LAMETrE RIVERFRONT
Rl:
Include a riverfront section in a Central City Developers' Handbook. Currently,
there are many overlapping regulations which govern development along the
Willamette River. This section will explain special permit processes and
regulations which affect property along the river.
R2:
Create a river taxi system with stops at public attractions and existingpiers. The
taxi system could be modeled on the existing False Creek taxis of Vancouver, B.C.
It could link existing and proposed riverfront attractions within the Central City
and the adjacent areas with a scheduled water transportation network. These
taxis may also be used by commuters. Initial use would primarily be for
recreation and Portland visitors.
R3:
Enhance the bridge walkways for pedestrians and bicyclists. Construct new
features and maintain existing paths. Increase the role of the bridges as linkages
between the east and west sides of the Central City. Examples of improvements
include viewpoints for pedestrians, wider walks accommodating both bicycles and
pedestrians, improved stair/ramp connections to both the Greenway Trail and the
developed areas; and the location of public uses at the bridgeheads with improved
lighting, weather protection, public art, and banners. Pedestrianways and
bikeways should be maintained regularly due to their proximity to heavy auto
traffic.
RG:
Illuminate Portland's bridges with night lighting. One way ofenhancing the
image of Portland is to illuminate its most prominent landmarks at night,
including its bridges and waterfront. River cities throughout the world are
remembered for their landmarks, particularly their riverbank treatment and
bridges.
RS:
Study and make recommendations on the feasibility and locationofa bridge for
pedestrians and bicyclists. A bridge will enhance the attractiveness of the river
and of alternative transportation methods. The design of a new structure should
incorporate wide sidewalks, pedestrian amenities and safety features, and
viewpoints. Placement of active uses on or near the bridge also should be
examined.
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RIO:
Build a full-size working replica ofone of the tall ships important to Portland's
history and dock it in the Central City. This tall ship will be located at one ofthe
river attraction locations and will also support the economic development objective
to promote tourism in the Central City. A possible location would be at the site of
the Oregon Maritime Museum. Such a ship can also be used as an excursion
vessel and will represent Portland at major world events.
R 11:
Create an inneN:ity riverfront loop trail between the Hawthorne and Steel
Bridges, with a new rail level crossing on the Steel Bridge. This loop trail will
provide a continuous path for bicycles and pedestrians. This project includes the
planned Eastbank Esplanade improvements. the extension of the Greenway Trail
from the Burnside to the Steel Bridge and a crossing for pedestrians and bicycles
at the rail level on the Steel Bridge. The loop trail also will include connections
from the Steel Bridge pedestrian crossing to Waterfront Park and improved
connections from the Greenway Trail at both ends of the Hawthorne Bridge.
R13:
Establish rivereraft tie-up facilities to allow access from the river to the
riverbank. This action will support the concept oHocusing the Central City on
the river by inviting those who use the river for recreation into the Central City.
r r '7. ~ z:~l ~ TI
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RI6:
Protect views of the river on existing rights-of·way. This protection will ensure
that the views of the river we enjoy today are preserved. Because of Portland's
street pattern. there are opportunities throughout much of the Central City for
views down east/west streets towards the river. Even though these views may not
extend to the water's surface. (because of seawalls. freeways or other structures).
the potential for the removal of these elements in the long-range future makes it
necessary that the view corridors be maintained.
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R17:
Enhanee the role of the Central City bridges as gateways. The role of the Central
City bridges as gateways can also be enhanced by placing public art at
bridgeheads to mark the entrances to the Central City districts, and by improving
the bridgehead environment as a "front door" to each of the districts.
R20:
Enbanee fish and wildlife habitat along the river. Small, but linked areas of
wildlife habitat along the Willamette will be created. Through management of
open space, urban land can harbor a variety of wildlife and, at the same time,
appeal to the eye. Several attractive species of wildlife can survive in close
proximity to developed areas. Wildlife can be attracted by diversifying the plant
community, screening it from disruptive land uses, and providing higher water
quality.
Poosillo new pedoslrian bridge """'. the Wi_amono Riwr wi1l1 shopping and other _rcia\ u....
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Policy 3: HOUSING
H5:
Establish a City housing trust fund for replacement oflost housing, construction
of new housing, and preservation ofexisting housing. A method for financing a
housing trust fund will be established to be used to sustain low-income housing in
the Central City. The housing trust fund proposal has been suggested for
inclusion in the Central City Plan by the Housing Advisory Committee (HAC).
The HAC recommends the use of three revenue sources to create a reliable,
flexible and renewable City-County housing trust fund:
1. A special purpose levy, established specifically to meet capital costs for
acquisition and rehabilitation, but also to provide operating funds for such
activities as the voucher program.
2. Tax increment funds committed to acquisition and rehabilitation in the
Central City's renewal areas.
3. A real estate title transfer tax or fee which will provide operating and rent
subsidy support on an ongoing basis.
New \Jniwnllly POII1< Apartments, In lhe o-nlOwn Soulh Parl<_.
H 10:
Aggressively explore, develop and take action to create housing incentives,
particularly tamng quick action on those potential incentives identified during the
Plan development process. These identified incentives are as follows:
1. Form urban renewal districts and use tax increment financing to
support housing and related improvements.
2. Extend the ten-year limited property tax exemption for the value of the
housing improvements to the entire Central City area.
3. Use tax exempt revenue bonds for permanent financing of housing.
4. Establish LIDs to provide improvements that are needed to foster a
market for housing.
5. Use the City's powers of eminent domain to assemble sites for housing
development.
6. Transfer title of City-owned lands to housing developers to indirectly
write down the cost of land on which housing is to be built.
7. Subsidize the delivery of City infrastructure to sites on which housing is
being developed.
8. Create FAR and height bonuses for projects which include housing.
9. Waive development fees for projects that include housing, or for the
housing portion of a mixed-use project.
10. Transfer of surplus development rights from housing projects to off-site
locations.
11. Establish a City housing expeditor to aid in the development approval
process and to process and assemble incentive packages.
12. Subsidize operating expenses of housing developments, such as water
and sewer charges.
13. Use general obligation bonds in urban renewal districts as an
alternative to, or an addition to, tax increment financing.
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Policy 4: TRANSPORTATION
Tl:
By January 1, 1989, finish a feasibility and engineering study for the two mile
stretch of the Eastbank Freeway. This study will reconsider all elements of the
Marquam Interchange Project. Timing of the study will be scheduled so as to not
preclude construction of the Water Avenue ramps element of the project. The
January 1989 date has been selected in order to accomplish this. The objectives for
this study are the following:
1. Assure that the Central Eastside has access both north and southbound
to and from the 1-5 Freeway.
2. Improve the safety and efficiency of this stretch ofI-5.
3. Preserve the integrity of the industrial sanctuary.
4. Examine alignments no farther east than Third Avenue.
5. Examine the potential of making changes on an incremental basis over
the next 20 to 25 years.
6. Provide access across or under the freeway at frequent intervals to the
Eastbank Esplanade.
7. Reduce or eliminate the number of ramp structures in the air.
8. Examine a single integrated project as well as a series of incremental
projects. .
9. Address potential development of a trolley or light rail connection in the
Central Eastside between the OMSI site and Convention Center.
10. Ensure that any improvements to the freeway do not use light rail funds.
11. Involve ODOT, PDOT, the Planning Commission and Portland's citizens
on an active basis.
T2:
Engineer and construct the westside light rail line. This project is important to
the future success of the Central City. Growth in the Central City is dependent on
access and the westside is quickly reaching capacity of the highway system.
Maintaining the Central City as the region's center requires that easy access to
the area continues. The City's ability to meet air quality objectives is impeded by a
lack of a rail alternative for those coming to the Central City from the west.
T4:
Plan and construct an inner-city
transit loop (possibly on Grand
Avenue). A transit loop will be an
essential component in improving the
vitality and attractiveness of
Portland's central eastside. The loop
will assist in creating a two-sided city
embracing the river and making it
the City's focus. The Transit Mall
has made a dramatic change to the
Downtown, from the substantial
improvement in air quality to the
attractive mall and retail center.
However, it is not intended that the
loop would expand the Downtown to
the eastside. Rather, it is intended to
enhance the character of the Union
and Grand corridors and to improve
the transportation system within the
Central City. The use of one of these
streets solely for transit and
converting the other to a two-way
traffic street will require further
study.
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T5:
Allow the use ofsome local service streets in industrial areas for angled parking
for employees and for loading. The existing street pattern in Central City
industrial areas is dominated by the City's traditional 200-foot blocks. While
preservation of existing rights of public access is often important, it will be
possible in some circumstances to allow for the partial closure of local service
streets. Such closure will allow adjacent businesses to use the street space for
either loading or employee parking, or for both. Allowing such use of streets will
enhance the attractiveness of these areas as industrial locations. When such
closures are allowed, the public's right to re-open the street at a future date
should be maintained.
TIO:
Create a safe, clear and pleasant system of walkways and bikeways. In addition
to the development of pedestrian amenities such as curb cuts, lighting, and street
furniture, improvements for bicycle riders need to be made. The separation of
bike lanes from auto and pedestrian traffic should be investigated.
T16:
Encourage reduced parking rates on weekends and at night. As a condition of
approval of new downtown parking facilities within 500 feet of evening and
weekend attractions, require new facilities to remain open to serve evening and
weekend visitors.
The extension of the bus mall. north to Union Slatton. is a ptbIk: project the City 'Ifill begin within the next five years.
This wm link pl.-Ohc transit, Amtrak. and bus transpor1ation and irTl>rove the connection between Downlown and Union
Station.
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Policy 5: HUMAN SERVICES
HS5:
Conduct a study to develop a city-wide plan that will guide the siting and
expansion offacilities which directly provide food, temporary shelter, clothing, or
medical or counseling services. This plan will develop programs and strategies
which address the following objectives:
1. Determine the preferred degree of centralization and decentralization of
needed social service facilities.
2. Reduce the negative impacts which are created from the presence and
concentration of human service facilities.
3. Integrate the City's policies and long-range goals with those of
Multnomah County and the State of Oregon.
4. Involve representation from neighborhood associations, business
associations, social service providers, and the City in reviewing and
refining the recommendations for action.
This study will be charged with developing detailed recommendations for action
for public review. Upon completion the recommendation will be submitted to the
City of Portland Planning Commission for public hearings.
HS9:
Establish a youth center offering recreational programs, health care. counseling
andjob placement services. The Metropolitan Youth Commission recommends
that the location of the youth center be near the Transit Mall and retail center. It
will offer opportunities for socializing and provide a legitimate and safe gathering
place for Portland youth. The success of such a center requires that it be a place
run and staffed primarily by teens with adult supervision.
HSIO:
Create an adopt-a-room program supporting SRO housing. The adopt-a-room
program has succeeded in other cities. It will allow individuals and
organizations to sponsor an SRO unit. If desired, they may sponsor additional
services, such as medical care. With the freedom of sponsoring a particular
service, donors will feel they have made a tangibly contribution to meeting the
basic needs of individuals.
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HS 11: .
Establish a centralized human services information center. Such a center can
quickly refer individuals and families to the sources of aid which are best able to
meet their needs. The center will have a phone number staffed on a 24-hour
basis. Social service agencies, churches, transportation centers and police
stations can allow free calls to this number.
HS14:
Provide attendants in public restroom facilities. Public restroom facilities are
needed by visitors to the City, homeless people and those living and working in the
Central City. However, the City has had persistent problems with vandalism and
maintenance of existing restroom facilities and has had to close some public
restrooms. In other cities these same problems exist, but have been reduced by
having attendants for restroom facilities. Generally, such attendants collect a
small fee for use of the facility. While a fee could be charged, those without money
could collect litter or perform other community maintenance in exchange for use
of the facility.
--~
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Small 'Iacanllots belween buildings could be developed as "pocket parks", Such small part.s offAl' a rosptt8 in thlt urh3n oore
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-Policy 6: PUBLIC SAFE1Y
PSI:
Establish storefront police aide centers in high crime areas. These will be small,
two-to-four officer facilities which provide a focus for public safety services in high
crime areas. Neither booking nor detention facilities are envisioned. The center
will primarily function as a refuge and a community contact point.
PS4:
Consider assessment districts to fund special public safety programs; i.e.,
storefront police aide centers, horse patrol, etc. The officers will be
distinguishable by different unifonns. Additional horse and foot patrols will be
included in the district, especially in parks, retail and entertainment areas. To
increase the frequency of patrols, consideration can be given to having police
officers conduct their patrols alone, rather than in pairs.
PS5:
Increase foot and horse patrols in commercial and tourist areas. Many cities
have begun to rely on foot patrols. In Flint, Michigan voters approved a property
tax increase to fund foot patrols city-wide. After three years, crime reportedly
declined by 9 percent in foot patrol areas and calls for service were reduced by 43
percent.
PS6:
Establish a force ofpark ''Rangers'' who provide information and supervision of
public spaces, parks, malls, tourist areas and shopping streets. This is an
additional component of the special assessment for public safety services. The
Rangers serve as unarmed police aides with a visible presence which improves
the perception of safety. They use radio communications for reporting and
requesting emergency response support. The City of Seattle uses police aides and
reports that the aides have made a noticeable contribution to controlling crime in
their patrolled areas and are "completely accepted" by police officers.
The presence of Park Rangers would irrprove the feeling of safety in publiC parks.
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Policy 7: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
NE2:
Develop urban wildlife areas in public parks and open spaces. An interconnected
system of these natural habitat areas can be created by connecting nearby habitat
areas or corridors such as the 40-Mile Loop. Forest Park, Washington Park. and
the Oaks Bottom Sanctuary. A program to promote their use for educational and
recreational purposes can accompany trail improvements for walkers and
bicyclists.
NE6:
Establish a Central City litter clean-up campaign. Such a project can enlist the
support of both the public and private sectors. The administering group can
contract with organizations such as those who assist the chronically unemployed.
The campaign can also include environmental awareness advertising.
installation of trash receptacles. and a beautification program. The idea of
requiring sellers of take-out food to participate in the funding of a litter collection
program may also be examined as part of this litter clean-up campaign.
NE9:
Promote the development ofemployee parking and traffic management and
alternative employee transit plans for new and existing businesses. As a
condition of discretionary quasi-judicial review. the establishment of business
transportation management programs and alternatives to auto commuting for
employees will be examined and then be required where they are found to be
effective. These programs may include provisions such as more flexible working
hours. promotion of transit use, and use of other Ie,s polluting modes of
transportation.
NEIO:
Study offering price reductions in the cost ofparking for vehicles which pass an
annual DEQ emissions inspection. Presently DEQ requires that this test be
passed every two years. This program will provide a financial incentive to
maintain auto air quality protection equipment in working order. Imposition of
an annual air emissions test has been considered as a means of improving air
quality in the Portland area. However. a proposal to require annual inspections
has not been made. in part. because requiring auto owners throughout the region
to have such an inspection involves too many owners who do not commute to the
Central City. Offering a financial incentive in the form of reduced long-term .
parking prices will reach the targeted group directly and avoid the ill will likely
from an annual inspection requirement.
NE 11:
Study and make recommendations on the potential ofelectrification and ofuse of
alternative fuels for transit to reduce noise and air pollution. Electrification of
public transit vehicles serving the Central City will also significantly improve air
quality. While the most obvious form of electric transit is light rail, the study will
also examine trolley buses and electric buses running on batteries. By converting
buses routed through the Downtown from diesel to alternative fuels. the
concentration of particulates in the air will be reduced and. even more
importantly. noise and the odor of diesel in the air will decrease. thus improving
the image of the Central City as a clean and green environment.
ThE!' Willarnene Rivor is a habitat klr a V~{iflty 01 fish and wildlife tipecles The. iver
offers the oppor1unily for recreational fishing.
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Policy 9: CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT
C5:
Enhance the (',entra1cultural district on the South Park Blocks and cultural
development areas throughout the Central City, as shown on the map. The
Central Cultural District now has the activities needed for a successful district.
Marketing and programming a variety of affordable events will be the next phase
to promote its use. The cultural development areas were selected according to the
historical or unique character of buildings or uses near these proposed areas.
They are viewed as areas of opportunity to promote the arts to a larger audience,
those who would not generally participate in events at the South Park Blocks
Cultural District. The character or theme of each area will be unique. For
example, the Russell Street area might be a music center with night clubs,
musical education classes and a museum. Actions needed to create a cultural
area will requirll further study and involvement by the Metropolitan Arts
Commission, the Planning Bureau, PDC, arid various interests in the private
sector.
C 10:
Create a small donor program. for the purchase ofpublic art for public spaces.
Each year, a significant public art location from the public art plan will be
identified. A fund-raising drive to commission a work of art for that location will
follow. The fund-raising effort will be community-wide, can build on the
precedent of the Pioneer Square brick sale and offer a chance to participate at a
modest level. Projects completed through this program will be marked as such
and, in some way, the names of all contributors will appear near the finished
work.
n
L1vo entertainment at the South Park Blocks
-'-
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A public aquarium Is S9Qn as an addition to Portlands educa~onal resources as well as a recreational attraction.
Policy 10: EDUCATION
E2:
Study and make recommendatioDS on the need for and most appropriate location
for a primary school in the Central City. The adequacy of school facilities in the
Central City should be periodically examined and, if necessary, new facilities
should be provided. The urban center is an appropriate location for specialized
educational programs. An arts high school is commonly mentioned as needing a
location near the cultural center of the region. A secondary school specializing in
science and located near OMSI has also been suggested.
E4:
Create a University District which fosters Portland State University's growth.
The district will be a sub-area of the Central City as shown on the Central City
Plan Map. The University District will require that development be in
conformance with a master plan for PSU, developed by the University and the
City. After approval of the master plan no additional land use reviews, other than
design review, will be required of development in conformance with the master
plan. The City will approve PSU's proposal for a master plan based on findings
that the plan mitigates adverse impacts of the University's expansion, that the
master plan provides for the University's residential, parking and
commercial/retail needs as well as for its educational role, and that the plan is
consistent with the City's Comprehensive Plan.
E6:
&tablish a program which provides cooperation in the development of trade
schools within the Central City, especially in industrial areas. Examine the
feasibility of establishing a construction trades school in the Central City. The
Northwest Triangle and Lower Albina areas have been identified as areas where
a building trade and craft school program could operate, using available land and
buildings. A trade school which develops specialized skills in such areas as
glasswork, pottery, stone carving and wood wotking will benefit from a
centralized location. The work produced by students and the activities themselves
might be of interest to tourists.
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Policy 11: HISTORIC PRESERVATION
HP2:
Explore the feasibility ofa Transfcr-of-development-rights Program and other
incentive programs to protect historic landmark buildings. A tral'lsfer-of..
development-rights program for historic buildings will allow owners of historic
properties to transfer the unused portion of their development potential to another
piece of property. This transaction will be signed by the two property owners
affected (sending and receiving), written into the deed of each of the properties,
and approved by the City through a Type I review. The agreement can be for a
term which equals or exceeds the life of the project on the receiving lot to which
the rights are transferred. The deed will provide that its covenants and conditions
run with the land nnd are specifically enforceable by any parly or by the City of
Portland.
HP7:
Prepare a proposal for a new Multiple
Resource Nomination in the
Northwest Triangle wareholL.<:e area
and in Central Ea.<;t<;ide, south of
Burnside. An area or collection of
buildings can qualify for a National
Register of Historic Places Multiple
Resource Nomination if it is not
located close enough to qualify for an
historic district nomination, but it is
close enough to have a relationship
within a definable geographic area or
have a thematic, or some other,
associative relationship.
Chinatown Gateway. lhe ptan caUs tor the creation of
additional gateways k) celebrate entrances 10 dlSlricls
Policy 12: URBAN DESIGN
UD2:
Establish a gateway program to design and build gateways marking entrances to
the Central City and between its districts. Gateways give a city graceful
transitions and provide a sense of welcome and civic pride for those entering.
Their locations are proposed at the major points of entrance around the perimeter
of the Central City and are shown on the Urban Design Map. Welcome signs,
public art and other civic improvements may be incorporated into the gateways.
UD4:
Create a boulevard system connecting all districts of the Central City. Examples
of these streets can be tree-lined boulevards, major transit corridors with common
paving and landscaping, the North and South Park Blocks, and streets with
widened sidewalks and building facades built consistently to the property line.
Each boulevard indicated within the Central City will develop its own visual
character or theme. Future improvements will reinforce these established themes.
. ,f
~'<, -,.![ :
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A~ofl0P Garden
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UD6:
Study the possible designation ofadditional pedestrian districts throughout the
Central City, as shown on the Urban Design Map. Develop standards for each in
order to create a rich walking environment.
In the Arterial Streets Classification Policy (ASCP), these areas provide for
walking, the use of street space for activities supportive of walking and access to
transit stops and parking facilities. An environment conducive to pedestrians is
encouraged through the provision of wider sidewalks, landscaping, street
furniture, rain protection and, where appropriate, street closures. These
closures allow use of the street only by pedestrians, bicycles and service vehicles.
Auto-oriented land uses are restricted. Along the most importa.nt routes of travel
by pedestrians, buildings are required to extend out to the property line for the
majority of their perimeter. A Required Buildings Line Map is included in the
Central City Plan District Chapter showing where this requirement is applied.
The Lloyd Center District, east of Union Avenue and south of Halsey, and the
entire area of the Downtown Plan (bounded roughly by Hoyt, 1-405 freeway and the
river) are currently designated as pedestrian districts.
UD12:
Identify and protect view corridors at public streets and parks. Work on this
regulation is being done as part of the Bureau of Planning's response to State Goal
5 in conjunction with the work on Periodic Review. Planning Commission review
of this work is scheduled for 1988.
UD 13 &14:
Create and adopt urban design guidelines appropriate to each district. Assure,
through design review, that new development is at a buman scale and that it
relates to the character and scale of the area and the Central City. Currently, the
design guidelines for different parts of the Central City include Downtown Design
Guidelines; Northwest Triangle Design Guidelines; Yamhill Historic District;
Skidmore/Old Town Historic District; the South Waterfront Special District; the
Chinatown Unique Sign District; and the Broadway Unique Sign District.
Additional design guidelines will be created for proposed new design zones. This
is to assure that all design review areas have design guidelines. Where design
guideline districts overlap, as they do in the Downtown, a single design guideline
document will be prepared. This document will include all guidelines for the
area and explain the applicability of each. For those areas designated for design
review, the process will not begin until the guidelines are written and approved by
both the Design Commission and the Planning Commission.
What the Hawlhom8 Bridge might ~k with night Ilghling.
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Policy 14: DO'VNTOWN
D 1:
Widen sidewalks and make improvements to Park Block connectionfor
pedestrians between S.W. Salmon and Ankeny by providing wider sidewalks,
street trees and other improvements. These improvements will provide a
continuous pedestrian/park-like connection through the westside of the Central
Citv. Auto traffic can use one lane for travel and one side of the street for parking.
Po;sibilities for enriching the pedestrian environment along this strip include the
planting of street trees to provide visual and physical connections between the
parks, and the provision of thematic street furniture and other amenities for
pedestrians. Sidewalk cafes can be developed in the widened sidewalk areas.
D6:
Study the establishment ofactive uses under the bridge approach ramps in
Waterfront Park. These uses will increase activity and safety during nonpeak
hours in the park. New structures should not impede upon, the meadow-like
quality of the park, but should be relatively small and supplemented by temporary,
partially-protected, outdoor areas.
D9:
Improve S.W. Harrison between Fourth and Broadway to fonnalire connections
between the South Auditorium and University Districts. This improvement will
provide aesthetic and functional continuity between the two areas. Improvements
may include tree plantings, pedestrian amenities and designated crossings. This
connection will also create a recreational walking loop around the Downtown.
D 11:
Create finnncial incentives for infill development. Use tax increment financing
and urban renewal funds to support infill developments on small parcels (under
15,000 sq. ft.) in areas zoned CX and RX.
D12:
Establish a Cultural District on the South Park Blocks. This district will be
bounded by Salmon, Market, Broadway and 10th Streets. This cultural center will
provide a rich environment for pedestrians. Temporary street closures for
cultural events, public art displays and outdoor performances will reinforce the
area's cultural facilities.
D 17:
Establish a University District for PSU. See detail description for E 4, Policy 10,
Education.
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Policy 15: GOOSE HOILOW
GH3:
Study and report on the feasibility ofexpanding and covering Civic Stadium. The
goal is to increase its size, to allow its use throughout the year, and to reduce
noise which presently disturbs the adjacent residential neighborhood.
The Plan recommends the study of buUding
a park and possibly a public anraclion on 8
deck over a Central City fr&away. This
illustration of the Goose HoNow District
shows how a new plaza and parking snJcture
above the freeway may look..
Policy 17: NORTHWEST TRIANGLE
NW2:
Extend the North Park Blocks to the Willamette River. The Park Blocks are very
special within the City of Portland. They were laid out by early Portland settlers
before development of the current pattern of uses and buildings. Over the years,
some of the Park Blocks have been developed with buildings or other non-open
space uses separating the North and South Park Blocks and cutting off the
northern end of the original plat pattern. However, the Park Blocks retain the
potential of becoming a continuous promenade and open space which connects
with the Greenway Trail on the north and the Terwilliger Parkway on the south.
Even though some ofthe platted pattern has been broken by railroads, private
buildings and the Post Office, the potential of the Park Blocks can be achieved as
opportunities emerge.
NW3:
Investigate the feasibility ofcreating a water feature to focus the development in
the railyards area. The water feature will be a focus for the area and will help
increase its desirability as it competes for investment with more suburban sites.
This feature may also help to attract housing.
NW4:
Reopen N.W. 9th to Front Avenue and design it as a tree·lined boulevard. Access
to the Northwest Triangle District and to waterfront properties will be improved.
This tree-lined boulevard will serve as a connection for pedestrians from the
North Park Blocks to the river.
NW8:
Improve crossings for pedestrians on Front Avenue. Pro..ide frequent public
access (approximately every 400 feet) across Front Avenue to the river and the
Greenway Trail.
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NW9:
Acquire the block at Park, 9th. Hoyt and Glisan for a park. This block is part of
the originally platted 100-by-200-foot Park Block system which extends into the
Downtown District. It is currently being used as a parking lot and is federally
owned. This proposal is part of the Northwest Triangle Policy Plan which was
also adopted by both the Planning Commission and City Council.
Extending the North Park Blocks 10 the river wi' enhance and IOQJS Ile redewbping rail yards area whikt making an important
connection in the Citys open space system.
NW10:
Investigate the renovation oftbe Hoyt Street railroad warehouses as an ato..actioll
such as a trade school or public market. The Hoyt Street railroad warehouses are
located between 10th and 12th, the Lovejoy ramp and Hoyt Street. These
structures provide an opportunity for use for new functions.
The older wanthouses in the Northwest
Triangle District would be an exceUenl
Iocalion 'or an induslrial arts school.
NW16:
Establish a cultural development area between Davis, 11th, 14th and
Johnson. See detail description for C5, Policy 9, Culture and Entertainment.
NW17:
Promote the creation ofhousing incentive programs by public agencies in area." of
required housing. See detail description for H 10, Policy 3, Housing.
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Policy 18: LOWER ALBINA
LA 3:
Establish riverbank access on publicly-owne<! property north of the Fremont
Bridge, including a fishing pier and a river taxi stop. The property proposed for
this public access was chosen because it is currently publicly owned, and the area
is a popular spot for fishing. Construction of a small fishing pier is
reconunended as part of a small riverfront dock development..
Policy 19: LLOYD CENTEWCOLISEUM
LC3:
Improve connections for pedestrians in the area between the Convention Center
and the Coliseum. Establish special improvements for pedestrians between the
Lloyd Center, Coliseum and Convention Center to assure safe and convenient
connections between the light rail stations and these facilities.
LC 10:
Improve Broadwaybetween 7th and 16thAvenues as a neighborhood shopping
street. This will improve the connection from the Lloyd Center District to the
adjacent Irvington neighborhood. Sidewalk design improvements through the
use of landscaping and street furniture will buffer pedestrians from the large
volumes of auto traffic along the street. Other improvements may include
protection from the weather, enhancement of bus stops, and more frequent
crossings for pedestrians.
LC 12:
Study further extension of the existing pedestrian district to the river. TIle area
between Grand Avenue and the river will be studied for designation as a
pedestrian district in the Arterial Streets Classification Policy. A pedestrian
district provides for the efficient and safe movement of pedestrians and for the use
of street space by pedestrians, as well as providing access to transit stops and
parking facilities.
LC 13:
Foster superblock formation throughout the district south ofWeidler Street. TIlls
program reinforces a Transit Station Area Planning Program (TSAPP) objective
which has been adopted as part of the City's Comprehensive Plan.
LC 14:
Promote the creation ofhousing incentive programs by public agencies in areas
of required housing. See detail description for HID, Policy 3, Housing.
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Policy 20: CF.NTRAL EA..'ITSIDE
CE2:
Establish a truck route from Water Avenue south to Caruthers. The route will
continue to, or through, the Station L site in order to improve the transportation
network in this area.
CE12:
Support the establishment ofa Multiple Resource Nomination south ofBumside
and outside the proposed East Portland Historic District. See detail description for
HP 7, Policy 11, Historic Preservation.
CE14:
Allow closure and use of local streets for loading, employee parking and small
plazas. Certain streets are designated for only local service traffic. On those
streets and at those times where blocking the through-traffic flow is not a
problem, trucks, cars and other equipment associated with industrial operations
can be allowed to block the street.
\'
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OMSI and a waler taxi at the SLa.llon L she on Ile eastside of 1he river, south of Ule Hawthotne Bridge.
Policy 21: NORTH MACADAM
NM6:
Promote the creation ofhousing incentive programs by public agencies in areas of
Required Housing. See detail description for H 10, Policy 3, Housing.
NM8:
Preserve views from public viewpoints to the west. This issue is being addressed
as a master plan site development standard in the Proposed Zoning Amendments
of this document.
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CENTRAL CITY ZONING MAP
Adoption of the Central City Zoning Map was the first step in implementing the
Goal, Policies and Objectives of the Central City Plan. Both zoning and
Comprehensive Plan Map Designations are shown on the Central City Zoning
Map· on the facing page. The provisions of the Central City Plan District
supplement zoning to help stimulate desired investment and make development
in the Central City differ from that in the rest ofPorUand where the same base
zoning is applied.
Briefly, the adoption of the Central City Zoning Map, and the Supplemental
Zoning Maps of the Central City Plan District, include changes such as:
• Creating a Central Commercial Zone (CX) to replace the Downtown
Commercial Zone (CI) with corresponding Comprehensive Plan
changes. Uses allowed in this zone include office, f9tail, institutional,
resid~ntial and limited amounts and types of industrial activity.
Certain provisions of the Z, Downtown Development, Overlay Zone,
such as parking, will still be applicable only to the Downtown Plan
Area, for which they were designed.
• Re-naming and reformatting the Downtown Manufacturing Zone
(MX) to become the Commercial Employment Zone (CE) which allows
industrial, commercial, and residential uses.
• Re-naming and changing the Downtown Multifamily Zone (RX) to a
Central Residential Zone. Up to 20% of the gross floor area ofnew
developments is allowed for neighborhood-oriented office or retail use
in new construction and may increase to 40% with a conditional use.
For new mixed-use projects close to light rail stations, a conditional
use would allow the percentage of commercial development to increase
to 50%.
• Expanding the areas which will be subject to D Design Review Zone as
indicated on the Central City Zoning Map.
• Applying Mixed Employment (GE-2), Commercial Employment (CE),
Central Commercial (CX) and Central Residential (RX)
Comprehensive Plan Map Designations to areas indicated on the
Central City Zoning Map, but not rezoning these areas at this time.
Rezoning will be allowed upon application if the City finds that public
services are adequate to serve the proposed development.
• Showing the new Willamette Greenway Overlay Zones in the Central
City.
• Establishing floor area ratio (FAR) and building height maximums in
the new Central City Plan District which apply to all properties within
the study area which are not in industrial sanctuaries. The new
FAR's replace, but closely mirror, those in the repealed Z Downtown
Development Overlay Zone and the Northwest Triangle Plan District.
They are shown on Supplemental Zoning Maps B and C.
"The Zoning Map and its Supplemental Maps are a generalize~ description of the Central City
Plan. For exact information, refer to the 1"· 200' scale quarter section maps on file at the Portland
Bureau of Planning. The maps are located at the Permit Center on the first floor of the Portland
Building, 1120 S.W. Fifth.
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Chapter33.702, Central City Plan District is createdand reads as follows:
PROPOSED CHAPrER 33.702, Central City PlanDistrict
The amendment to Title 33, presented here was recommended by the Portland City Planning
Commission for adoption with the Central City Plan and was adopted, as amended, by the Portland
City Council (March 24, 1988).
Purpose
Regulations
Use Restrictions
Maximum Building Height Permitted
Maximum Floor Area Permitted
Floor Area and Height Bonus Provisions
SRO Housing Transfer Development Rights Provisions
Open Space Height Transfer Provisions
Covenants with the City
Required Residential Development
Central City Master Plan Opportunity Provisions
Essential Service Providers (ESP)
Special Parking Areas and Regulations
Required Landscaping and Screening
Northwest Triangle Open Area Requirement
Northwest Triangle Waterfront Development
Required Building Lines
Required Retail Opportunity
Limitation on Blank Walls
Review for Timeliness
Chapter 33.702
CENTRAL CITY PLAN DISl'RICT
Sections:
33.702.010
33.702.020
33.702.030
33.702.040
33.702.050
33.702.060
33.702.070
33.702.080
33.702.090
33.702.100
33.702.110
33.702.120
33.702.130
33.702.140
33.702.150
33.702.160
33.702.170
33.702.180
33.702.190
33.702.200
Central City Plan District
As Recommendedby the Portland CityPlanningCommissionand
asAmendedandApprovedby the Portland CityConncil ,
(effective July 1, 1988)
Ordinance No. 160606
-
33.702.010 Purpose.
The Central City Plan District implements the Central City Plan and other plans
applicable to the Central City area. These other plans include the Downtown Plan, The
Northwest Triangle Plan, and the Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy. The
Central City Plan District imJ;lroves the implementation of these plans by adding code
provisions which address special circumstances existing in the Central City.
33.702.020 Regnlations.
The provisions of this Chaptar apply to all development within the Central City Plan
District. The boundaries of the Central City Plan District are designated on Supplemental
Zoning Map A, located at the end of this Chapter. In the event ofa conflictbetween the
maximum building height, maximum floor area, floor area bonus, buildine- height bonus,
BRO housing transfer of development rights, required residential, Central City Master
Plan, and/or parking provisions, the provisions of the Central City Plan District control.
In other cases the most restrictive provision controls.
33.702.030Use Restrictions.
Within thjl Central City Plan District there are additional restrictions which modify the
uses allowed in the base zones. These restrictions are:
A. Within the entire Central City Plan District a drive-in or drive-through facility is
permitted only as a conditional use when the proposed use is located within 100 feet ofa
right-of-way in which a light rail transit line is located. The 100 feet distance is
measured from the property line ofthe proposed site to the edge of the right-of-way
housing the light rail transit line. .
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B. Within the the Downtown Plan and Northwest Triangle Plan areas the types of
allowed uses are restricted to reduce motor vehicle traffic, help improve air quality,
and reinforce a pleasant urban environment for pedestrians and transit patrons. The
boundaries of the Downtown Plan and the Northwest Triangle Plan are shown on
supplemental Zoning Map A located at the back of this chapter. These additional
restrictions apply:
1. All permanent uses except for outdoor public markets, outdoor dining, and
commercial recreational uses (which by their nature require an outdoor location)
must be conducted wholly within completely enclosed buildings.
2. Vehicle Service Uses are allowed only within ex and CE zoned areas as
conditional uses.
3. Drive-in and drive-through facilities are permitted only in ex and CE zoned
areas as conditional uses.
C. Limitation on SRO Housing and Shelter Beds. Within the North ofBumside District,
the number of SRO housing units and shelter beds are limited. The boundaries of the
North of Burnside District are shown on Supplemental Zoning Map A, located at the
back of this Chapter.
1. The maximum number of permanent shelter beds that may exist in this district is
252-
2. The·maximum combined number of SRO housing units plus permanent shelter
beds that may exist in this district is 1,282.
3. If all existing or potential permanent shelter beds are replaced by SRO housing
units, the maximum number of SRO housing units that may exist in the district is
1,282. One SRO unit may be added for each shelter bed eliminated.
33.702.040 Maximum BuildingHeight Permitted.
A. Purpose. Maximum building heights are established to accomplish a number of
Central City Plan purposes. These include protecting views,. limiting shadows on
public open spaces, assuring building height compatibility with historical districts,
creating a step-down of building heights to the Willamette River, and limiting
shadows from new development on residential neighborhoods in and at the edges of
the Central City.
B. Maximum Building Height. The maximum building height for each site within the
Central City Plan District is designated on the Maximum Building Height
Supplemental Zoning Map B, located at the end of this Chapter. These building heights
may be higher or lower than those listed in the base zone. The heights specified in this
Plan District control. Exception to the maximum height limits specified on
Supplemental Map B are permitted only under the procedure and conditions presented
in Subsection C of this Section and under the bonus height provisions of Section
33.702.060.
C. Exceptions Adjacent to Open Space. Buildingheights to the south and/or west ofareas
designated Open Space may be increased above the limits specified on Supplemental
Zoning Map B if the applicant demonstrates that the amount ofshadow the proposed
building will cast on the open space will be less than or equal to the shadow that would
result from a building constructed to the maximum specified on Supplemental Zoning
Map B. Requests for increased height adjacent to 0llen spaces will be reviewed through
a Type I procedure. If the application is denied or approved with conditions not
acceptable to the applicant, the applicant may reapply through a Type ill procedure
assigned to the Hearings Officer. For purposes of computing whether a proposed
building design will be less than the shadow that would result from a building built to
the limits prescribed on Supplemental Map B, shadows must be analyzed at noon and
3:00 p.m. on April 21. Exceptions for heights greater than 460 feet are prohibited.
D. Ultimate Height. Ultimate height is an increased maximum building height that
may be allowed through a Central City Master Plan Process. Areas identified on
Supplemental Zoning Map B as having an ultimate height limit above the initial or
base height may achieve the ultimate height only through development of, and
compliance with, a Central City Master Plan. A Central City Master'Plan may be
approved under the provisions of Section 33.702.110.
33.702.050 Maximum FloorArea Permitted.
A. Purpose. Maximum floor area limitations are established to accomplish several
purposes of the Central City Plan. These include coordinating private development
with public investments in transportation systems and other infrastructure, protecting
sensitive uses such as industrial activities from displacement pressure due to
speculation, limiting and stepping down building bulk to the Willamette River, and
lowering density near residential areas. While consistent with these purposes, the
building bulks allowed in the Central City (floor area ratios) are intended to be the
largest in the region.
B. Maximum Floor Area Ratio. Maximum floor area for each site within the Central
City is prescribed by the floor area ratios (FARs) designated for each site on
Supplemental Zoning Map C, located at the end of this Chapter. These floor area ratios
may be greater or less than those listed in the base zone. The FARs prescribed in this
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Plan District control. Other than the potential for increased floor area created by
Subseetions C, D, and E of this Section, by Sections 33.702.060 and 33.702.070 ofthis
Chapter, exceptions to the maximum floor area limits specified on Supplemental
Zoning Map C are prohibited.
C. Limits on Bonus ProvisiODS andFloor Area Transfers. While floor area may be
increased based on the bonus and transfer provisions of this Title, the maximum such
increase is limited. Floor area ratio increases ofmore than a FAR of 3:1 above the
limits shown on Supplemental Map C are prohibited.
D. Ultimate Floor Area Ratio. Ultimate floor area ratio is an increased maximum floor
area ratio that may be allowed through a Central City Master Plan Process. Areas
identified on Supplemental Zoning Map C as having an ultimate floor area ratio above
the initial or base floor area ratio may achieve the ultimate floor areas only through
development of, and compliance with. a Central City Master Plan approved under the
provisions of Section 33.702.11O.
E. Between Block TransferofFloorArea. In exand CE Zones two or more sites that are
contiguous, or would be contiguous but for a right-of-way, may be developed jointly.
Floor area, including bonus floor area, may be transferred between these sites through
a Type I review. Should a Type I application be denied or approved with conditions
unacceptable to the applicant, the applicant may reapply through a Type m procedure
assigned to the Hearings Officer. The transfer will be approved if all the following
criteria are met:
I. Buildings on each site may not exceed the height limit established for that site by
the provisions ofthis Chapter and other Chapters of this Title;
2. Ifbonus floor area is included in the transfer, those facilities to be provided in
exchange for the bonus floor area must be completed on or before the time of
issuance of any occupancy permit whatsoever; and
3. The transfer offloor area is not within the boundary of the area covered by the
Downtown Plan (adopted Man:h 26,1972).
33.702.060 FloorAreaand Height Bonus ProvisiQD&
A. Purpose. Floor area and height bonuses are offered as incentives to encourage
provision of facilities and amenities which implement the Central City Plan.
B. Bonus Floor Area Provisions. Bonus floor area is additional floor area allocated to a
project because the project includes desirsble features for which increased floor area is
offered as an incentive. The following bonus floor area provisions are availsble as
additions to the mnimum floor area ratios shown on Supplemental Zoning Map C
within the Central City Plan District.
1. ResidentialBonus Provision. Projects in the Central City Plan District in ex and
CE Zones will receive bonus floor area ofup to an additional floor area ratio of3:1
if they include residential use. Projects which include housing built under
building permits issued prior to July 1,1998 may commit up to two-thirds ofbonus
floor area to nonresidential uses. Projects built based on building permits issued
after July 1,1998 may commit up to one-halfof their bonus floor area built to
nonresidential uses. Residential portions of mixed-use projects receiving this
bonus must be completed and receive a certificate ofoccupancy at the same time, or
before, a certificate of occupancy is received for any nonresidential portion of the
project. Future continuation and maintenance of the residential development
provided to qualify for this bonus must be assured by the property owner executing
a covenant with the City in conformance with the requirements of Section
33.702.090 of this Chapter.
2. Day Care Bonus Provision. Projects providing day care within ex, CE, and/or RX
Zones may receive a floor area bonus. For each one square foot of interior space
developed and committed to use as a QWl!ifYine day care facility for children a
bonus of three square feet ofadditional floor area will be granted. To qualify for
this bonus, the day care facility must meet the following approval criteria:
a. The day care facility will be used for the purpose ofday care for the life ofthe
building. The facility will be open during normal business hours at least
five days each week and fJfty weeks each calendar year.
b. The day care facility will be maintained and kept in a good state of repair
throughout the life of the building.
e. Future day care use and maintenance of the day care facility is assured by the
acceptance and recording ofa covenant with the City meeting the
requirements ofSection 33.702.090 of this Chapter.
S. RetaillJse Bonus Provision. Projects providing retailsp&ce in the retail core,
beyond the minimum amount required in Section 33.702.180, may receive a floor
area bonus. To qualify for this bonus provision gross building square footage
equal to at least one-halfthe lot area must be committed to retail space. For each
square foot of retail space over this amount, one additional square foot ofbuilding
space is permitted. The retail core is identified on Supplemental Zoning Map D,
located at the end ofthis Chapter. Use ofthis retail bonus provision outside ofthe
retail core is prohibited. Future continuation and maintenance of retail space
prpvided to qualify for bonus floor area must be assured by the property owner
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executing a covenant with the City in conformance with the requirements of
Section 33.702.090 of this Chapter.
4. ''Percent for Are' Bonus Provision. Projects which commit one percent oftheir
total construction cost to public art may receive a floor area ratio bonus of1:1.
Total construction costs must be assumed to be the sum of all construction costs
shown on all building permits associated with the project. Projects committing
more than one percent to public art receive additional bonus floor area ratio of 0.1:1
for each additional 0.1 percent of the project's total construction cost devoted to
public art, up to a maximum total "percent for art" floor area ratio bonus of 2:1.
Projects utilizing this bonus provision must place at least 25 percent of the project's
public art budget into a Central City Public Art Trust Fund, maintained by the
Metropolitan Arts Commission. Should a project's developers choose to, the entire
amount of "percent for art" funds may be placed in the Public Art Trust Fund. The
Public Art Trust Fund is used to pu:rchue and install public art in the Central
City. Works of art to be placed on the pnijec:t site in 8lItisfaction of a "percent for
art" commitment must meet all the following criteria:
a. The process and budget for selecting the artist and for selecting and
installing the specific works of art to be included in the project will be
approved by the Metropolitan Arts Commission; .
b. Works of art to be placed in a project will be approved by thll Metropolitan Arts
Commission;
c. Works of art will be placed on the outside of the building or at a location
clearly visible and freely accessible by the public from the sidewalk during
daylight hours: the location of each work of art will be approved by the
Metropolitan Arts Commission;
d. The public art provided may not also satisfy another provision of the City
Code, State or Federal laW; and
e. Installation, future preservation, maintenance, and replacement if
necessary, of the public art provided to qualify for this bonus is assured by the
property owner executing a covenant with the City in conformance with the
requirements of Section 33.702.090 of this Chapter.
5. Rooftop Gardens Bonus Provision. Within all commercial, employment, and
residential zones of the Central City, a bonus of one square-foot of additional floor
area may be granted for each one square foot of qualifying rooftop garden space
provided. To qualify for this bonus, the roof top garden must meet all the following
approval criteria:
a. The rooftop garden must cover at least 50 percent of the roofarea of the
building;
b. The surface of the rooftop garden must be composed ofat least 30 percent living
plant materials; and
c. Future preservation and maintenance of rooftop gardens provided 1s assured
by the property owner executing a covenant with the City in conformance with
the requirements ofSection 33.702.090 ofthis Chapter.
6. 'Theaters on Broadway" Bonus Provision. Within the Broadway Theater
District, a bonus of two square feet of floor area may be granted for each one square
foot of space occupied by a qualifying theater or theaters. Both existing and new
theaters may qualify for this bonus. The area included in the Broadway Theater
District is shown on Supplemental Zoning Map D, located at the end of this
Chapter. To qualify for this bonus a theater must meet all the following approval
criteria:
a. The theater facilities provided seat at least 150 people;
b. The theater space will be used for the life of the building and at least 200
performances will be given each calender year (both live theater performances
and film exhibition may be given to meet this requirement); and
c. The theater facilities provided will be maintained and kept in a good state of
repair throughout the life of the building. .
b. Future theatrical use and maintenance of the theater space is assured by the
acceptance and recording of a covenant with the City meeting the
requirements of Section 33.702.090 of this Chapter.
7. Water Features or Public Fountains Bonus Provision. Projects which commit a
percentage ofthe total construction cost ofthe project to the development and
maintenance of a water feature or public fountain will receive additional FAR.
For each 0.1 percent of construction cost committed to development offountains or
water features, an FAR bonus of 0.1:1 will be granted, up to a maximum of 0.5:1.
Total construction costs are defined as the sum of all construction costs shown on
all building permits associated with the project. To qualify for this bonus, the water
feature or public fountain must meet the following criteria:
a. . The design of the water feature or public fountain must be approved as part of
the design review of the total project;
b. To enhance the environment for pedestrians the water feature or public
fountain must be accessible by pedestrians from a sidewalk or from a plaza
which is accessible from a sidewalk;
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c. The water feature or public fountain must be located outdoors;
d. The fountain or water feature must be visible and accessible by the public from
the sidewalks that provide access for pedestrians to the project;
e. Ifpublic art is included in the fountain or water feature, the art object must
meet all the approval criteria for the "Percent for Art" bonus:
f. The fountain will be maintained by the building owners;
g. The water feature must be designed to use water efficiently with a low water
make-up rate. The water feature must recirculate water and be designed to
reduce water loss due to evaporation and wind. A method ofkeeping the water
clean must be provided: and
h. The maintenance and continued operation of the water feature or public
fountain, on private property, will be assured by the acceptance and recording
of a covenant with the City meeting the requirements of Section 33.702.090 of
this Chapter.
C. General Bonus Height Provision. In addition to bonus floor area achieved through the
provisions listed above, bonus height is also granted at certain locations. Bonus
height is additional height beyond the maximum height allowed a project because the
project includes desirable features for which the increased height is offered as an
incentive. The height bonus allowed is based on the FAR bonus provisions of
Subsection B of this Section. Maximum height areas which may qualify for these
height bonuses are shown on Supplemental Zoning Map B. located at the end of this
Chapter. Those locations at which bonus height is available are those where increased
height must not interfere with the protection of established view COrridors,
preservation of the character of historical districts, protection of public open spaces
from shadow, and preservation of the City's visual focus on important buildings (such
as the Union Station Clock Tower). In areas qualifying for a height bonus the amount
of bonus height awarded is based on the following schedule:
1. For achieving a bonus floor area ratio of at least 1:1, but less than 2:1, a height
bonus oU5 feet is be awarded.
2. For achieving a bonus floor area ratio ofat least 2:1. but less than 3:1, a height
bonus of30 feet is be awarded.
3. For achieving a bonus floor area ratio of3:1, a height bonus of45 feet is be
awarded.
D. Bonus Height Provision for Housing. As an alternative to the use of the bonus height
provisions allowed by Subsection C of this Section, projects wishing to use bonus height
exclusively to accommodate housing may achieve greater bonus height at certain
locations. This bonus height is additional height beyond the maximum height
allowed a project because the project includes housing and the bonus height will be
used to accommodate only housing. Areas which qualify for this bonus are shown on
Supplemental Zoning Map B, located at the back of this Chapter. To qualify for this
bonus height at locations less than 500 feet from a residential zone, the review body
must find that there will be no significant negative impacts from shadows cast by the
proposed building on dwelling units in residentially zoned areas. Projects which
employ the bonus height provisions of Subsection C of this Section may not use the
bonus height provisions of this Subsection. At locations which qualify for this bonus
the amount ofbonus height is 75 feet.
E. Approval Procedure. The procedures for approval of the bonus provisions provided by
this Section are as follows:
1. Approval of the bonus provisions provided for in Subsections B and C of this
section is through a Type I procedure. Should an applicant be denied or find that
conditions imposed in the Type I decision are not acceptable, the applicant may
reapply through a Type III procedure with review assigned to the Design
Commission. In the case of historical landmarks or buildings located within
historic districts, Type III review is assigned to the Landmarks Commission.
Exceptions to the approval criteria and the amount ofbonus floor area and/or
height granted are prohibited. In the case ofthe "percent for art" bonu., the
Metropolitan Arts Commission will develop and publish guidelines and
procedures for review, selection, installation and payment for works of art
included in a project to qualify for the bonus.
2. Approval ofthe height bonus provision for Subsection D oCthis Section at locations
500 feet or more away from a residential zone is through the same procedures that
apply to bonus provisions provided foJ' in Subsections B and C of this Section.
3., Approval of the height bonus provision ofSubsection D of this Section at locations
less than 500 feet from a residential zone is through a Type II procedure assigned
to the Design Commission. In the case of historical landmarks or buildings
located within historic districts, Type II review is assigned to the Landmarks
Commission. Exceptions to the approval criteria and the amount ofbonus floor
area and/or height granted are prohibited.
F. General Limit on Bonus Floor Area. The maximum floor area increase that may be
achieved through the use ofbonus provisions must be within the limits prescribed in
Section 33.702.050 Subsection C.
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G. Limit on Bonus Floor Area in Target Housin~Areas. In areas targeted for
residential development as shown on Supplemental Zoning Map D, the bonus allowed
for housing must be used before any other bonus provision. A bonus floor area ratio of
at least 1.5:1 from the housing bonus must be incorporated into. the project before the
project can qualify for other bonus provisions.
H. Time Limit. Approvals for bonus floor area must be implemented by construction
which must begin within two years of the date offinal approval, or the approval is
revoked. The final approval date is the date on which the final local decision is made,
or in the case of an appeal beyond the local jurisdiction, the date of the final decision by
the reviewing board or courts beyond which there ia no further appeal. The Planning
Director may extend this two-year time limit an additional year if the Director finds
that the findings justifying the original approval are still valid.
38.702.070 SRO HousingTJ'llDsfer DevelOpmentRightsProvisiOD&
A. Purpose. Transfer of floor area potential from sites occupied by single room
occupancy housing, SROs, is allowed in order to reduce the market pressure for
removal of this needed and hard to replace housing.
B. Qualifying Projects. Those developments which 'qualify are vacant, existing, and
new single room occupancy housing (SRO) located in a ex or CE Zone.
C. Procedure. Qualifying developments may transfer their surplus floor area potential
to other sites in the Central City through a Type II procedure assigned to the Hearings
Officer.
D. Approval Criteria. To be approved the proposal must meet all the following:
1. The SRO housing structure is in good repair at the time of the transfer application,
or is brought into a state ofgood repair as part ofthe development proposal to which
floor area is being transferred. In the case of new construction, SRO housing will
be built as part of the development proposal to which floor area is being transferred;
2. At least 60 percent of the SRO housing structure is used for housing;
3. Use of the SRO structure, from which floor area is transferred, will be
predominantly for provision of SRO housing;
4. In the event that the SRO housing structure is removed, the number of SRO housing
units lost will be replaced either on the site or at another location in the Central
City. When replacement SRO units are provided, they must receive an occupancy
pennit at the same time or in advance of issuance of any occupancy pennit for a
new building on the fonner SRO housing site; and
5. The property owner executes covenants with the City which are atteched to and
recorded with the deed ofboth the site transferring and the site receiving the
transfer of floor area reflecting the respective increase and decrease of potential
floor area and assuring future continuation and maintenance of the SRO housing
in confonnance with all requirements of this Section and Section 33.702.090 of this
~~~. .
E. Limit OD Transfers of FAR. The maximum floor area increase achievable through
the use of development rights transfers is established by Section 33.702.050 Subsection
C.
38.702.oso Open Space Height Transfer Provisions.
A. Purpose. Provide an incentive for the creation ofneeded open space and efficient USe of
land.
B. Qualifying Projects. Those developments which qualify for the transfer of additional
height must meet the intent of the Central City Plan. The site selected for an open space
must be consistent with the Central City Plan's Open Space Deficient and Proposed
Open Space designations located on the Central City Plan Map. Ifnot, then the
applicant must receive approval of the location from the Portland Park and Planning
Bureaus.
C. Approval Procedure. Approval of the transfer provision is through a Type I procedure if
it is identified on the Plan Map as a proposed open space. The Type II Procedure applies
to other park locations. Should an applicant be denied or find that conditions imposed
in the Type I decision are not acceptable, the applicant may re-apply through a Type III
procedure with review assigned to the Design Commission. Exceptions to the approval
criteria and the amount ofheight granted are prolu'bited.
D. Approval Criteria. To be approved, the proposal must meet all the following:
1. The area designated for the open space shall be dedicated to the City as a public
park;· ,
2. The minimum size of the open space shall be a full block, at least 35,000 square feet
of continuous land;
3. The open space must be cleared and the open space improvements must be approved
by the Design Commission, with the advice of the Park Bureau, prior to the
issuance of building pennits for the building receiving the increased height
allowance; •
4. To assure continuation of the height transfer for the provision of open space, the
property owner must execute covenants with the City which are attached to and
recorded with the deed ofboth the site transferring and the site receiving the
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transfer ofheight. The covenant must reflect the respective increase and assure
future continuation and maintenance of the public park in conformance with all
the requirements of this section and Section 33.702.090. The covenant is required
in consideration of the City's issuing a building permit, allowing additional
height beyond the amount permitted based on Supplemental Zoning Map B; and
5. The height increase shall not interfere with the protection of established view
corridors, preservation of the character ofhistoric districts, the protection of public
open spaces from shadow, and preservation of the City's visual focus on important
buildings such as the Union Station Clock Tower.
E. Limit on Transfers ofHeight. The amount ofheight transferred is determined by the
maximum height allowed on the donating block as specified in the Plan District, or the
base zone for areas not within a Plan District. The maximum amount of height
transferable is 100 feet. The transfer may only be to a site eligible for a height bonus as
shown on Supplemental Zoning Map B, located at the back of this chapter. The site
receiving the bonus height shall not exceed the 460-foot height cap.
33.702.090 Covenantswith the City•
A. Purpose. To assure continuation of amenities and housing built to qualify the project
for bonus and/or transfer offloor area the property owner must execute a covenant with
the City. The covenant is required in consideration of the City's issuing a building
permit allowing additional floor area beyond the amount permitted based on
Supplemental Zoning Map C.
B. Requirements. The covenant must run with the land and be attached to the land. It
must provide that in the event of the property owner's failure to abide by the covenant,
the City is empowered to terminate occupancy of the structure and to obtain, in the
name of the City, injunctive relief in a court of competent jurisdiction enjoining
future occupancy of the structure while a violation of the covenant exists. All
covenants must be approved in form by the City Attorney and be recorded in the
appropriate records of the county in which the project site is located Covenants must be
recorded prior to issuance of any building permit and must specify that the owner will
comply with all approval conditions, conditions listed for approval of the applicable
bonus provision, and the provisions of this Section.
33.702.100 Required Residential Development.
A. Purpose. The residential requirements of this Section assure that new development in
areas suitable and attractive for new housing include housing. This requirement is
imposed as an alternative to the creation of exclusively residential zoning. This
increases development flexibility while still addressing the housing objectives of the
Central City Plan.
B. Applicability. The requirements of this Section are applicable to all new construction
and to major expansion projects. Areas subject to this requirement are identified on
Supplemental Zoning Map E, located at the end of this Chapter. Major expansions are
those where the improvements made since initial enactment of this requirement
exceed the value or gross square footage of the building as shown in the Multnomah
County assessment and taxation records~ the year in which this Section became
effective (1988). In determining whether this threshold is exceeded, all improvements
completed since initial adoption of this Central City Plan District must be considered.
C. Residential Density Required. Within the areas identified as requiring residential
development, a minimum of 15 dwelling units per net acre of site area must be
provided. The net site area is the lot area reduced by any lands dedicated as public
rights-of-way, public parks andlor a regional public attraction (such as a museum or
an aquarium). One housing unit is required for each 2,900 square feet of net site area
or part thereof. Residential floor area provided in accordance with this Section
qualifies as bonus floor area under the provisions of Section 33.702.060.
D. Type of Housing. Housing constructed in satisfaction of this requirement may be in
either a single.use, or mixed·use building or project.
E. Occupancy ofthe Project. Housing constructed in conformance with this provision, as
part of a mixed-use project, must receive an occupancy permit at the same time as, or
in advance of, issuance of an occupancy permit for nonresidential portions of the
project.
F. Central City MasterPlan Opportunity. Nonresidential portions ofa project may be
completed in advance of the residential portions if the project's phasing is approved as
part of a Central City Master Plan. Housing required by tIps Section may be provided
at a location other than on the development site ifapproved as part ofa Central City
Master Plan. Central City Master Plans must be developed and approved in
conformance with the provisions of Section 33.702.110.
33.702.1l0 Central CityMaster PIanOpportunity ProvisioD&
A. Purpose. This provision creates added development opportunity and flexibility for
projects which have successfully demonstrated that the service needs and policy
objectives of the Central City Plan are addressed by their specific development plans.
The Central City Master Plan is an option available to those wishing greater project
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flexibility. It is not a requirement. Project developers not desiring this flexibility
may built in accordance with the base regulations applicable to a given site and need
not develop a Central City Master Plan. A Central City Master Plan may also be
created through a legislative process initiated by the City.
B. Flexibility Achieved. An approved master plan allows additional flexibility in the
following areas:
1. To reach ultimate heights and floor area ratios as shown on Supplemental Zoning
MapsBandC;
2. To proceed with nonresidential development in a required residential area as
identified on Supplementall':oning Map E;
8. To allow the development of required housing at a location outside of the required
housing area; and
4. To allocate permitted floor area to development sites within the master plan area.
Densities greater or less than the specific numeric limit for each site may be
assigned on a site-specific basis. The total combined density for all sites included
in the master plan area must be within the maximum allowed floor area for the
master plan area, exclusive of dedicated righta-of-way and dedicated public open
spaces. Floor area transfers outside of the master plan areas are not permitted
through the use of this master plan provision.
C. Approval Procedure. Master plan approval requests are to be processed through a Type
III procedure assigned to the Planning Commission.
D. Approval Criteria. Approval ofa Central City Master 'Plan may be granted if the
proposal meets all of the following approval criteria:
1. View Protection.
a. The master plan clearly identifies and protects significant public viewpoints;
and
b. The master plan clearly identifies and protects significant view corridors
down public rights-of-way.
2. Circulation.
a. The master plan identifies a clear intemal circulation system that joins the
surrounding street system at logical points and meets the needs of pedestrians
and bicyclists as well as drivers; and
b. The master plan provides for creation of public open spaces that for riverfront
areas tie the pedestrian and bicycle circulation system to the Willamette
River. Open spaces and plazas are to be at locations convenient for use both by
those living and working within the master plan area and by the general
public.
8. Access to the Water. At locations adjacent to the Willamette River, the master
plan includes a proposal for access to the water as well as along the top of the bank.
4. Required Housing.
a. The master plan identifies the location and density of housing to be
constructed in compliance with the provisions of Section 33.702.100. The site
selected for future residential development is reserved for that development
through concurrent application for a residential comprehensive plan and
zoning designation on the proposed housing site; and
b. The master plan may accommodate the required housing outside the required
housing area if the site identified meets the following criteria. The site is
'under the applicant's control, is vacant, or is used for surface parking, and/or
has improvements with an assessed value less than one-third the value of the
land. The site is within the Central City Plan District and is zoned ex or CE at
the time of application for a master plan and is concurrently rezoned to
residential as required in Subsection a above.
5. Infrastructure Capabilil;y.
a. The master plan shows that the first phase of the proposed development can be
accommodated within the capacity of the public and private infrastructure'
systems serving the site;
b. The master plan identifies on and off-site infrastructure improvements
needed to accommodate the amount ofdevelopment proposed for the site at each
phase ofthe proposed project; and
c. The master plan links the development ofeach phase of the project to the
provision of services necessary to meet the infrastructure service needs of the
development associated with that phase.
6. Floor Area Ratio. The master plan indicates the amount ofbuilding floor area
which is to be assigned to each parcel.
E. Review for Conformance withApproved Central City MasterPlans. After approval of
a master plan, each development proposal within the area included in the master plan
must be reviewed. This review is through a Type I procedure. A pre-application
conference is required prior to submittal of a Type I application for development in
conformance with a master plan. Should a Type I application be denied, or approved
with conditions unacceptable to the applicant, the applicant may reapply through a
Type III procedure assigned to the Hearings Officer: The proposed development may
be approved if the following approval criteria are met:
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1. The proposed develoPment is consistent with and conforms to all particulars of the
approved master plan; and
2. The transportation, water, stormwater disposal, and waste water disposal systems
identified as necessary to serve the development at the time of initial approval of
the master plan are in place; or
s. Improvements are being undertaken as part of the project or concurrently with the
project and the system improvements identified in the master plan as needed by
the project will be in place when the project is ready for occupancy.
F. Central City Master PIan Amendments. Amendments to an approved master plan
may be approved through the following procedures:
1. ~orAmendments. Major amendments are processed through a Type U
procedure assigned to the Hearings Officer. The amendment may be approved if .
the proposed change results in a master plan which continues to meet all approval
criteria for master plans listed in SUbsection D. above.
2. Minor Amendments. Minor amendments are those which in the view of the
Planning Director have little or no effect on the property or the surrounding area.
Minor amendments are processed through a Type I procedure. If the application is
denied or approved with conditions not acceptable to the applicant, the applicant
may reapply through a Type III procedure assigned to the Hearings Officer.
Minor amendments must not permit any of the following:
a. Blocked view corridors identified as protected or preserved in the original
master plan approval;
b. A change in the location of circulation corridors planned to accommodate the
movement of pedestrians anellor bicycles by more than ten feet;
c. A reduced amount oflandsC8ped open space;
d. A reduced amount of access to the water's surface:
e. A change in the location, density, or timing of housing required under
33.702.100;
f. Development to proceed in advance of provision of the pUblic facilities that
have been identified in the master plan as necessary to serve the development;
It. More development in the area covered by the master plan than was originally
approved; or
h. Relieve the property owner from the obligation to comply with any condition of
approval imposed as part of the original approval process.
Section: 33.702J20. FssprtipJ Service Providers (FSPB).
A. Purpose. To allow the provision of essential services to no, or low-income people while
preserving a positive climate {or investment and enhancing pUblic safety. These
provisions are established to reduce conflict between ESPs and other uses and assure
that ESP uses do not dominate an areas character.
B. Applicability. These provisions are applicable only in the ex and CE zones within the
Central City Plan District.
C. Definition. Essential Services Providers (ESPs) are establishments which are
primarily engaged in directly providing food and/or temporary shelter for free or at
significantly below market rates. This definition does not apply to other uses and
activities which are often run by, or for the benefit of, agencies which are "Essential
Service Providers" such as:
1. Administrative offices where there is not direct service,
2. Retail outlets,
S. Counseling and vocational training facilities or workshops,
4. "Single Room Occupancy" (SRO) housing.
D. When Review is Required. Review is required of all new, relocating or expanding
ESPs.
E. Procedure. All ESPs must be reviewed though the procedures specified below:
1. Situations requiring a Type I review:
a. Locating an ESP facility which is 750 feet or more from an existing ESP.
b. Expanding an existing ESP facility for a similar use, or replacing an
existing facility with a similar use, or creating a multi-facility, co-location,
on the site of an existing facility. A co-location is a location on a single
block, which is under a single ownership and houses two or more ESPs.
2. Situations requiring a Type II review:
a. Locating an ESP facility which is within 750 feet ofan existing ESP and
serves 15 or more people per hour at peak hours.
F. Approval Criteria:
1. ESP facilities approved through a Type I procedure must meet the following
standards:
a. All activities associated with the agency's activities will take pIsce within
the building proposed to house the agency;
b. Outdoor waiting cannot be within the pUblic right-of-way, must be separated
from the pUblic right-of-way, and must be large enough to accommodate the
expected clientele;
c. Functioning rest rooms must be provided to serve clientele.
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2. ESP facilities approved through a Type II procedure must meet the standards
. listed in I, above, and all the following criteria:
a. The agency will primarily serve those residing in the area.
b. The facility must be designed using crime prevention through
environmental design techniques to protect both clients and the public.
c. The facility must be designed to provide ease of maintenance and
cleanliness for the site and structure.
d. The use is complementary or supportive of existing ESPs in the vicinity.
e. Building and site must be maintained in good condition.
f. A litter control plan, which provides for effective litter removal at and near
the site of the facility, must be submitted with the application and must be
followed.
g. The tise will not result in ESP establishments dominating the character of
the area.
33.702J.30 Special ParkiDl'Areas and Regn1ation8.
A. Purpose. The provisions of this Section address several public objectives. They
implement the Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy; reduce conflicts between
pedestrians, light rail facilities, and motor vehicles; and they establish controls on the
design and landscaping of parking facilities.
B. Downtown~andCirculatioDPolic,y Area.
1. Applicability. The Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy area is enclosed by
the west bank of the Willamette River, the Broadway Bridge and Broadway Ramp,
Hoyt Street, the Stadium Freeway, and the Marquam Bridge. The policy area is
shown on Supplemental Zoning Map A, located at the end ofthis Chapter.
2. Special defiDitiOD.l and relulatiou. Special definitions and parking regulations
applicable to the Downtown Parking and Cimd,tion Policy area are contained
within Sections 1-3, 1-4, 2-1, 24, 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, and 3-6 ofthe Downtown Parking and
Circulation Policy: 1985 Update, adopted by City Council Ordinance No. 158245 on
February 26, 1986, and are a part of this document. .
3. Review Required. All off-street parking within the Downtown Parking and
Circulation Policy area requires a conditional use review. The review shall be a
Type III procedure assigned to the Hearings Officer. Requests for exceptions to the
Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy regulations are processed by the
Hearings Officer concurrently with the conditional use review.
4. Approval Criteria. This review is intended to allow parking facilities in ways
which support downtown development. It is not intended to allow parking
facilities in such quantity, concentration,"Or appearance that they detract from the
desired commercial, employment, or residential character of the zone. Parking
may be approved if all the following criteria are met:
a. The proposal will not by itself, or in combination with other uses, significantly
lessen the overall desired character of the area based on the number and
proximity of other parking facilities and large paved areas;
b. The parking facility is found to be consistent with the Downtown Parking and
Circulation Policy;
c. The parking facility and access points will be located in a manner that does
not increase traffic congestion or safety problems for autos, transit vehicles,
bicyclists, or pedestrians;
d. If the facility is a surface lot, it will provide separation and landscape
buffering between the sidewalk and the lot;
e. If the facility is in a RX Zone, its appearance will not detract from the
residential desirability of the area based on such things as setbacks, perimeter
and interior landscaping, screening location, and amount of lighting, and
location and size of signs; and
f. If the facility is a surface parking lot, it will meet all the landscaping
requirements of Chapter 33.82 of this Title.
C. Northwest Trian21e Plan Area.
1. Applicability. The regulations in Paragraph 2 below, are applicable in the
Northwest Triangle Plan area which is outside of the area of the Downtown Plan.
This area is shown on Supplemental Zoning Map A, located at the end of this
Chapter.
2. RegulatiODS. There is no minimum parking requirement in the Northwest
Triangle area. Surface parking must meet the surface parking lot requirements
of Sections 2-6 of the Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy: 1985 Update, and
the parking lot landscaping requirements of Chapter 33.82 of this Title.
D. OtherCentraICityAreas.
·1. Applicability. The regulations in Paragraph 2 below are applicable in Central
City Plan District areas zoned ex, CE or RX which are outside both the Downtown
Parking and Circulation Policy area and the Northwest Triangle Plan area.
2. RelulatiODS. These other Cenb"al City areas have no minimum number of
required off-street parking spaces. Surface parking which is provided must meet
all the parking lot landscaping requirements of Chapter 33.82 of this Title.
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E. Open Lot Parkinl( near LiptRaiL All new surfaee parking is prohibited within 100
feet of the center,line of a public street which contains a light rail tl'lU1sit line within
that portion of its length containing the line. Light rail transit lines are those public
transit lines in \1Se by the Metropolitan~eaExpress.
F. Parking Accesl! near Light,RaiL Motor vehicle access to any parking facility is
prohibited within 100 feet of the eenter line ofa public street occupied by a light rail
transit line along that portion of its length containing the line. Light rail transit lines
are those public transit lines in use by the Metropolitan Area Express.
,G. Parking Structures. Parking in parking structures is encouraged. At locations
outside the area covered by the Downtown Plan, as shown on Supplemental Zoning
Map A, 10Cllted at the end of this Chapter, parking structures mustcomply with one of
the following:', ,
1. Where a parking structure has one or more levels more than four feet above grade,
at least 60 percent of the structure's ground level street frontage will be available
for, retail, service or office commercial activities; or
2. Seventy-fi,ve percent ofthe perimeter ofthe structure will be provided with a 5-foot
landscaped yard meeting the Ll'landscaping standard of Section 33.620.020.
H. Attended Parking. Within the Central City Plan District, parking facilities staffed
with an attendant during hours of operation may be "stacked." Stacked means that
the attendant may park patron's vehicles 80 that access to a parked vehicle requires
movement of other vehicles, Lots staffed with attendants must be developed in full
conformance with all other provisions of Chapter 33.82, Parking Regulations.
33.702J.40 Required LandscapingandScreening.
A. Purpose. The requirements of this Section are intended· to enhance the appearance of
the Central City by establishing additional landscaping and screening standards for
parking areas.
B. Off-Street Parking Requirements. Off-street parking in the Central City Plap
District area must meet all the requirements of Chapter 33.82, Parking Regulations,
with the exception ofSection 33.82.030 (b) related to perimeter landscaping and
screening. Within the Central City Plan District the perimeter landscaping and
screening requirements for surface parking lots are that off-street parking must be
provided with continuous landscaping and screening bordering the public right-of-
way in accordance with the following:
1. Landscape and screening border materials will be either a three-foot wide L2,
Low Hedge, or SI, Low Solid Screen, as specified in Chapter 33.620, Landscaping
and Screening; or
2. Landscaping and screening materials will be a five-foot wide Ll, Green
Growing Ground Cover, protected by wheel stops at least 8 feet from the property
line.
C. Street Tree requirements. Landscaping and screening must be accompanied by the
installation of a minimum of one street tree for every 30 linear feet of site fronting a
public right-of-way. Street trees must be a minimum of three inches in caliper
measured four feet above the acijacent grade when planted. The trees must be planted
in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 20.40, Street Tree Regulations.
D. DowntoWD Surface Parkin, Lots. Surface parking lots within the Downtown Parking
and Circulation Policy area must be provided with the landscaping and screening
regulations in accordance with Subsection A above, by March 19, 1982. lTbis
compliance date was passed by the Portland City Council as part ofthe Downtown
Development Regulations on March 19, 1979}.
33.702J50 Northwest Triangle OpenArea Requirement.
A. Purpose. This open area requirement assures adequate amounts of light and air,
year-round opportunities for outdoor recreation, visual relief, contrast, and spatial
orientation; and facilitates circulation for pedestrians to and throughout the
Northwest Triangle District.
B. Definition. Open area includes sheltered or unsheltered walkways, parks, plazas,
and landscaped features or areas. It does not include areas used for motor vehicle
circulation, parking or maneuvering, or landscaping within areas devoted to
vehicular use.
C. Applicability.
1. These regulations were developed specifically for, and are limited in their
application to the Northwest Triangle District. The bowidaries of the Northwest
Triangle District are sbown on Supplemental Zoning Map A, located at the back of
this Chapter.
2. Parcels .over 40,000 square feet must devote a minimum of 30 percent of their land
area to open area. The DllIiority of this area is to be developed as parks or plazas,
rather than for use solely as walkways. Parcels of 40,000 square feet or less are not
subject to the open area requirement.
3. Development consisting primarily of uses from the industrial categories
(Industrial Product Sales, Industrial Services, Manufacturing and Production,
and Warehouse and Distribution) is exempt from the open area regulations.
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However, redevelopment resulting in more than 50 percent of site area falling into
nonindustrial use categories require compliance with the open area requirement.
D. Standards.
1. Intent. Open areas should provide opportunities for both active and passive use.
a. A minimum of25 percent ofthe required open area must be devoted to one
primary gathering space; and
b. A maximum of25 percent of the required open area must be devoted to
walkways or sidewalks.
2. Shadow Standard. Open areas are to be sited so that shadows from buildings cover
no more than 50 percent of a park or plaza at 12:00 noon, Pacific Standard Time,
and 75 Pllrcent at 3:00 p.m., Pacific Standard Time on April 21 and August 21 of
any year. Trees are not to be included in consideration of the limitation on
shadows.
3. Tree PlantinJ' Standard. A minimum ofone tree per 1,000 square feet ofplaza or
park is required to enhance and support activity in parks and plazas.
4. Border Standard. To ensure that parks and plazas have clearly defined borders,
peripheral tree lines, low walls, planters, or other similar treatment along the
edges are required.
5. LinkaJ'es. Open areas and walkways must provide safe, attractive, and
convenient linkages to adjacent existing and future development and to existing
sidewalks.
6. Continuity. Open areas must be designed at a level ofquality similar to that found
in other recent nonindustrial developments in the Northwest Triangle.
33.702.l60 Northwest Trian.g1eWaterfront Development.
A. Purpose. These Northwest Triangle waterfront regulations are intended to assure
both frequent views of the river and physical connections to the river and its activities.
.B. Applicability. The provisions of this Section are applicable within the area covered by
the Northwest Triangle Plan. The boundary of the Northwest Triangle Plan is shown
on Supplemental Zoning Map A, located at the end of this Chapter.
C. Standards.
1. View Corridors. Between Front Avenue and the Willamette River, a minimum of
25 percent of the length ofthe site must be maintsined as a view corridor, or as view
corridors. The corridor must provide an unobstructed view from Front Avenue to
the Willamette River. Parking is not permitted within a view corridor; however,
vehicular and pedestrian circulation is allowed.
2. Setbacks. Minimum setback regulations apply, using the sky exposure plane
concept, from Front Avenue, adjacent buildings and/or property lines, to the top of
the·bank of the Willamette River.
a. Minimum setbacks must be established in the following manner: sky
exposure must be maintsined between existing, proposed, and future
independent buildings by retsining a space between cornices (roof lines)
defined by an arc of 90 degrees measured from grade. Portions of the primary
plane described by the 90 degree arc may be penetrated up to a secondary plane
described by a 60 degree arc if the average projection of all facing comices lies
beneath the primary plane. (For the purposes of this Section, the imaginary
planes forming the 60 degree arc are called secondary planes; bridges and
bridge ramps are not considered structures.) See the diagram on the facing
page.
b. If the proposed construction abuts a public right-of.way, the primary and
secondary planes must be projected from the right-of-way center line.
Primary and secondary planes must project from the top of the bank for all
projects abutting the Willamette River. See diagram on the facing page.
c. Ifno structure exists on adjacent property, the primary·and secondary planes
must be projected from the property line. See the diagram on the facing page.
d. No permanent structure other than allowed signs, flag poles, and antennas
may penetrate the secondary sky exposure plane.
3. Maximum BuildinJ' Dimension. The maximum building dimension on
waterfront properties is 200 feet. The limitation applies to both building length and
depth. The limitation is intended to enhance the view corridor perspective from
Front Avenue.
4. Public Access. Public access must be available and clearly signed for pedestrians
moving between Front Avenue and the Greenway Trail as part of each
development lot.
5. Docks, Boat Ramps, and MooraJ'es. Docks or destination landings such as
seawall tie-up locations must be day use facilities. Such facilities must be
protected from the wake action of larger vessels. Boat ramps and permanent
moorage for recreational boats are not permitted.
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W1namette
River
SKY EXPOSURE PLANE ILLUSTRATIONS
Building setbacks are established along the waterfront using the sky 8xposur& plane concept. Sky exPosure
plane setbacks are required from adjacent buildinge and/or properly line", Frol1tAvenue, and the top of the
bank ofthe Willamette River. 'Di:Iliensions ofsetbacks shown in these illustrations reflect ....tbacks created
through the application ofthe sky exposure plane'prilYisicms. The sky expoein'e plane concept includea both
a primary plane (90 degrees) and a secondary plane (60 degr.es).' Portions ofthe primary plane may be
penetrated up to a secondary plane if the average loc.ation ofall cornices facing the acijacent building lies
beneath the primlll'Y plane. Permanent strw:tures lither than allowed signs, flag poles, and antennas may
not penstrate the secondary plane. .
45'
A. Sky exposure between buildings must be maintained by retaining a space between cornices defined by an
arc of90 degrees measured from the ground•
NEW NEW
STRUCTURE STRUCTURE
B. The primary and secondary planss abutting a public right-of-way are projected from the right-of-way
center line. Primary and secondary planes are projected from the top of the bank for prqjecte.abutting the
WiUamette River.
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C. Ifno structure exists on adjacent property, the primary m:d secondary planes are projected from the
property line.
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33.702J.70 Required BuildjngUnes.
A. Purpose. Required building lines are established to enhance the urban quality of
retail. office, and historic areas in portions of the Central City.
B. Applicability. Areas subject to this requirement are shown on Supplemental Zoning
Map F, located at the end of this Chapter.
C. Standard. Along a frontage containing a required building line, development
projects must comply with Paragraphs 1 or 2 below. Portions of a building designed to
meet the requirements of this Section must be at least 15 feet high.
1. The building must extend to the street lot line along at least 75 percent of the lot
~;M. .
2. The building must extend to within 12 fQet of the lot line for 75 percent ofthe lot
line and the space between the building and the lot line must be designed as an
extension of the sidewalk and committed to active uses such as sidewalk cafes,
vendor's stands, or developed as "stopping places."
D. Compliance. All new construction and allllllljor remodeling projects located along a
frontage subject to this requirement must comply. Major remodeling projects are
those where the building floor area is being increased by 50 percent or more, M where
the cost ofthe remodeling is greater than the assessed value ofthe existing
improvements on the site (assessed value is the value shown on the Multnomab County
assessment and taxation records for the cuiTent year). Multiple remodeling projects
undertaken since the initial effective date of this Chapter that cumulatively meet the
above description of a major project are treated as a major project and must also
comply when the total cost ofall projects are equivalent to 50 percent ofthe assessed
value. .
33.702J.80 Required Retail Opportunity.
A. Purpose. The required retail opportunity provisions within the Central City Plan
District are established to reinforce the continuity of retail display windows and retail
stores and to help maintain healthy retail districts.
B. Applicability. Required retail opportunity areas are shown on Supplemental Zoning
Map G,located at the end ofthis Chapter.
C. Standard. Within a required retail area, buildings must be designed and constructed
to accommodate at least 50 percent of the building's exterior perimeter walls fronting
on a sidewalk, plaza, or other public open space in retail or personal service uses.
D. Access. All spaces for retail or personal service uses provided in compliance with this
Section must be directly accessible from a sidewalk, plaza, or other exterior public
open space.
E. Compliance. All new construction and all major remodeling projects located along a
frontage subject to this requirement must comply. Major remodeling projects are
those where the building floor area is being increased by 50 percent or more, or where
the cost of the remodeling is greater than the assessed value of the existing
improvements on the site (assessed value is the value shown on the Multnomab County
assessment and taxation records for the current year). Multiple remodeling projects,
undertaken since the initial effective date of this Chapter that cumulatively meet the
above description of a major project are treated as a major project and must also
comply when the total cost ofall projects are equivalent to 50 percent ofthe assessed
value.
33.702J.90 Limitationon Blank WaDs.
A. Purpose. Blank walls on the ground floor level are limited to encourage continuity of
retail and consumer service uses; to encourage retail and commercial activities at
street level; to provide a pleasant, rich, and diverse experience for pedestrians by
visually connecting activities occurring within a structure to alljacent sidewalk
areas; to enhance crime prevention by increasing opportunities for surveillance of the
street from interiors of buildings; to restrict fortress-like facades at the street level;
and to avoid a monotonous environment.
B. Standards.
1. In RX and ex Zones, at least 50 percent of the length and 25 percent ofthe exterior
wall area on the floor abutting sidewalks, plazas, or other public open spaces or
rights-of-way must be devoted to windows affording views into retail, office or
lobby space, pedestrian entrances, or retail display windows.
2. This limitation on blank walls does not apply to sides of buildings having
residential units located alljacent to the exterior ground floor wall.
3. Buildings having less than 50 percent of their ground level floor area in retail,
office, or lobby use, but containing other active uses found during the design .
review process to be ofvisual interest to the pedestrian may. provide windows
affording views of the active use as an alternative to Paragraph 1 above.
(Examples of such uses are pressrooms, classrooms. kitchens, or manufacturing
processes.) Parking areas, truck loading areas, and vehicular access ways are
not active uses.
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4. Buildings having less than 50 percent of their sidewalk level space in retail,
office, or lobby, or in other visually interesting active uses may substitute
artwork anellor display windows to meet the blank wall provisions of Paragraph
B1 and B2 above, if the proposed display window or artwork is fOWld to meet the
intent ofthis Section as stated in Paragraph A, above, during the design review
process. <Artwork and displays relating to activities occurring within the
building are encouraged.)
C. Compliance. All new construction and all major remodeling projects are subject to
this requirement and must comply. Major remodeling projects are those where the
building floor area is being increased by 50 percent or more, or where the cost of the
remodeling is greater than the assessed value of the existing improvements on the site
(assessed value is the value shown on the Multnomah COWlty assessment and taxation
records for the current year). Multiple remodeling projects, Wldertaken since the
initial effective date of this Chapter that cumulatively meet the above description of a
major project are treated as a major project and must also comply when the total cost of
all projects are equivalent to 50 percent of the assessed value.
33.702.200 Review for1imelin
The regulations of this Chapter will be reviewed for continued applicability in 1999 as
required by Section 33.700.050.
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Northwest Triangle rail yards with housing and Iow-nse olflc(l$ locuslrIg on a Wdler ICa,lurc (Action N\'I')).
ORDINANCE No. 160606
Incorporate the goal, policies and land use designations of the Central City Plan as part of
the Comprehensive Plan. (Ordinance; amend 150801, repeal 151568. amend
Title 33.)
The City of Portland ordains:
Section 1. The Council finds:
1. Adopting the Central City Plan requires related actions including incorporating
the goal, policies and land use designations of the Central City Plan as a part of the
Comprehensive Plan, amending Ordinance No. 150801. repealing Ordinance No.
151568, amending Title 33, Planning and Zoning of the Municipal Code of the City
of Portland to implement the Central City Plan, and establishing vesting rights
and a delayed effective date to ensure accurate implementation of the Plan and
zoning provisions of this Ordinance.
2. The Central City Plan was directed by the City Council and given a specific
mission, purposes and objectives. .
3. On July 25, 1984 the Portland City Council initiated the Central City Plan through
passage of Resolution 3371 7. This resolution approved the planning process for the
Plan and established the mission of the Plan.
4. Resolution 33717 established the following mission for the Central City Plan:
H A Plan that is a vision for the future, which establishes the Central City as the
center of commerce and cultural activities in the community, recognizes the
unique environmental setting and historic precedence of the area, incorporates the
residential and business characteristics of individual Districts within the area,
preserves the integrity of adjacent neighborhoods, and improves the livability of
areas for all citizens."
5. Resolution 3371 7 further established the following purposes for the Plan:
a. Review the results ofthe Downtown Plan, build upon its successes and correct
its deficiencies, extend its usefulness to the entire Central City.
b. Clarify the functional role of the Central City and its relationship to the larger
community.
c. Identify feasible public actions to assist and attract private investment in the
Central City.
d. Identify additional public amenities that contribute to the urban and natural
environment and to livability for citizens within that environment.
e Assure a human scale, an inviting environment. and attractions for
residents. as well as visitors, in an area that continues as the center of
commerce and cultural activities in the community.
f. Support and promote existing goals and policies of the City of Portland.
6. The purposes of the planning effort were further explained through the addition of
the following seven objectives:
a. Research and analyze the set of planning issues and District concerns within
the Central City for needs to be addressed by the Plan. Planning issues to be
considered include, but are not necessarily limited to, urban form and design;
land use; transportation; housing; pedestrian environment; historic
preservation; riverfront use; retail, commercial and industrial development;
social services; public and private education; convention/tourism; culture;
and entertainment and recreation.
b. Establish the relationship of each of the Districts in the Central City to each
other and to the Central City as a whole.
c. List public programs and public projects for the future, and the priority and
timing of these.
d. Produce a Plan that is compatible with adjacent areas.
e. Produce a Plan that is feasible and assists positive development by the private
sector.
f. Produce a Plan that is clear and understandable to the general public, to
decision makers, and to private investors.
7. In developing the Central City Plan the Citizen Steering Committee and their staff
produced 65 technical Support Documents. These documents are adopted as
findings,:by reference, in support of the Central City Plan. A listing of these
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documents is contained in the Recommended Central City Plan document, Exhibit
A attached to this Ordinance. The documents are available for the public to
examine at the office of the Portland Bureau of Planning.
Continuing with Pac;t Planning Findings:
8. The initial purpose of the Downtown Plan was primarily to address the issue of
parking. In 1970 the loss of retail business and offices to the Lloyd Center and other
suburban developments resulted in the perception that the Downtown required
additional parking to effectively compete. During the course of the Plan's
development the issue of parking grew to encompass the quality of the experience of
pedestrians, development of Downtown housing, preservation and improvement of
air quality, reinforcement of the retail core, preservation of historic landmarks
and districts, development of public transit facilities and recapture the Willamette
waterfront.
9. The Downtown Plan called for the provision of new and preservation of existing
housing in over a dozen guideline statements adopted as a part of the Plan and as a
part of the Comprehensive Plan by reference.
10. The Downtown Plan resulted in over one billion dollars in public and private
investment in the Downtown and helped to generate over 30,000 new jobs within the
Downtown.
State Goal Findings:
11. Goal 1, Citizen Involvement, requires that opportunities for citizens to be involved
in all phases of the planning process be assured. The Central City Plan has met
and exceeded the requirement of this goal. The initial recommendations for the
Plan content were generated by a Citizen Steering Committee who met more than
twice each month over a thirty-month period to formulate the Plan. The Steering
Com;nittee extensively advertised their efforts, their meetings were open to the
public and testimony was accepted as part of the agenda at nearly all meetings.
Over 10,000 people participated in the initial planning phase, a community outreach
effort titled "Give Us Your Dreams". A Concept Plan with alternatives was
circulated, and public notice of the Concept Plan and hearings schedule was given
in the newspapers and through public service announcements on both broadcast
and cable television. The Steering Committee conducted four well-publicized
public hearings on the Concept Plan, each at a different location in the study area.
After the Steering Committee's recommendations were transmitted to the
Planning Commission, the Commission conducted an additional citizen
involvement program.
12. The Planning Commission's review process included direct notice to over 5,000
individuals and groups that had participated in the Steering Committee's process;
all property owners (over 2,000) within the study area were also notified, as were
over 300 groups and organizations in the City who are concerned with planning
matters. All Planning Commission hearings were advertised in the Oregonian,
and additional notices were sent through the mail to all those who requested such
notice or participated in the Planning Commission's process. whether in person, in
writing or through a representative.
13. Goal 2, Land Use Planning, requires the development of a process and policy
framework which acts as a basis for all land use decisions and assures that
decisions and actions are based on an understanding of the facts relevant to the
decision. The Central City Plan conforms with this Goal. The Central City Plan
becomes a part of the City's acknowledged Comprehensive Plan which, with its
implementation zoning, contains mechanisms that assure conformance with the
Plan's policy framework. The provisions of this Plan are based on research
reports that covered all aspects of planning and the three-year citizen involvement
effort through which it was developed. The Citizen Steering Committee guided both
the development of the research reports and the citizen involvement process.
14. GonIs 3 and 4, A¢cultural Lands and Forest Lands, call for the preserving and
maintaining of agricultural and forest lands. The Central City is entirely within
the Portland Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary. Since the area is the most
intensely urbanized part of the State and has no agricultural or forest lands, these
goa1s are not relevant to the Central City Plan.
15. Goal 5, Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources, calls for
the conservation of open space and the .protection of natural and scenic resources.
The Central City Plan enhances the City's compliance with this goal in several
ways.
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a. The Plan preserves all existing public open spaces identified in the City's
Acknowledged Comprehensive Plan and identifies additional sites for the
location of new public open space.
b. The Plan applies height limits on sites to the west and south of these public
spaces to protect sunlight in public open spaces from shadows cast by tall
buildings.
c. The Plan recognizes all existing historic landmarks and historic districts
and calls for study and possible creation of additional historic districts. These
additional historic districts are the Terra Cotta District, Russell Street, Union·
Grand Corridor and Chinatown. Additionally the Plan calls for study of the
potential for creating a multiple·resource nomination area in the Northwest
Triangle District. .
d. The Plan preserves existing view corridors of Mt. Hood from the Rose
Gardens in Washington Park and of Mt. St Helens from Terwilliger
Boulevard. It also enhances the Rose Gardens view corridor to Mt. Hood by
extending view corridor protecting height limits west of the DowntOwn to
include the Goose Hollow District.
e. The Plan assures that views of Mt. Hood, the Cascades and east Portland hills
from Governor Tom McCall Waterfront Park will be preserved across the
Union-Grand commercial corridor by lowering height limits between the
bridgehead areas of the Central Eastside District.
f. The Plan enhances the identity of the North Burnside area and reinforces the
importance of Union Station, a designated landmark, by establishing height
limits that assure that the Station's Clock Tower, an outstanding scenic site,
remains the tallest structure in a quarter·mile·wide east-west corridor which
has the Tower as its focus.
g. The Plan establishes a design review zone which will protect scenic, historic,
and architecturally significant values and sites by requiring that all new
development be subject to a design review process which includes
consideration of these resources.
h. A further objective of establishing these design zones is to help assure that new
development is visually attractive, compatible with the positive design
characteristics of its surroundings and responsive to its surroundings.
i. While there are presently no significant wildlife areas within the Central
City, the Plan enhances the City's compliance with this goal by calling for the
creation of plantings and environmental conditions that will lead to the
development of habitat within the study area for wildlife which is compatible
with human activity in the center of the Ststes most urban area.
j. There are three designated historic districts within the Central City..
Skidmore/Old Town, Yamhill and 13th Avenue. Two Historic Conservation
Districts border the Central City planning boundary-Ladd's Addition and
Lair Hill. A likely candidate for the next designated district will be the Terra
Cotta Historic District which consists of about 24 city blocks within the retail
core. Terra cotta was the "last of the handmade" building materials. Many of
the structures are individually listed as landmarks on the National Register.
k. There are some 200 structures within the City listed on the National Register.
In addition to these, there are some 4,800 properties which have been classified
and ranked in the Portland Historic Resource Inventory. Some identified
concentrations of historically significant properties, eligible for district
designations, are Lower Albina's Russell Street and the East Portland
buildings located between the Burnside and Morrison Bridges, the river and
Union Avenue. Because ofthe high value ofland these concentrations within
the Central City experience great pressures to be demolished.
I. Designation as a Historic Landmark or Historic District affords protection
through review procedures for alteration or demolition of designated
landmarks and new construction in designated districts. In return,
designated properties become eligible for local and federal programs
providing grants and loans for preservation.
16. Goal 6, Air, Water and Land Resources Quality, calls for the maintenance and
improvement of these resources. The Central City Plan enhances Portland's
compliance with this Goal by calling for improvements aimed at reducing risk of
pollution caused by discharge into the Willamette River, by creating an
environment less dependent on auto travel, by reducing air pollution through
increased use of public transit, and by creating opportunities for living within
walking distance of employment centers.
17. Goal 7, Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards, calls for protection ofHre
and property from natural disasters and hazards. The Central City Plan is
consistent with the provisions assuring compliance with this Goal which are
included in the City's acknowledged Comprehensive Plan.
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18. Goal 8, Recreational Needs, calls for satisfying the recreational needs ofboth
citizens of and ,isitors to the State. The Central City Plan enhances Portland's
compliance with this Goal. The Plan does this by planning the location of
additional recreational facilities and public attractions in the State's most urban
and most accessible area. The Plan seeks to enhance recreational opportunities by
establishing additional parks and linking these new parks with existing open
space facilities through a system of trails for pedestrians and bicyclists. The Plan
seeks to enhance both recreation and tourism by planning for a system of
waterfront attractions that are linked by "fun" transportation modes such as
vintage trolley lines and water taxis as well as by recreational trails. Further, the
Plan creates incentives for private reinforcement of the Central City's bright light
district through creation of additional film and live theater facilities. The public
art component of the Plan establishes mechanisms to increase Portland's public art
collection and to place new works of public art at locations that enhance other
recreational and tourist facilities.
19. Goal 9, Economy of the State, calls for diversification and improvement of the
economy of the State. The Central City Plan enhances Portland's compliance with
this Goal by clearly dividing the City's Central City into commercial, employment
and industrial areas. This definition assures that the City's center will retain
opportunities for both established and incubator business to grow. The Plan further
assures adequate opportunity for intensification of Districts in the Central City to
accommodate all expected growth over the next 20 years with substantial market
factors (500% to 800%), which help assure that potential investment will not be
driven from the area by adverse market conditions. The Plan identifies areas
where public services limit the intensity of new development and gives a priority to
actions to increase the capacity of services, particularly transportation. Measures
that are intended to increase the attractiveness of the Central City to tourists include
an emphasis on urban design and design quality, the development of special
identity giving features, protection of views and increasing the number of historic
districts. The Plan proposes to link tourist attractions and all Central City
retailing areas by a system of fun transportation modes including both water taxis
and vintage trolleys. The Plan calls for and can easily accommodate the
development of 50,000 additional jobs in the Central City over the next 20 years.
20. Goal 10, Housing, calls for including provisions that help the City meet the housing
needs of the State. The Central City Plan enhances the City's compliance with this
Goal. The Plan does this by increasing the amount of high density residential
zoning in the Central City by locating areas zoned predominantly housing near
features like the Willamette River that are attractive amenities for housing
developments; by requiring that a portion of new development be in housing in
areas that are expected to see major development activity, and by offering both
financial and zoning incentives for the development of new housing. Incentives
for the preservation and creation of new single-room-occupancy housing in the
Plan serves the State's lowest income citizens. Central City housing zones are the
densest multi-family zones in the State allowing generally over 100 dwelling units
per acre. The Plan calls for the creation of at least 5,000 new housing units over the
next 20 years and creates ample opportunities for this number of units in
residential and mixed use zones.
21. Goal 11, Public Facilities and Services, calls for planning and development of
timely, orderly and efficient public service facilities that can serve as a
framework for the urban development of the Central City. The Plan enhances
Portland's compliance with this Goal by identifying and prioritizing actions
needed to improve the provision of public services to the Central City. Specifically,
the Plan calls for transportation improvements that are needed in the areas of
public transit and auto circulation and parking.
22. Goal 12, Transportation, calls for the development of a safe, convenient and
economic transportation system. Transportation is a major emphasis of the Plan.
The Plan includes provisions for enhancing the transportation system available to
pedestrians, bicyclists, public transit users and auto users. These include the
development of Central City connections to the regional light rail system,
development of an inner city transit loop and feeder systems, establishment of
additional parking facilities, and planning for parking and auto access for each
District. Provisions also address the attractiveness, ease of use, safety, and
expansion of opportunities for pedestrians and bicyclists.
23. Goal 13, Energy Conservation, calls for the distribution of land uses in a pattern
that maximizes the conservation of energy. The Plan enhances the City's
compliance with this Goal in several ways. New high density development is
focused through the use of height and density controls into areas that are or will be
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served by public transit. Densities are reduced in areas where access is dependent
on auto travel. All Central City zones allow multi-story development which
increases opportunities for efficiency in space heating and cooling. Substantial
emphasis is placed on the development of new high density multi·family housing
at locations which are attractive, close to public transit and within easy walking
distance of major employment centers and recreational opportunities. Traffic
improvements are called for in the Plan which will COnserve energy by improving
the efficiency of vehicular movement in the Central City.
24. Goal 14, Urbanization, calls for the orderly and efficient transition of rural lands
to urban uses. The Central City Plan enhances the City's compliance with this
Goal by allowing intensification of development in the Central City, locating the
most intense development opportunities where public services are presently
provided and are planned to be improved. The Plan supports the regional urban
growth boundary by assuring that development opportunities exist in this urbanized
area, consequently reducing potential need for conversion of rural lands to urban
uses.
25. Goal 15, Willamette River Greenway, calls for the protection, conservation, and
maintenance of the natural, scenic, historic, agricultural, and recreational
qualities of land along the Willamette River. The Central City Plan incorporates
the recent Portland update of its Greenway Plan into the Plan. The Central City
Plan further enhances Portland's compliance with Goal 15 by creating provisions
. which will increase public access to and onto the water's surface, locate new public
attractions along the Willamette, and establish of additional public open space on
the banks of the River. The Plan creates incentives for public access to the water's
surface and to the Greenway Trail.
26. Goals 16,17,18, and 19deal with Estuarine Resources, Coastal Shorelines, Beaches
and Dunes, and Ocean Resources respectively. These Goals are not applicable to
the Central City of Portland as none of these resources is present within the Central
City.
Comprehensive Plan Findings:
27. The City's Comprehensive Plan was adopted by the Portland City Council on
October 16, 1980, and was acknowledged as being in conformance with the
Statewide Goals for Land Use Planning by the Land Conservation and
Development Commission on May I, 1981. Because of its scope and size the Central
City Plan touches on many of the Comprehensive Plan's Policies. However, there
are a number of Policies of the Comprehensive Plan which because of their less
urban or different geographic or topical focus are not relevant to the Central City
Plan. The review of Policies presented in this section of this Ordinance is limited
to those which are directly relevant to the Plan.
28. City Comprehensive Plan Goall, Metropolitan Coordination, caBs for planning
activities to be coordinated with federal, state and regional plans. Under Goal 1,
Policy 1.4, Intergovernmental Coordination calls for coordination of planning to
maximize the efficient use of public funds. From its inception the Central City
Plan has met this Goal and related policy. The planning process included
participation of representatives from regional planning and transportation
agencies on the technical advisory committee serving the Citizen Steering
Committee. The Plan's provisions incorporate the Regional Transportation Plan,
and the ODOT six-year capital plan. Notice of Plan content, alternatives and
hearings process was provided to regional jurisdictions. The State's required post-
acknowledgement review process has been followed.
29. Goal 2, Urban Development, calls for maintenance of Portland's role as the
Region's employment, population and cultural center through expanding
opportunities for housing and jobs while retaining the character of established
areas. The Central City Plan enhances the City's implementation of this goal.
The Plan increases opportunity for job creation in all areas of the Central City; it
also increases opportunity for and requirement of development of new housing.
The Plan establishes cultural districts, proposes additional cultural facilities to be
provided and identifies methods of enhancing the City's and Region's cultural
life. This Goal is explained further by 23 Policies which outline in more detail how
the Goal is to be accomplished. The Plan reinforces Portland's compliance with
applicable policies. They are as follows:
a. Policy 2.1, Population Growth, calls for increasing population within the
existing City boundary. The Plan furthers implementation of this Policy by
providing additional opportunities for new housing development, increasing
the amount of high density multi-family zoning, requiring that residential
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development be included in some projects and offering both zoning and
f'inancia I incentives for the development of new housing.
.b. Policy 2.2, Urban Diversity, calls for promotion of the range of living
environments and job opportunities. The Plan enhances implementation of
this Policy by creating opportunities for increased amounts of high density
housing including loft housing, high rise multi-family, and low and mid-rise
multi-family housing. The Plan also preserves the full range of opportunities
for job creation through the Central City by emphasizing predominant forms of
economic activity for each of the eight Districts. Industrial, transportation,
employment, service, institutional activities, office, retail and art production
are all allowed within the Central City, and opportunity is provided for
substantial growth of each.
c. Policy 2.6, Open Space, calls for preservation ofparks, cemeteries, golf
courses, trails, and parkways; development of a loop trail that encircles the
City; and promotion of the recreational use of the City's rivers, creeks, lakes,
and sloughs. The Plan enhances implementation of this Policy in several
ways. It designates all existing parks within the Plan boundaries as open
space. It identifies locations for additional open space development and
identifies additional routes for recreational trails to be developed that tie to the
City loop system to the Greenway Trail and important attractions in the
Central City. The Plan enhances recreational opportunities along the
Willamette River by identifying new sites for public attractions along the
waterfront, requiring additional opportunities be developed for the public to
reach the riverbank and the water's surface, and identifying additional
recreational facilities along the Willamette to be established within the Plan
area.
d. Policy 2.7, Willamette River Greenway PIan, is met and reinforced by the
Central City Plan. The Plan incorporates the recent update of the Greenway
Plan and includes additional provisiDns presented in the discussion of Policy
2.6 (above).
e. Policy 2.9, Residential Neighborhoods, calls for allowing a range of housing
types and increased population while protecting the character of the City's
residential neighborhoods. The Central City Plan enhances implementation
of this Policy in several ways. The Plan provides for a significant increase of
housing units within the Central City; it requires new development in
commercial and residential zones to undergo design review, which includes
review for compatibility with existing character; it also controls height and
bulk of new development, stepping density and height down from high density
areas to the scale of development allowed in those residential neighborhoods
that abut the Plan area.
f. Policy 2.10, Downtown Portland, calls for reinforcement of the Downtowns
role as the principal commercial, service and high density housing center in
the City and the Region. Additionally, the Policy calls for maintaining the
Downtown as the principal retail center in the City. The Central City Plan
establishes supportive policy language that calls for the Downtown to be the
preeminent office location in the City and Region. The Plan implements this
Policy and supports the Downtown Plan by establishing the greatest heights
and building bulk allowances in the Downtown, stepping other areas of the
Central City down from the high density of the Downtown and controlling the
density of development throughout the City to assure that these policies are
implemented through balanced city-wide regulation of building density and
height.
g. Policy 2.11, Commercial Centers, calls for expanding the role ofmajor
commercial centers which are well served by transit and strengthening these
centers with uses that are compatible with surrounding uses. The Central City
Plan enhances implementation of this Policy through provisions that
reinforce those Central City commercial centers that are well served by
transit. Particularly the use of the Central Commercial Zone in the
Downtown, North of Burnside and Lloyd Center/Coliseum Districts
implements this Policy. This high density urban zone with accompanying
height density limits reflects the excellent transit service available in these
Districts. The establishment oflower density limits in other Central City
commercial areas, such as 18th Avenue in Gzose Hollow, the Union-Grand
corridor in the Central Eastside, Northwest Triangle, Lower Albina Russell
Street area and North Macadam corridor, also furthers implementation of this
policy.
h. Policy 2.12, Transit Corridors, calls for location of a mixture of activities
along transit corridors, encouragement of commercial and residential uses
in these areas and along with compatible light industrial activities; and
encouragement of residential development especially where vacant land
affords an opportunity for infill development. The Central City Plan supports
this:Policy and furthers its implementation in several ways. The Plan
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identifies the locations of regional transportation corridors and allows for a
mixture of uses along these corridors. The highest densities are allowed near
existing major transit facilities in the Downtown and LIoyd Center/Coliseum
Districts, but increased density, above that of existing development, is allowed
along all corridors. Areas with considerable vacant and developable land,
particularly the North Macadam and Northwest Triangle Districts, have
zoning provisions that require development of residential use. All corridors
provide incentives for the development of residential projects or residential
portions of mixed-use projects.
i. Policy 2.13, Auto-Oriented Commercial, calls for allowance of auto-oriented
commercial uses such as vehicle service use along major traffic streets. The
Plan implements this policy in the Central City through application of the CE,
Commercial Employment Zone. The CE Zone allows the full range of auto-
oriented commercial uses as well as both light manufacturing and some
heavier but compatible industrial activities. The CE zone is applied along the
Union-Grand Corridor in the Central Eastside and in more auto-oriented
parts of the Northwest Triangle and lower Albina Districts.
j. Policy 2.14, Industrial Sanctuaries, calls for encouraging the growth of
industrial activities through preservation of industrial lands for
manufacturing and related employment The Central City Plan furthers
implementation of this Policy by establishing of industrial sanctuaries in the
Lower Albina, Central Eastside and Northwest Triangle Districts. These are
the areas where presently most Central City industrial activity is
concentrated. The Plan also establishes policies to guide these areas in the
future identifying the important role these Districts playas industrial and
employment centers. These Districts also receive the more industrially
oriented CE, Commercial Employment Zone in commercial areas. The CE
Zone allows a wide range of manufacturing, warehousing and transportation
uses in those parts of the Districts also appropriate for commercial and
residential uses and consequently reduces pressure for conversion of
surrounding industrial sanctuary areas to nonindustrial uses.
k. Policy 2.15, Living Closer To Work, calls for location of greater residential
density near major employment centers. The Central City Plan enhances
implementation of this policy by creating additional high density multi-
family zoned areas in and adjacent to employment centers in the Downtown
and North of Burnside areas, requiring development of residential uses in
new employment centers growing in the North Macadam, Northwest Triangle
and Lloyd Center/Coliseum Districts, and offering incentives for the
development of housing in targeted mixed use areas located in each of the
Central City's Districts.
1. Policy 2.16, Strip Development, calls for discouraging the development of strip
commercial areas and for focusing of new commercial development into a
clustered pattern development. The Central City Plan enhances
implementation of this Policy by locating distinct clusters of commercial
development in each district and reshaping the boundaries of linear
commercial corridors, particularly the Union-Grand corridor in the Central
Eastside, to allow the development of clusters, especially at bridgeheads. This
reshaping of the corridor is accomplished in the Plan through the replacement
of half block designations with full block CE Commercial Employment
designations and through remapping of the commercial area boundaries to CE
in a pattern that better reflects the current and historical use ofland.
m. Policy 2.17, Transit Stations, calls for increased opportunities for commercial
and residential development near transit station sites. There are ten transit
stations within the Central City Plan area, five in the Downtown District, two
in the North of Burnside District, and three in the LIoyd Center/Coliseum
District. All these transit stations were established in support of the Banfield
Light Rail project and presently serve the Metropolitan Area Express (MAX).
The Plan enhances implementation of this Policy by locating the Central
City's and the Region's highest density development near these stations. The
Plan further reinforces these density decisions and this Policy by reducing the
allowable densities in other districts of the Central City that are more remote
from these station sites. While not creating nonconforming use or
nonconforming development problems, these lowered densities help focus the
potentially transit supportive development in areas that presently have MAX
service.
n. Policy 2.18, Utilization of Vacant Land, calls for full utilization of vacant
land except in areas designated as open space. The Central City Plan supports
this Policy by allowing the highest densities of development in the Region and
State within the Plan area. Densities allowed within the Plun area have been
shaped to encourage development of the highest densities at locatiolls where
such encouragement is called for by other policies of the Comprehensive Plan
and Central City Plan.
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o. Policy 2.23, Northwest Triangle District, calls for promotion of the historic
character and quality of the Northwest Triangle District through
implementation ofthe Northwest Triangle District Report. The Central City
Plan incorporates all provisions of the Northwest Triangle District Report and
implements these provisions through the Central City Plan District proposed
for adoption with the Plan.
30. Goal 3, Neighborhoods, calls for preservation and reinforcement ofthe stability
and dh'ersity of the City's neighborhoods while allowing increased density. The
Central City Plan supports this Goal by limiting density and requiring review of
the design of new developments near residential neighborhoods at the edges of the
Central City and establishing planning and zoning provisions within the Central
City which foster the creation of increased residential development.
a. Policy 3.4, Historic Preservation, calls for preservation and retention of
hi;toric ~truct.ures and areas throughout the City. The Central City Plan
furthers implementation of this Policy by identifying four additional areas for
possible historic district designation: Chinatown, the Downtown Terra Cotta
District, Union-Grand, and Russell Street. The Plan also calls for
exploration of a multiple resource nomination area in the Northwest Triangle
and Central Eastside Districts.
b. Policy 3.6, Neighborhood Plans, calls for maintenance and enforcement of
neighborhood plans that are consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. The
Central City study area includes part of three neighborhood plans, the
CorbetVI'erwilliger/Lair Hill Plan, Hosford Abernathy Neighborhood Plan
and the Kerns Neighborhood Plan. The CorbetVI'erwilligerlLair Hill Plan
has one policy that speaks specifically to the North Macadam District. This
Policy calls for the North Macadam District to develop with a mixture of land
uses that includes housing. The Planning Commission recommendation for
this area ofthe Central City implements this policy by allowing a broad range
of uses and requiring that new development include housing. The Hosford
Abernathy Neighborhood Plan and the Kerns Neighborhood Plan both call for
the pre.ervation of the Central Eastside District as an industrial area. The
policies and regulations of the Central City Plan call for the preservation and
protection of this district as an industrial area.
c. Policy 3.7, Visual Communication, calls for maintenance of a balance among
sign amount, type, public safety, and aesthetic concerns. The Central City
Plan furthers implementation of this Policy by extending Downtown sign
restrictions, and applying design review requirements to other highly visible
and economically important areas, particularly the Lloyd Center/Coliseum,
Goose Hollow, and North Macadam Districts. While the Plan does not add
further controls on signs in other Central City districts, it does include
provisions which will require design review of all new large signs in all CE
as well as CX Zones.
31. Goal 4, Housing, calls for provision of diversity in the type, density and location of
housing within the City in order to provide an adequate supply of safe, sanitary
housing at prices and rent levels appropriate to the varied financial capabilities of
City residents. The Central City Plan enhances implementation of this Policy
through several of its provisions and implementation actions. The Plan
establishes additional areas to be designated and zoned for high density multi-
family development. The City has reduced the amount of land zoned for multi-
family through quasi-judicial amendment of the Comprehensive Plan since its
adoption. Increasing the amount of land available for multi-family development
will reduce potential difficulties with reacknowlegement of the City's
Comprehensive Plan. The Central City Plan also contains provisions which
require development of multi-family residential or mixed multi-family
residential and commercial projects in some areas zoned for commercial and
employment, and offers incentives for such development in others. Finally the
Plan contains incentives for the preservation of existing single-room-occupancy
(SRO) housing and for the creation of new SRO housing..
a. Policy 4.4, Housing Choice and Neighborhood Stability, calls for actions which
increase housing choices for Portland's citizen;. The actions of the Central
City Plan described under Goal 4 above als~ further this Policy.
b. Policies 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, Lower Income Assisted Housing, Existing Housing
Maintenance, and Existing Housing Rehabilitation, respectively, call for
supporting housing for households who can't compete in the marketplace, and
assisting maintenance and rehabilitation of existing housing. The Plan
encourages preservation of existing and development of new SRO housing aod
dircctly supports these policies.
32. The locations with the best opportunity for attracting new housing investment are
those that take advantage of a location in proximity to an attractive resource.
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Within the Central City these resources are primarily public parks, particularly
the Park Blocks, the banks of the Willamette River, locations near concentrations
of retail shopping and transportation corridors.
33. The Districts having the most significant redevelopment opportunity near these
resources are North Macadam and Northwest Triangle.
34. The District with the greatest potential for new residential development is the North
Macadam corridor where presently over 100 acres have a strong potential for
development over the next 20 years.
35. Just south of the North Macadam District lies the Johns Landing development.
Within this development, land use has transitioned from industrial uses to a
mixture of commercial and residential uses over the last 15 years. All
development of housing in the Johns Landing project has been market level
housing. The most recent and final development in the project has been a rental
housing development ofjust over 100 units. This most recent project is located less
than 100 yards from the southern boundary of the Central City Plan. The
construction of market level housing at the edge of this District indicates that
housing is a viable development option in the North Macadam District.
36. The Northwest Triangle District's proximity to the River, to planned
improvements such as the Union Station revitalization, to Ninth Avenue
improvements and large tracts of undeveloped property under single ownership
creates the possibility of a successful housing component in the area as it develops.
37. New housing developments should contain at least 200 units to achieve a critical
mass that allows the establishment of a residential environment. Once such an
identity has been established in an area new housing developments need not be
directly adjacent to existing housing to be identified with the critical mass that has
been established by previous projects.
38. The boundaries of the Downtown Plan RX Zone were drawn over a seven-year
period and considered a variety of factors. These included the location of existing
housing developments and opportunities for new housing development through
redevelopment of low density uses such as surface parking lots. Additionally,
compatible institutional uses which are allowed as a conditional use in the RX: Zone
were also included. This commitment for housing in the Downtown was
reinforced by the later development and adoption of the RX Development Notebook
(1980), and by the establishment ofthe Downtown Park Blocks Renewal District.
The Plan maintains faith with these earlier planning efforts by preserving the
boundaries of this Downtown Plan housing district.
39. Recent housing development in the Central City has ranged from nearly 40
dwelling units per acre to over 100 units per acre. Developments of over 100 units
per acre are possible in developments of from four to six stories, less than 75 feet in
height. Floor Area Ratios necessary to accommodate densities of up to 100 units per
acre for single use developments range from 2.5:1 up to 4:1 depending on
topography and design.
40. Information submitted by the consulting firm of Shiels and Obletz, representing
property owners in the Northwest Triangle District, indicated that housing could be
economically included in new development if bonus floor areas were allowed one
bonus square feet of commercial floor area for every one square foot of residential
floor area provided.
41. While the high density housing zones within the boundaries of the Central City
have produced little market level housing, they have stabilized and helped to
preserve hundreds of existing housing units that might otherwise have been lost.
This phenomenon has been most apparent in the Downtown and Goose Hollow
Districts.
42. In order to accommodate the desire for greater development flexibility in the North
Macadam District, the Discussion Draft. proposal to rezone much of the waterfront
of this District to RX was replaced with a proposal to zone the area CX and require
that as part of new development 20 dwelling units per acre be built. Further
flexibility was provided by allowing the provision of the required housing in a later
phase of a project's development if a master plan providing for the location and
density of the housing had been approved .by the City. The Citizen Steering
Committee's final recommendations call for the North Macadam District to be
developed primarily for housing.
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43. The requirement of housing as a portion of new development is not unique to
Portland. The City of Denver recently enacted new zoning provisions for a
;edeveloping railyard near that city's downtown to require that 10% of each site be
set aside for the development of housing.
44. The Citizen Steering Committee's Final Report included a specific
recommendation for creation of at least 4,700 new housing units within the Central
City over the next 20 years. This number was derived from a detailed analysis of
both market factors and opportunities identified in the Committee's Final Report.
The Discussion Draft carried this approximate number forward in the Plan
rounding it to an even 5,000 units. During their review of the Discussion Draft,
Planning Commission members requested that this number be increased in the
Proposed Plan to foster debate on the issue. A figure of 7,500 units was selected for
the Proposed Plan based on an earlier position of the Citizen Steering Committee.
The higher figure had been the Committee's target during much of their planning
process and was only replaced with the lower figure near the end of their process.
At the conclusion of the hearing process the Planning Commission revised this
numher downward to the 5,000 figure in response to concern that a higher figure
would be difficult to achieve.
45. When adopted, the Downtown Plan called for the creation of 2500 new housing
units. The RX Zone was created and a significant area rezoned to RX as the
primary means of achieving this housing goal. Additional tools in the Downtown
Plan for achieving housing included FAR incentives, ten-year tax abatement and
urban renewal. In general within the Downtown new housing production has
involved the use of more than one of these tools, however, in some cases a single tool
has been effective. This is primarily true in areas of lower land vaiue. Recently,
in areas near the Central City new market level housing has been produced on land
having a value of up to $8.00 a square foot. This is for developments at a density of
20 units per acre, higher density developments could generally support higher land
values. Generally, Central City land values in Districts outside of the Downtown
are in the range of$4.00 to $10.00 per square foot.
46, The Central City Plan contains over five times more development and
redevelopment opportunities, on sites with a strong potential for development, than
can be absorbed by commercial development over the next 20 years. It contains
more than eight times more development opportunity, on sites with possible
redevelopment potential, than will be required to achieve the 50,000 jobs that the
Plan aims for. Increasing the vitality of the area and taking advantage of the
Central City's development potential will require that more than one kind of
development be pursued in the Central City. Housing not only adds to the life of the
area but can significantly increase the absorption of development opportunities.
Creation of the target of 5,000 net new housing units will require the absorption of
approximately 50 acres of development opportunity. This is about 50% of the amount
of land absorption that can be expected from commercial development during the
next two decades.
47. The Central City areas presently zoned RX and RH do not contain adequate
opportunities to accommodate even 5000 new units ofhousing. Creation of this
many new units will require that additional areas not presently zoned for housing
be committed to housing production. The Citizen Steering Committee
recommended that additional areas be designated for a ho!,sing zone. The largest
and most significant of these was the waterfront property in the North Macadam
District. Additional areas were identified for mixed use developments requiring a
portion of new construction to be for housing. These were in the Northwest
Triangle and the Lloyd Center/Coliseum Districts.
48. Housing is a critical component of a vital urban center. The City of Portland's
policy to retain and develop housing within and surrounding its core has been
successful, compared to many other cities. The City's goal is to enable employees to
live ncar the major employment center, thereby reducing transportation and
energy costs and reducing urban sprawl. In turn people living within the Central
City support a broad range of retail activities. Thcir presence encourages activities
and services to be available beyond the regular working hours. The presence of a
residential community significantly improves an area's safety and security by
providing "eyes on the street" 24 hours a day.
49, Currently, some 12,500 people live within the Central City. Most reside within the
Downtown and Goose Hollow Districts. The Central City housing stock is
predominantly multi-family, some 96%. Most Central City housing units are
relltal units. Only 7% of the units are owner-occupied, compared to the City's rate of
53% owner·occupied. Of the rental units, 56% rent for under $250 a month while
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43% have rates between $250 and $800 a month. Hence, over half the housing in the
Central City is for low-income individuals. In the past, the proportion of low-
income units was significantly higher.
About 16% of the housing stock is single-room-occupancy (SRO) units. These units
(usually in a structure with common lavatories and a community kitchen) offer
affordable, permanent housing for persons with very limited resources. They offer
a stable and relatively independent lifestyle and in many cases the only
alternative to institutionalization or emergency shelters or, worse, a life on the
streets. Since 1970, the Central City has lost 2,400 such units-59% of the total. Those
remaining are not adequate to meet demand, especially during the winter months.
With decreased federal assistance, unless new funding programs are created, the
shortage problem is expected to worsen.
51. The total development potential for housing on land currently designated for
residential use is 2,310 units. Total development potential in areas not designated
for residential use, but where housing is a permitted use is 9,650 dwelling units.
However, competition from other land uses generally make housing economically
unfeasible unless public assistance, in some form, is available.
52. Goal 5, Economic Development, calls for improvement in the level, distribution
and stability of jobs and income for resident industry, business and people. The
Central City Plan supports this Goal by assuring opportunities for significant
growth in new office and retail activity, by setting forth a coordinated agenda for
enhancing the Central City's attractiveness as a tourist destination, by preserving
large areas of the Central City as industrial sanctuaries, and by protecting the
industrial business base and incubator function of the Central City's industrial
areas from encroachment and disruption caused by expansion of nonindustrial
sectors of the economy. The Plan is also supportive of the relevant economic
development policies.
a. Policy 5.1, A PubliclPrivate Partnership, calls for development ofa
partnership between the public and private sectors that responds to the needs of
the City's businesses and residents. The Plan enhances implementation of
this Policy by establishing a joint public and private agenda for the Central
City. The private sector has been actively involved in the development and
review of the Plan and the Citizen Steering Committee that established the
policy framework and agenda for the Plan was dominated by representatives
from the business community. This emphasis on a high level of participation
by the business community in formation of the Plan agenda is evidence of the
role economic development plays in the Plan and the Central City.
b. Policy 5.2, Jobs and Income, calls for encouragement oflong-term
employment opportunities that enhance vocational and income opportunities,
decrease unemployment and increase disposable household income in the
City. The Plan enhances implementation of this Policy by establishing
ambitious growth objectives for each sector of the Central City economy and
assuring that the Central City has ample suitably zoned land available to meet
this anticipated growth, including a significant market factor. The Plan, as
recommended by the Planning Commission, has adequate potential for an
additional 116,271,700 square feet ofnew development on potential
development sites likely to be available during the next 20 years. The Plan
also enhances compliance with this Policy by identifying specific
infrastructure service needs, defining possible actions to meet these needs,
and establishing their priority for public action.
c. Policies 5.3 and 5.12, Business and Industry, and Business Environment,
respectively, call for encouraging in-city businesses to remain and expand
while promoting recruitment of new business and industry by keeping
Portland competitive with other regional and national centers. This same
policy language is mirrored in the Central City Plan because of the continued
importance of this strategy to the City's economic growth. The Plan promotes
implementation of this Policy through the provisions outlined above.
Additionally, the Plan has restructured zoning lines to maintain consistent
development regulations across entire blocks, standardized procedures for
achieving increases in height and bulk allowances, created a process for
achieving height and bulk increases that provides greater certainty, created a
standard for development intensity that is the most permissive in the Region
and the State, and identified a series of priority actions aimed specifically at
enhancing the attractiveness of Portland and its Central City as an
investment opportunity.
d. Policy 5.4, District Economic Development, calls for encouraging business
and district organizations. The Plan furthers implementation of this Policy
by building on and maintaining consistency with approved business area
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plans, particularly the Downtown Plan, Central Eastside Revitalization
Stralt'gy, and Northwest Triangle Plan.
e. Polic)' 5.5, Central Business District, calls for promoting retail, lodging,
office, residential and cultural opportunities in the Central Business District
(CBD), The CBD is a part of the Downtown District. The Central City Plan
enhances implementation of this Policy. The Plan offers incentives for the
development of retail space in the retail core and identifies a set of
improvements designed to make the Downtown more attractive to shoppers,
conventioneers and tourists as well as investors. The Plan offers the greatest
development densities allowed in the State and the Region. It includes a new
bonus method for gaining increased density and height, which is designed to
increase development certainty for prospective investors. The Plan has
lOcreased the amount of office development allowahle in the CBD through both
bonus provisions and increases in the base amount of allowable floor area.
Along Broadway the Plan offers incentives for the development of theater
facilities. The Plan also includes incentives for private development of public
art. It identifies locations where cultural activities are to be encouraged and
identifies actions which will support the growth of new cultural opportunities.
f. Policy 5.8, Environment, Energy and Transportation, calls for the City to
ensure that development is consistent with a good environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of Portland as a favorable environment in
which to live, work, and play. The Plan enhances implementation oflhis
Policy in numerous ways. It calls for a Central City which is both a good place
to invest and to live. Design review is broadened in its application to include
nearly all commercial and residential areas of the Central City. Incentives
are offered for development of public amenities. Additional open spaces are
identified for future acquisition and development. Landscaping and street
tree requirements are strengthened. Provisions enhance opportunities for the
development of wildlife habitat areas within Central City open spaces.
Desirable new recreational facilities and public attractions are identified,
and given a priority. Pathways, bicycle ways, vintage trolleys and water taxis
are planned to link together Central City activity centers, open spaces and
attractions.
g. Policy 5.9, Area Character and Identity, calls for efforts to enhance the special
character and identity of commercial districts and strips. The Plan helps to
implement this Policy by identifying a strategy, creation of an Urban Design
Plan, for enhancement of each of the eight districts that make up the Central
City, by requiring design review within the commercial and employment
portions of each district. nnd by requiring design guidelines to be developed
for each district. These guidelines must be developed with the participation of
the property and business owners in each district.
h. Policy 5.10, Land Use, calls for assuring that there is an adequate supply of
commercially zoned land for business expansion. The Central City Plan
enhances implementation of this Policy in several ways. It establishes
zoning, bulk and height regulations that allow for intensification of
development to over 900% greater floor area than the most optimistic
projections suggest the Central City will experience during the next 20 years of
growth. The Plan speeifically increases the amount of land available for
commercial development in the Goose Hollow, Central Eastside and Lower
Albina Districts. The Plan also identifies and gives a priority to
improvements needed to enhance the attractiveness for commercial
development of each of the eight districts.
i. Policy 5.11, Transportation, calls for development of a transportation system
that provides and improves access to and circulation within commercial
areas. The Central City Plan further implements this Policy in several ways.
The Plan proposes transportation improvements aimed at enhancement of all
eight commercial districts. In the North Macadam and Central Eastside
Districts major traffic improvements are identified and given a priority. In
the North of Burnside District the Plan proposes extension of the transit mall
north to Union Station. Vintage trolley lines are proposed to serve and tie
together the Northwest Triangle, Downtown, North Macadam, Lloyd
Center/Coliseum, and Central Eastside Districts, The Plan includes and
places the highest priority on the development of a regional light rail transit
system that will serve each of the eight districts. A water taxi system is
proposed to tie together those districts that share the Willamette River
waterfront as well as existing and new riverfront attractions.
j • Policies 5.13 and 5.14, Locational Opportunities ror Industrial Firms and
Diversity and Identity in Industrial Areas, respectively, call for provision of
ample opportunity for the location of industrial activities and the promotion of
a variety of efficient, safe and attractive industrial and employment areas.
The Plan strongly supports and furthers implementation of these Policies. It
preserves industrial sanctuary areas in three districts; the Central Eastside,
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Lower Albina, and the Northwest Triangle. It limits the density and intensity
of nonindustrial uses in and adjacent to these sanctuary areas. It enhances
opportunities for industrial location and expansion within the Central City's
commercial and employment areas by shining from obsolete use lists to
activity categories which are designed to regulate performance. The Plan
generally includes employment areas in expanded design review zones and
provides each district with a list of the priority of needed improvements and an
Urban Design Concept Plan.
k. Policy 5.15, Protection of Nonindustrial Lands, calls for protecting
nonindustrial lands from the adverse impacts of industrial activities. The
Plan enhances implementation of this Policy by shifting all Central City
industrial zones to performance based zones specifically designed to regulate
off-site impacts.
53. Industrial activity is a major and important component of the Central City
economy. The bulk of the Central Eastside District, nearly all of the Lower Albina
District and a part of the Northwest Triangle District are employment centers
dominated by industrial activities. These districts help assure a diversified
economy for the Central City and Portland as a whole by providing sites for a broad
range of manufacturing, distribution and transportation activities finding an
inner-city location attractive. These areas also serve as the Portland metropolitan
region's largest concentration of incubator industrial opportunities. Maintaining
these industrial sanctuaries and limiting pressure for conversion of industrial
lands to nonindustrial uses is important to the economic health of the entire City.
The Plan does this by reducing allowable commercial development densities in
and adjacent to these industrial areas.
54. Industrial sites, and particularly incubator industrial sites, are very susceptible to
displacement by commercial uses. High density commercial uses pose the greatest
threat to industrial uses. The market tendency for commercial uses to displace
industrial uses resulted in the development and adoption of the "Industrial
Sanctuary" Policy as a key component of the City's Comprehensive Plan.
Reductions of allowable floor area ratio to levels that discourage speculation un
industrial lands for future commercial development protect these susceptible sites.
55. There is no market or public need to allow conversion of the Central City's base of
industrial sanctuary areas to accommodate expected demand for new commercial,
residential or institutional growth in the next 20 years. Areas \\;thin the Central
City proposed to be designated CX or CE have strong potential for development, over
five times as much commercial development potential than the most ambitious
anticipations of the Plan. To accommodate 50,000 new jobs, as called for by the
Plan, approximately 12,500,000 square feet of commercial space will need to be
developed. Opportunity exists in large sites (one-halfbloek or larger) presently
ready for development, at the floor area ratios recommended by the Planning
Commission, for the following level of commercial development: Downtown
14,830,000 square feet, Goose Hollow 1,940,000 square feet, North of Burnside
6,500,000 square feet, Northwest Triangle 9,740,000 square feet, Lower Albina
660,000 square feet, Lloyd Center/Coliseum 15,630,000 square feet (exclusive of the
Convention Center site), Central Eastside 5,160,000, and North Macadam 12,640,000
square feet. Total commercial development opportunity allowed by the Planning
Commission's recommendation is then 67,110,000 square feet or 5.4 times the
amount of space required to achieve the Plan's ambitious objective of 50,000 new
jobs.
56. Based on the amounts of commercial opportunity presented above there is no need to
allow conversion of industrial sanctuary areas to nonindustrial uses by
permitting high density development of commercial space adjacent to the Central
City's industrial sanctuaries. More than adequate opportunity for high density
commercial development is provided at other locations in the Central City.
57. Urban renewal has shown itself to be an effective tool for the economic
revitalization of Downtown and returns a substantial increase in revenue to the tax
rolls on completion of the renewal projects. New renewal districts should be
formed in the Central City at locations that qualify for renewal district status and
where development is constrained by existing conditions which can be effectively
addressed by renewal activities.
58. One-quarter of the metropolitan region's work force, more than 120,000
individuals, are employed within the Central City. About two-thirds of them are
office employees. The attractiveness of the Central City and specifically its
Central Business District (CBD), as a retail and office center is both a pruduct of the
attributes it possesses and a reflection of the continued belief from the public and
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private sectors that this area will continue to prosper. The completion of the Transit
Man and new Light Rail Corridor has supported the development of office and
retail projects in the CBD. The public transit system provides Downtown employers
with access to a large labor pool, drawing workers from throughout the region. And
the retail goods and services demanded by these employees provide a substantial
foundation for the support of Central City retail facilities.
59. Similarly, the Lloyd Center has a built-in employee market due to the presence of
Lloyd Corporation and the government office buildings. The Lloyd Center is
currently achieving lease rates comparable to those in the Downtown.
60. Tourism is currently Oregon's third largest industry and is expected to replace
agriculture, becoming the second largest. Urban amenities and vital business and
retail centers of the Central City are a significant draw for tourists. A large
component of the tourism industry is Convention Center trade. Conventions
provide nn important source of support for local hotels, restaurants, and other retail
establi:;hments because of the expenditures by visitors who attend the convention
events. Nationally, the average conventioneer spends $500 during a convention
stay. In the past, Portland has not captured its share of the national tourist-
convention trade. The new regional Convention Center is expected to create a
sign ificant economic boom to the Coliseum area and the City as a whole.
61. Long-range growth in the Region is expected to be highest in wholesale and retail
trade, followed by finance, insurance and real estate services. Manufacturing,
government, transportation, and communications are expected to grow more
slowly. Despite the shift from goods production to the production of services,
manufacturing continues to provide the highest output per worker, the highest
wages and generally the greatest opportunity to produce exportable goods.
62. Portland's opportunity to export its locally produced goods is significantly better
than most cities. The City has a major import/export center through the provision of
high-quality port and transportation facilities and extensive warehousing and
distribution services. Portland has the locational advantage of being the only
freshwater, deep-sea port on the west coast, has the only water-level transportation
routes through the Cascade Range, and has an overlapping work day with Asia and
the eastern United States. Further exploitation of this trade advantage would
enhance industries such as trucking, warehousing, wholesale trade,
manufacturing, and finance. Consequently, the strongest industrial activity in
the Central City, warehousing and distribution activities, would also benefit.
63. Recent developments have demonstrated that high density market for commercial
developments has expanded beyond the traditional area thought of as the Downtown
and the Central Business District. The River Forum, Benjamin Franklin (S E
Grand and Hawthorne), Fremont Place and the new Oregon Convention Center
collectively indicate growth in the high density market area.
64. As recommended to the City Council by the Planning Commission the Central City
Plan area contains many times more development potential than will be required
to accommodate expected growth over the next 20 years. Development potential has
been assessed through analysis of vacant and underutilized lands in areas of
significant development potential.
65. Over the next 20 years market projections show a demand for up to about 500,000
square feet of new office space per year in the Central City. The resulting potential
increase for the 20 year period is then approximately 10 million square feet.
Assuming that all development taking place to meet this demand will be at a floor
area ratio of at least 2:1 the growth projection will result in absorption ofup to about
100 acres or 100 fu1I40,000 square foot blocks. This much development opportunity
can be entirely accommodated with ease by anyone offour of the Central City
Plan's eight Districts. These four Districts are Downtown, Northwest Triangle,
Lloyd Center/Coliseum, and North Macadam. It is likely that the actual floor area
ratio of the average project built in the next 20 years will exceed 2:1, consequently,
the land area necessary to accommodate the expected growth wiII be
correspondingly smaller.
66. If the Central City is to work as a single coordinated economic area, it is sensible to
unify the zoning for the entire area, at least in the broad categories of commercial,
industrial, employment and residential. Areas with similar development
expectations should have similar regulations. This promotes economic
development in itself by limiting the complexity of the regulatory structure. It also
reduces regulation driven locational decisions by standardizing the requirements
at all competing locations. Exceptions to this are only reasonable where a clear
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public purpose is achieved through differentiation of regulations, such as
concentrating density in proximity to major transit facilities, limiting height to
preserve specific public views, and limiting redevelopment pressure on fragile
structures such as SRO housing, or historic landmarks. The Plan calls for the
development of district design guidelines, for each district, which will help to
maintain the special character and role of each district.
Goal 6, Transportation, calls for the promotion of an efficient and balanced urban
transportation system which is consistent with the City's Arterial Streets
Classification Policy and which encourages energy conservation, reduces air
pollution, lessens impacts of traffic on residential neighborhoods and improves
access to major commercial and employment areas. The Central City Plan fully
conforms with this Goal. The transportation policy of the Central City Plan
mirrors and amplifies the content of this Goal. More specifically, the Plan
enhances implementation of this policy in several ways. It maintains without
amendment both the Arterial Streets Classification Policy and the Downtown
Parking and Circulation Policy. The Plan focuses the densest development at
locations that are presently served by either the Transit Mall or Banfield light rail
line; it encourages the development of the regional light rail system and commits
the City to help seek means to finance this system. It gives priority to provisions for
parking improvements and calls for the development and regular updating of
district parking management plans. It provides for the movement of goods and
protects industrial areas from disruption caused by commercial traffic. Plan
provisions will divert through traffic away from residential neighborhoods. A
system of transit and circulation improvements are identified for each of the eight
districts which will improve circulation to and within the district. Controls are
imposed to limit the negative impact of commercial through traffic on employment
and industrial areas. In the North Macadam District, and Northwest Triangle
Districts zoning and density limitations are created within the zoning provisions
of the Plan which will limit density until needed transportation improvements are
provided. The Plan also furthers this goal through the following related Policies.
a. Policy 6.1, Interagency Cooperation, calls for encouraging efficient
management of the transportation resource through cooperation and long-
range planning with federal, state, and regional agencies. The Plan
enhances implementation of this Policy by specifically calling for a City
commitment to work with these other agencies to achieve both the Central
City's and the Region's transportation objectives, most importantly the
completion of the regional light rail system.
b. Policy 6.2, Regional and City Traffic Patterns, calls for the creation and
maintenance of traffic patterns that protect livability while improving access
to and mobility within commercial and industrial areas. The Plan enhances
compliance with this Policy by emphasizing improvements to the
transportation system that both encourage use ofpublic transit and protect
residential areas from through traffic. The Plan also provides for
improvements within each district that connect the areas of the District
together as well as to adjacent districts and neighborhoods.
c. Policies 6.3 and 6.5, Land Use Street Relationship and Transit Related
Density, respectively, call for establishment ofland use patterns guided by the
Arterial Streets Classification Policy (ASCP), and reinforcement of public
transit investments by locating urban densities along transit lines and near
commercial centers. The ASCP also officially encompasses the Downtown
Parking and Circulation Policy. The Central City Plan helps further
implementation of this Policy by locating the highest density opportunities
near existing major public transit facilities. The Plan also locates high and
moderate density allowances near the alignments of planned public
transportation facilities. Lower densities are established in areas where
public transit services are not expected to be improved to levels that will support
more intense development during the life of the Plan. Each of the Plan's eight
Districts has been planned for transportation improvements that will
reinforce the Plan's land use proposals.
d. Policy 6.4, Public Transportation, calls for encouragement of a safe, efficient
public transportation system that provides an alternative to the automobile,
serves residential areas and connects commercial centers with other activity
and employment centers in Portland. The Plan supports this Policy in two
ways. It calls for the City's participation in development of a funding plan for
construction and operation of the regional light rail system. It also identifies
specific public transportation improvements for the Central City as a whole
and for each district. These improvements are described in the other
transportation-related findings and in the action charts presented in Exhibit A
of this Ordinance.
e. Policy 6.9, Alternative Urban Travel, calls for support for such alternative
travel modes as walking and bicycling. The Plan enhances implementation
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of this Policy by identifying a system of pedestrianways and bikeways that tie
the eight Districts together and to the surrounding City. The Plan also
identifies and gives priority to the development of specific improvements
throughout the Central City which will add to the safety and enjoyment of these
modes.
f. Policy 6.10, Transit Station Area Planning, calls for action to ensure that
investment near light rail stations support and coordinate with the Banfield
light rail facility. The Plan strongly enhances implementation of this Policy
by reshaping the allowable density provisions of the City Zoning Code to focus
the greatest densities near the existing light rail lines and stations and by
limiting development densities at locations more remote from Banfield Light
Rail facilities. The Central City Plan also furthers implementation of the
Transit Station Area Planning Program for the Downtown and Holladay
Segments. Those which relate to the Central City Plan are discussed below:
(1) DOWTltown Segment Objective 1 calls for strengthening the Downtown as
a strong commercial, retail, service, cultural and high density housing
center by encouraging land uses that provide a positive entertainment
and shopping environment along the light rail corridor. The Central
City Plan enhances implementation of this Objective in several ways; by
requiring opportunity for ground level retail use in new development; by
requiring that building lines be built out to the sidewalk; by restricting
blank walls; by offering incentives for the development of retail space,
theaters and public art; and by offering incentives for the development of
high density housing.
(2) Objective 2 calls for intensification of the east west retail core along
Morrison Street. Implementation of this Objective is enhanced by the
Plan through requirements for ground level retail opportunity, building
placement and incentives for development of retailing.
(3) Objective 3 calls for encouragement of infill development. The Central
City Plan enhances implementation of this Objective by allowing bonus
floor area and by calling for development of a Downtown parking facility
plan. Development of infill lots has historically been hampered by
difficulties in locating on site parking on small parcels and by
economies of scale that make smaller projects less attractive as
investment opportunities.
(4) Objective 4 calls for promotion of growth of high density residential
development in the Downtown RX Zone and in the Goose Hollow
Neighborhood. The Plan furthers implementation ofthis Objective by
preserving the area presently zoned RX, by offering incentives for the
development of housing in these areas, and by calling for and giving
priority to improvements for these areas that will make them more
attractive as sites for development of new housing.
(5) Objective 5 calls for improving of connections for pedestrians between the
RX Zone and Downtown retail and office core, and the waterfront. The
Plan furthers implementation of this Policy by identifying and giving
priority to the development of two pedestrianways that make this
connection, one on Main Street and the other on Montgomery Street.
(6) Holladay Segment Objective 1 calls for strengthening the area as a major
office and retail employment center, a regional shopping district and a
high density residential area. The Objective also calls for promotion of
the area as a distinct district with a clear identity and character. The
Plan furthers implementation of this Objective in several ways. It allows
intense development of new office buildings along the Holladay Street
light rail line. The Plan also reduces allowable density at other locations
to help reinforce the market for the many developable sites near light rai\.
Incentives are offered for the development of housing, and at one location
development of housing is required.
(7) Objectives 2, 3, and 4 were implemented by zoning provisions related to
review of superblock development with adoption of the Transit Station
Area Planning Program. These regulations are maintained for this
area in the Central City Plan. .
(8) Objective 5 calls for provision of a system of safe and convenient
pedestrian connections throughout the District linking light rail transit
stations and surrounding areas. The Plan implements this objective by
establishing a system of pedestrianways that tie light rail with
employment and residential centers to the north, south and east and to the
Coliseum and Convention Center on the District's western edge.
(9) Objective 6 calls for improvements in auto, transit, pedestrian and
bicycle access and circulation to promote a balanced transportation
system that. is pleasant, safe and convenient. The Plan supports
implementation of this Policy by calling for a transportation and
circulation study of this area. This study is presently underway.
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68. Unlike most of the region over half of the travel trips to the Downtown are made on
public transit. As other areas of the Central City develop for high density use, both
the objectives of air quality and energy conservation will be served if new
development is in close proximity to existing major public transit facilities. The
primary location of existing facilities is the Downtown Transit Mall, soon to be
extended to Union Station, and the Banfield light rail corridor. The Central City
Plan seeks to reinforce these facilities by locating the highest potential building
heights and bulks along the corridors created by these facilities.
69. With nearly 500,000 automobile trips through it each business day, the Central City
is the transportation crossroads of the region. The primary elements of the Central
City's circulation system are the 1-5/1-405 inner freeway loop, the 1-5 and US-84
interchange and the six major radial corridors that feed into and out of the Central
City and connect with the inner freeway loop.
70. The combined facilities of the southwest corridor carry a greater volume of traffic
than any other corridor. It is a complex system in that if congestion and problems
occur on one section of the transportation system, it causes users to choose another
route in the system. This simply results in the relocation of traffic congestion.
Because of the topographic character of the area the recommended traffic
improvements are increased transit service.
71. When at capacity the westside corridor, primarily the Sunset Highway (US 26
West), traffic over-flows into the southwest corridor. Average weekday traffic in
the westside corridor has grown 35% in the last 12 years, a greater increase than
any other radial corridor, due to rapid growth in Washington County. The Sunset
Highway and Vista Ridge Tunnel are presently operating at near 100% capacity
during peak hours. Because of the steep hillsides, expansion of the system is
unlikely. The most feasible long-range solution is an increased reliance on
transit. A Tn-Met report concluded that there is a high transit ridership potential
in the corridor and a light rail option would attract at least 10% more ridership than
all bus options. The westside corridor is currently designated in the Regional
Transportation Plan as the highest priority corridor for transitway investment.
72. The next programmed new transit facility is the westside light rail corridor.
Opening of the west side corridor is not expected for ten years, and corridors
linking the Central City to the north and south will not be developed through Lower
Albina, North Macadam and Central Eastside Districts until after development of
the westside corridor. Until light rail is provided new development in these
Districts will need to be served primarily by the auto traffic system. Limiting
density in these areas to levels consistent with their automobile-oriented nature is
appropriate. Generally automobile-oriented commercial office developments are
developed at floor area ratios less than 2:1.
73. The Eastbank Freeway is a major barrier to the public's use and enjoyment of the
Willamette River waterfront on the eastbank of the River. During citizen
involvement activities carried out during development of the Central City Plan,
action to enhance both access to and the enjoyment of the eastbank waterfront was
called for. Many have suggested that the freeway through this area should be
mitigated, relocated farther east, or removed.
74. Generally the Oregon Department of Transportation owns the property tetween the
existing freeway and Water Avenue. This land has been purchased in a large part
to accommodate the development of the planned and programmed Water Avenue
ramps.
75. The proposed Water Avenue ramps are needed to provide access for southbound
traffic onto 1-5. They have been been planned for over a decade and throughout that
period the City has actively sought their construction. Existing businesses in the
Central Eastside District have in some cases located in the district or expanded
their operations in the district based on the expectation that the committed Water
Avenue ramps would be constructed in the near future.
76. Presently access to 1·5 southbound from the Central Eastside is obtained by routing
traffic through the Downtown. This contributes to air quality problems and traffic
congestion in the densest area ofthe City. Rerouting 1·5 bound Central Eastside
through traffic, especially truck traffic, to avoid other districts is consistent with the
objectives of transportation planning.
77. A secondary barrier to access to the riverbank in the Central Eastside is the
Southern Pacific Railroad mainline south. The tracks lie in First Avenue and
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frequently disrupt the flow of traffic. This trackage is the principal connection for
Portland rail traffic to California, to the Southwestern and southern United States,
and to Mexico. Portland's historic, existing and future role as a transportation and
distribution center has traditionally been linked to this rail connection.
78. Relocation of the Eastbank Freeway has received considerable study as part of the
Central City Plan. Alignments at a variety of locations have been examined, and
it is clear that a relocated freeway between the present location and S.E. 10th
Avenue is feasible from a transportation engineering standpoint. Any location
east of Water Avenue will require the acquisition of substantial property and the
displacement of many businesses and jobs.
79. As it exists today, the Eastbank Freeway is a difficult facility to access because only
one side is available for access routes; consequently, the development of this
facility and its improvement through the proposed Water Avenue ramps require the
construction of extensive aerial ramps. Rebuilding the freeway to the east as a two-
sided facility would allow access to the freeway from both sides and reduce the need
for extensive aerial ramps.
SO. Presently the sharp "S" curves on the eastside ramps leading to the Marquam
Bridge are narrow and difficult for driver~ to negotiate at freeway speeds,
especially trucks. Evidence has been submitted that suggests that for its length thi s
"S" curve segment of 1-5 is among the most dangerous portions of the Interstate
Highway in Oregon.
81. During his analysis of possible freeway relocation alignments, Robert Conradt, a
transportation consultant employed for the Central City Plan by the Citizen
Steering Committee, concluded that a rational decision on the relocation of the
freeway could not be made until the land use decisions for the future development of
the Central Eastside District were made.
82. Based on the findings that the Central Eastside is not needed for nonindustrial
development, that new high density development should be focused in areas close to
existing major transit facilities, that the railroad mainline that crosses the Central
Eastside hampers the development of the area for nonindustrial uses, and that the
same rail line supports the continued use of the area for industry, the proposed
Central City Plan calls for the retention of the bulk of the Central Eastside District
as an industrial sanctuary. This decision leads to the conclusion that any
relocation of the freeway should be kept to the eastern edge of the industrial district.
83. A major argument for relocating the freeway east of Water Avenue is to create
additional opportunity for new commercial development. It has been argued that
sale and development of new lands created by the relocation of the freeway will
offset the high cost of such a project. However, development of this area for
commercial use would reduce development at other locations in the Central City
most likely in the Northwest Triangle and North Macadam Districts.
84. Without shifting the freeway to a new alignment east of Water Avenue it is possible
to significantly enhance the current situation. The Central City Plan contains
proposals to enhance the Eastbank Esplanade in a number of ways. These include
shifting the freeway east toward Water Avenue within the existing ODOT
ownership, establishing a new park along the River at the Hawthorne bridgehead,
and developing of a major riverfront attraction on the Station L site south of the
Hawthorne Bridge.
85. In addition to facilities to serve commuters coming into the Central City, the area
also needs facilities for travel within it to meet the needs of visitors, residents and
business people. Facilities which link major destinations and attractions to each
other and are fun can become a significant part of Portland's attractiveness to its
own citizens, tourists and the convention trade.
86. In response to the standards set by the Federal Clean Air Act and the goals of the
Downtown Plan, the Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy was adopted in
1975. The objectives of the Policy continue to be to reduce the need for parking,
especially long-term parking for commuters' to encourage the improvement of
public transit service, ride-sharing and pollution-free modes of transportation;
and to minimize traffic congestion in order to meet federal and state air quality
standards.
87. The implementation of a parking program, increased transit service and
establishment of emission control regulations produced substantial results. In
1972 Do\\:ntown was in violation of federal air quality standards one of every three
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days. While there are some 30,000 more workers in the Downtown, the carbon
monoxide standards were exceeded only two days in 1986. Most of the new
commuter trips are served by transit. The number of parking spaces has declined
by 1%. But the type of parking space has changed significantly. Curb spaces have
decreased by 21%, surface lots have decreased by 26%, and parking garage spaces
have increased by 27%.
88. Goal 7, Energy, calls for increasing the energy efficiency of existing structures
and the transportation system through conservation of nonrenewable resources
and the application of energy resources, while maintaining the attractiveness of
the City as a place to live and do business. The Plan is consistent with this Policy
and enhances implementation of the Policy through its emphasis on increased
public transit and land use density and the linkage between these elements in the
urban center. The Plan calls for the development of a multi-modal public
transportation system which will be much more energy efficient than the use of
private vehicles. This system includes buses (powered by alternative energy
sources), light rail, vintage trolleys, and water texis. Additionally, the Plan
locates the greatest opportunity for intense development at locations which are or
can be served by this energy efficient public transportation system. The system
includes connections within districts as well as between districts and the rest of the
City to reduce dependence on private vehicles. A system of pathways for walkers
and bicyclists is included to encourage use of these modes by creating safe and
attractive facilities. Finally, the Plan calls for, and requires, the development of
high density housing at specific locations close to, or in, employment centers to
reduce dependence on mechanized forms of travel. Further support for this Goal is
present in the way the Plan addresses Policies 7.3, Land Use and 7.5,
Transportation:
a. Policy 7.3, Land Use, calls for taking advantage of density and location to
reduce the need to travel. The Plan does this by setting density limits high
near existing public transportation facilities and by reducing the potential
bulk of development more distant from these facilities. i'"'urther, the Plan at
some locations requires and at other locations provides incentives for
development of housing which is close to existing and growing employment
centers. Development of this housing will reduce the need to travel by
providing housing opportunities at locations within walking distance of job
centers.
b. Policy 7.5, Transportation, calls for conservation of energy by increasing the
efficiency of the transportation system. The Plan also helps to implement this
Policy through those strategies and actions discussed above.
89. Goal 8, Environment, calls for maintaining and improving the quality of
Portland's air, water and land resources, and protecting neighborhoods and
business centers from noise pollution. The Plan furthers implementation of this
Goal in a number of ways. The Plan incorporates those land use and
transportationstrategies and actions described under the transportation, economic
development and energy findings, above, to also reduce air pollution and water
pollution resulting from motor vehicle travel. The Plan also identifies and gives a
priority to specific actions aimed at enhancing water quality in the Willamette
River. These include provision of sanitary waste dumping facilities for pleasure
craft and development of a plan to reduce sanitary waste entry into the Willamette
caused by heavy rain in conjunction with the City's combination sewer system.
Additionally, provisions of the Plan call for exploration of transportation systems
which will reduce noise as well as conserve energy. The Plans supports this Goal
through several of its policies:
a. Policy 8.2, Downtown Air Quality, calls for continued application of the
Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy to improve air quality while
allowing for growth. The Plan and its implementation provisions are fully
consistent with this Policy and retain the Downtown Parking and Circulation
Policy as a part of the Central City Plan without change.
b. Policy 8.4, Ride Sharing, calls for the City to promote ride sharing and public
transit throughout the metropolitan area. The Plan enhances implementation
of this Policy by committing the City to work with Tri-Met and Metro to achieve
funding for construction and operation of the regional light rail system.
c. Policy 8.8, Open Space, calls for protection of parks, cemeteries and golf
courses through application of the open space designation of the Comprehensive
Plan. The Plan fully complies with this Policy by designating all parks as
open space. There are no golf courses or cemeteries within the Central City.
d. Policy 8.10, Willamette River Greenway, calls for preservation of the natural
and economic qualities of lands along the Willamette River through
implementation of the City's Willamette River Greenway Plan. The Central
City Plan is fully in conformance with this Policy and reflects the City's most
recent update of the Greenway Plan, which became effective January 1, 1988.
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90. The high quality of Portland's parks and open spaces significantly contributes to
Portland's rpputation as a livable city. Even so, an issue especially relevant to the
Central City is the number of park deficient areas. The Downtown District
contains the largest amount of acreage for parks and open spaces. Yet, even an
area within the Downtown District has been identified as park deficient. Deficient
areas are those with high concentrations of residents or workers in an area that
lacks an open space within a radius of approximately a five-minute walk. Other
districts with open space needs are Lloyd Center/Coliseum, Central Eastside and
Goose Hollow. Lastly, the existing open spaces and pedestrian connections are
discrete pieces, lacking connection and continuity. A network of pedestrian and
bicycle corridors could link the various facilities and promote better access, which
is the key determinate of park use. These corridors also would serve as
recreational facilities if furnished with pedestrian and cyclist amenities.
91. Probably the most critical issue facing the expansion and maintenance of the
City's parks and open spaces is the lack of a stable funding base for park
acquisition, development and maintenance. Maintenance is one of the Park
Bureau's biggest expenses and accounts for a significant percentage of the
Bureau's budget. Over the last decade, the Bureau's budget has been reduced despite
an increase in park acreage and maintenance responsibilities. The Plan
addresses this problem by including incentives and requirements for private
provision and maintenance of additional urban open spaces.
92. Because Portland has a relatively minor regulatory role in environmental
matters, coordination with other governmental bodies is essential. The air quality
standards are set by federal and state agencies, and the City's role is to implement
plans to achieve those standards. Historically, Portland's air quality has
consistently failed to meet standards. But with the implementation of an emission
control program and the Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy, increased
transit service and other transportation strategies, Portland is expected to meet
carbon monoxide standards in 1988. However, the standards set for particulate
matter are not expected to be achieved this year. The halting ofyard debris burning
and adding stricter wood stove chimney designs will assist in meeting the
standards. The Plan identifies additional actions for study and possible
implementation that may further enhance air quality in the Central City.
93. Throughout the Central City Plan public review periods, the desire to keep the City
"clean and green" has been a reoccurring theme. Portlanders commonly suggest,
(1) increasing the number of garbage bins, (2) improving street clean-up programs,
and (3) improving and enforcing the laws which punish those who litter to combat
this urban problem.
9-1. There are few, if any, fish and/or wildlife habitat areas within the Central City
beyond the fish resources of the Willamette River. However, the Central City has
some non-game wildlife habitat areas near its boundary, including Oaks Bottom
and Ross Island. Currently, naturalist groups such as the Audubon Society, are
interested in creating an urban wildlife refuge system. This system would create
wildlife corridors in some areas and promote their use for passive recreation and
education. There is a national trend in recognizing the importance of urban
wildlife habitat and passive recreation. The Plan calls for the enhancement of
habitat, for species that are compatible with an urban setting, and includes specific
implementation actions. These actions include creation of natural areas in
Central City open spaces, selection of street trees for their habitat value and creation
of vegetative corridors that link habitat areas.
95. Goal 9, and Policy 9.1, Citizen Involvement, and Citizen Involvement
Coordination respectively, call for provision of opportunities for citizen
involvement in the amendment of the Comprehensive Plan. The Central City Plan
is such an amendment. Opportunities for citizen involvement have been
aggressively offered throughout the Central City Plan development process:
a. The Central City Plan was initially developed through a citizen-driven effort
that elicited and responded to the concerns ..~d aspirations of over 10,000
citizens of Portland.
b. The Central City Plan Citizen Steering Committee was responsible for
preparation of the Plan. The Committee conducted numerous public hearings
and meetings, and circulated an alternatives document for public review.
The Steering Committee completed its work in early May of1987 and turned its
Final Report over to the Bureau of Planning for final formatting and formal
hearings by the City of Portland Planning Commission.
c. The Bureau of Planning refined the Steering Committee's Final Report into a
Discussion Draft Plan and submitted the Draft. Plan to the public and the
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Planning Commission at the beginning of July of 1987 for public review and
comment. Included in the Discussion Draft Plan was a complete proposal for
implementation of the Plan including both regulatory and capital projects.
The Planning Commission conducted a public hearing on the Discussion
Draft and in subsequent public working sessions with staff shared concerns
about the Plan. During the Discussion Draft review period the staff to the
Planning Commission met with over 100 interested individuals and groups on
the Draft Plan. Over 5000 individuals and groups who had participated in the
Citizen Steering Committee process were notified of the Discussion Draft, and
nearly 1,000 copies of the Draft Plan were distributed.
d. In late August of1987 the Bureau ofPlanning revised the Plan and published
the Bureau Proposed Central City Plan. All property owners in the Central
City Plan area were notified of the Plan and informed of changes in zoning
proposed as a part of the Plan's implementation strategy. Additionally, all
persons and organizations who had participated in the review of the
Discussion Draft Plan were notified of the Proposed Plan.
e. During September 1987, the City of Portland Planning Commission held four
scheduled hearings on the Proposed Plan (September I, 3, 8 and 10). At the
request of those participating in the hearings, the Commission scheduled and
held a fifth public hearing (September 17) and held the period for written
comment on the Proposed Plan open until October 5, 1987. During the written
and oral comment period on the Plan nearly 1,000 copies were distributed to
interested individuals and groups.
f. The Planning Commission on October 6, 8, and 13,1987, in public meetings,
reviewed all of the requests for amendment of the Proposed Plan that had been
requested. In all, over 400 requests had been received for amendment from
oral and written testimony. From the requested amendments the Planning
Commission selected approximately 200 requests for possible incorporation
into the Plan. A listing and description of these amendments was prepared
and distributed to all those who had participated in the Planning Commissions
review of the Proposed Plan. Additionally all those who had not commented on
the Proposed Plan but who had participated in the review of the Discussion
Draft were also informed of the availability of the listing of possible
amendments. Over 350 copies of the prospective amendments were distributed
for a two-week comment period.
g. On November 5 and 10,1987 the Planning Commission held public hearings
on the amendments. Both oral and written testimony were accepted.
96. On November 12,16,17, 18,19, and 23,1987 and on January 12, 1988, the Planning
Commission held public meetings on the Central City Plan at which they debated
and voted on the amendments and finally the Plan as a whole. The Commission
adopted the Plan unanimously, with one abstention, and recommended that the
Portland City Council adopt and implement the Plan.
97. In every major planning process there is a tendency to accommodate the requests of
individual owners for changes in zoning beyond those proposed as part of the
planning effort. Experience gained in developing the Comprehensive Plan
indicates that these requests are generally better resolved through quasi-judicial
processes. Such a process can provide full public notice and an evaluation of the
appropriateness of the requested change in the context of a specific development
proposal. Requests for change considered by the Planning Commission which
were related to only a single ownership were considered in the Commission's
review process but were generally directed to the quasi-judicial process.
98. Goal 10, Plan Review and Administration, describes the process for maintaining
the Comprehensive Plan as Portland's policy framework for land development.
Several of the Goa\'s policies are relevant to the Central City Plan:
a. Policy 10.3, Interim Plan Review and Amendment, calls for amendments to
the Comprehensive Plan's Goals, Policies, Map and Implementation
provisions to be reviewed by the Planning Commission, the State, and
Portland's citizens through a formal citizen involvement process with notice
to Metro. All these requirements have been met by the legislative process
through which the Central City Plan has been developed and adopted.
b.' Policy 10.9, Revised Zoning Code, calls for a review, updating, streamlining
and shortening of the City's Zoning Code, and the development of a
performance based industrial zone. This review and update is currently
underway. The zoning implementation provisions of the Plan have been
formatted to follow the pattern of the updated Code. Language has been revised
for clarity and provisions existing prior to the Central City Plan which have
proved flawed have been updated and corrected. With adoption of the Central
City Plan and its implementing Code amendments, all industrial and
employment areas of the Central City will be rezoned under the new
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performance based zoning, which was added to the Code in 1985 and presently
not completely implemented in the City.
c. Policy 10.10, Design Review, calls for development of recommendations for
the formation of new design zones. The Plan has discharged this policy
commitment for the Central City area and establishes design review zones in
each of the eight Districts making up the Central City Plan area. Design
review zones are limited in their application in each District to the areas zoned
either CX, Central Commercial, or CE, Commercial Employment.
d. Policy 10.12, Long Range Parks Plan, and Policy 11.43, Master Development
Plans, calls for development of a long range parks plan which identifies park
deficient areas and proposes locations or locational standards for new parks
and park facilities. The Central City Plan furthers implementation of this
Policy by including in the Plan a parks, open space and recreation component
for the Central City study area. The parks and open space component of the
Plan includes identification of locations for new park facilities,
identification of locations of areas expected to be deficient in public open space
Or presently deficient, and identification and prioritization of needed public
recreational facilities.
e. Policy 10.13, Sign Review, calls for a review and revision of the City's sign
regulations. This review has been completed and the Plan implements the
revised sign regulations throughout the entire Plan area.
99. Goal 11, Public Facilities, calls for the provision of a timely, orderly and efficient
arrangement of public facilities that support existing and planned land use
patterns and densities. The Plan conforms with this Goal by including and giving
priority to needed facility improvements and limiting the intensity of development
in areas having improvement deficiencies until the needed improvements are
provided.
a. Policy 11.21, Combined Sewer Overflow, calls for reduction ofcombination
sewer overflows. The Plan furthers implementation of this Policy by
identifying the need for, and giving a high priority to, a study to address this
issue.
b. Policy 11.27, Impervious Surfaces, calls for limiting impervious surfaces
without unduly limiting development. The Central City Plan enhances
implementation of this Policy by requiring both interior and perimeter
landscaping for surface parking lots.
c. Policy 11.47, New Parklands, calls for increasing the supply of parklands,
giving priority to areas where service level deficiencies exist and to the
completion of the 40-mile loop. The Plan furthers implementation of this
Policy by identifying areas where additional parks should be developed,
identifying other areas where park deficiencies are expected, and giving a
priority to the development of new park and public recreation facilities.
d. GoalllH, Police, and Policy 11.60, Crime Prevention, call for development
and maintenance of facilities that allow police personnel to respond to safety
needs quickly and for reduction in citizen fear and susceptibility to crime
through crime prevention methods. The Plan enhances implementation of
this Goal and Policy in several ways. The Plan calls for the increasing of
police presence in the Central City's commercial and residential areas
through expansion of the horse and foot patrol programs. The Plan calls for the
development of store-front precincts at locations where greater police presence
is needed. A program to provide park and rest room attendants is aimed at
providing better observation of public places and reducing police response time
of the in a safety situation. The Plan calls for a study of the feasibility of
establishing a special assessment district to provide funding for enhanced
crime prevention programs in the Central City.
100. A key ingredient in enhancing public safety is the presence of others on the streets
and in development along streets. This presence has been shown to contribute to
control of crime by reducing opportunities for unobserved activity. High density
areas with large residential populations and significant concentrations of
employment where unemployment levels are low are most successful at taking
advantage of this method of reducing crime.
101. Both the facts and the perception of crime have assumed a new sense of urgency for
Portland, especially for the Central City. Surveys show crime continues to be the
number one concern of area residents. Recently Portlanders overwhelmingly
supported a tax levy which will provide more jail space. This response proves the
willingness of Portlanders to participate in changing this trend and making the
city safer. Other efforts such as the neighborhood crime prevention programs
exemplify participation of citizens to create a safer environment.
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102. When asked, the general public considered crime to be a major problem in the
Central City. Further research has shown that while crime is an important subject
to be addressed, people's sense of safety is more important. People do not feel safe
in the Central City, and this perceived lack of safety is a greater problem than the
actual incidents of crime warrant. Actions taken to reduce crime in the Central
City consequently also need to enhance the sense of safety in the area.
103. Of the eight districts of the Central City, the Downtown and North of Burnside
Districts have by far the highest crime rate, according to 1984 statistics. In that year
nearly 72 % of all Central City crimes occurred in those districts. Contributing to
the fear of crime in those Districts is a lack of police visibility, various forms of
anti-social behavior, such as begging and public drunkenness, and street crowds
which are younger and are perceived to be more threatening. Consequently, the
greatest need, echoed by virtually all resources and surveys, is for more visible
police authority on the streets. Also heightening the perception of crime, and even
attracting it, are trash and abandoned, dark buildings. Actions such as those
included in the Mayor's 12-Point Plan will improve people's perception of the City's
safety. They include providing more safe day and night shelters and establishing
programs which enhance street sanitation.
104. The Downtown Plan is a part of the City's Comprehensive Plan by reference
through Comprehensive Plan Policy 2.10 and part of the Central City Plan by
reference under Central City Policy 14, Downtown. The Central City Plan is
consistent with the Downtown Plan and furthers implementation of the Downtown
Plan in several ways. Central City Plan actions that are consistent with and
further the Downtown Plan are listed below:
a. The Central City Plan preserves the high density spine along the Fifth and
Sixth Avenue transit corridor and steps development down from this corridor
to the river and to surrounding areas.
b. Housing incentives are created in the Central City Plan's implementation
provisions which are called for in the Downtown Plan.
c. A pedestrianways system is defined and given a priority in the Central City
Plan. This system is called for by the Downtown Plan.
d. Density incentives are created by the Central City Plan which the Downtown
Plan called for to help in the preservation of SRO housing.
e, The Central City Plan is consistent with specific Downtown Plan Guidelines
to limit height and bulk of office buildings adjacent to the South Park Blocks
and the waterfront.
f. The Central City Plan calls for extension of the North Park Blocks to include
the block bounded by Hoyt and Glisan, an action which was a guideline of the
Downtown Plan.
g. The Central City Plan implements an incentive program to encourage the
development of rooftop gardens which was called for by the Downtown Plan.
h. The Central City Plan restricts height adjacent to public open spaces as called
for by the Downtown Plan.
i. The Central City Plan extends a Downtown Plan guideline calling for
limiting density to a medium level at locations adjacent to the high density
spine and along access routes leading into the Downtown from the rest of the
Central City.
j. The Central City Plan implements a Downtown Plan guideline calling for
creation of incentives for the provision of public art and for creation of
additional theater facilities along Broadway.
Riverfront:
105. The riverfront is Portland's prime amenity and recreational resource in the
Central City. The attractiveness of the land for new development, both public and
private, is a most timely issue as one-third of the Central City riverfront is being
developed or being considered for redevelopment. Most privately held Central City
riverfront property is in industrial use, but the transition to other uses is occurring.
Industrial activities are moving to areas where there is less economic pressure to
change to a more intensive use. The Plan calls for reinforcing the riverfront by
locating new attractions along the riverbank and by encouraging and requiring a
mixture of uses along the river in formerly industrial areas redeveloping into
other uses.
106. Sufficient public access and activities on the riverfront and the water's surface are
essential in establishing the river as the focus of the Central City. An issue,
particularly for the Central City, is the lack of access to many sections of the
waterfront, especially on the eastside. Significant public and private actions to
remedy the situation are forthcoming. Currently there are efforts to complete a
conceptual plan for the Eastside Esplanade. The Plan envisions a continuous
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bikeway and pedestrian trail, boat tie-ups, fishing piers, an amphitheater and
landscaping between the Hawthorne and Steel Bridges.
107. Views and vistas of the river are an essential factor in establishing the river as the
visual focus ofthe Central City. Lower height limits are usually applied by the
Plan to maintain views. Waterfront building heights are limited within the
Downtown, North Macadam and Northwest Triangle Districts. Within the
Downtown and Northwest Triangle Districts the height limits make a stair-step
pattern, lowering to the river. This will ensure a harmonious scale of development
bordering the river. This stair-step pattern of development was not continuous
along the river prior to the Plan, the limits ranged from 100' in the Northwest
Triangle to 250' in North Macadam. Similarly, FAR limits ranged from a 2:1 in
Northwest Triangle to a 12:1 in North Macadam and the Lloyd CenterlColiseum
District. Another factor which affects a view is the allowed length of buildings.
The City's 200-foot block pattern has ensured frequent views. Where the 200-foot
building pattern is replaced by larger blocks or "superblocks," mechanisms are
included in the Plan to preserve views to and from the river.
Human Services Findings:
108. There is a perceived conflict between the use of the Central City by members of
service dependent populations and others. This perception is derived in part from
the presence of pan-handlers, public urination public consumption of alcohol, and
people sleeping on the streets. While these people may be members of a special
needs population, they are not necessarily typical. Other members may only be
recognizable because of the distress that their circumstances produce in their
appearance and/or behavior.
109. Just as the Central City is the logical location for regional business and
governmental activities, it is also the location for social service facilities that serve
regional special needs populations.
110. In the future the number of individuals seeking services from human service
facilities is likely to increase. It is appropriate to plan for the growth of social
service facilities to assure that this growth does not discourage investment by other
sectors of the economy in the Central City.
111. Regulating some aspects of the operation of such facilities at any location will also
help to limit the impacts of the agency and its clientele on surrounding property.
112. Meeting the needs ofthe region's special needs population is a regional problem
that should be addressed on a regional basis. Locations of facilities for these
populations should be planned comprehensively, and the City's actions should be
developed in a city-wide context. The Central City Plan takes action to help resolve
problems that require immediate attention in the Central City, it also calls for a
city-wide study to develop a comprehensive plan for meeting the needs of these
populations.
113. In the North of Burnside District human service providers and area property
owners have achieved an agreement aimed at meeting the needs of the area's
special needs populations and encouraging additional growth and investment in
the area. This positive step should not be blocked by the prospect of the development
of a much needed city-wide plan for siting facilities serving special needs people.
114. Just as Portland has historically been a magnet for the region's unemployed
during periods of economic downturn, so too has the Central City served as an
attractor for many of the region's special needs populations including the alcohol
and drug dependent, the elderly, the physically and mentally disabled, the
homeless, prostitutes, refugees, the unemployed, youth, and ex-offenders. The most
significant human service problems are currently increasing homelessness and
substance abuse. Not only is housing needed for these individuals, but case
management, jobs and emergency services also are needed: Often the needs of
individuals are compounded. For example, many homeless people are alcohol or
drug-addicted. The lack of adequate drug detoxification facilities is a major
problem. If programs which help the special needs populations become more
independent and self-supporting do not keep pace with the population growth
relationships among the social service facilities, the homeless and the business
community are likely to worsen.
115. Except for emergency basic needs and youth services, the City does not directly
provide human services. The City's human services role has historically been one
of advocacy, coordination and program evaluation. Multnomah County and the
State of Oregon provide the bulk of human services. The role of the City, beyond
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land use regulations, has not yet been defined. However, efforts such as the
Mayor's 12·Point Plan for the Homeless prove there is a current interest in
increasing the City's involvement although most agree that long-term solutions to
human service problems must respond to the regional nature of the problem.
116. Persons who live in and visit the Central City include those involved in business,
tourists, the young, shoppers, the middle aged, the homeless, the elderly, and other
special needs populations. The homeless include people from every age group,
individuals as well as families. Those without homes are often forced to sleep in
the street and, in some cases, beg for money from other users of the Central City.
Alcoholism is a serious problem among some members of this population and it is
common for inebriated persons to seek or beg money from others. This has caused
some residents and visitors, including some patrons to retail establishments, in
the Central City to fear for their safety when entering. This fear is particularly
pronounced among the elderly, the young and women. As a consequence
concentrations of homeless people produce a sense in the community that an area is
not safe. Concentrations of homeless people and other special needs populations are
created by establishments that provide essential services to these populations,
shelter, food and clothing. Proximity to such establishments makes it difficult Or
impossible for businesses to operate because potential clients and customers are
afraid to enter the area. Such concentrations therefore affect the economic welfare
and viability of portions of the Central City. One purpose of zoning provisions is to
assure an environment where adjacent uses compatibly exist together. By
regulating the location and some aspects ofoperations of establishments that attract
concentrations of the homeless compatibility of these establishments with
neighboring businesses is improved. Provisions such as providing rest room
facilities and adequately sized waiting areas directly address the problems
agencies attracting concentrations of homeless individuals may cause their
neighbors. Requiring that those waiting to be .erved by these agencies be in an
enclosed waiting space and provided with rest room facilities, requiring that these
agencies control exterior littering and providing exterior lighting collectively
increase security and safety for the public by keeping sidewalks free of broken
beverage containers, litter and human urine and excrement. These requirements
enhance compatibility of uses and protect the public's safety and health in the
Central City.
Culture and Entertainment Findings:
117. Artists and their work comprise a retail and service industry with its own
economic impact, and the arts provide a powerful force behind the image and
quality of life in Portland. For instance, salaries alone for Central City nonprofit
arts organizations in 1983 amounted to at least $6 million. The arts are also a
major attractor of visitors to the Central City, directly supporting other businesses
and services. In addition, they are generally an environmentally clean, labor-
intensive industry.
118. Portland is widely known for the quality of its chamber music and crafts
community, diversity of live theater, well-established institutions, nationally-
known music groups, and its committed group of arts supporters. Its weaknesses,
regularly identified by artists and art groups, include the lack of dedicated
funding sources, sizable private donations, and official recognition of the
economic importance of the arts.
119. The Metropolitan Arts Commission's Percent for Art is developing into a program
which will significantly impact generations to come. The Percent for Art
Program provides public art works in public facilities and is developing incentives
tror private developers to also enhance their buildings and public space. Currently,
the Central City has been the prime beneficiary of this program. The most common
art work noted as a product ofthe program is the statue "Portlandia" which has
quickly become a showpiece for the region.
120. The South Park Blocks has long been described as Portland's cultural district.
With the existing Oregon Historical Society, Portland Art Museum and Northwest
School of Art and the completion of the Performing Arts Center, this area certainly
has become the cultural anchor of the Central City. A number of cities throughout
the country have developed cultural districts in order to provide centralized and
coordinated arts and cultural events. Yet local arts organizations
overwhelmingly support the idea of cultural development areas dispersed
throughout the cCty. They are cautious of developing only one major district since
organizations locating outside this district may not receive the same visibility and
support. However, they do agree on the value of clustering facilities and programs
where possible. The Central City Plan calls for the enhancement of the South Park
Blocks cultural area but it also calls for supporting the growth of other cultural and
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entertainment areas. These other areas are Russell Street in the Lower Albina
District, along First Avenue in the Downtown District, Chinatown in the North of
Burnside District, the 13th Avenue area of the Northwest Triangle District and the
area along Grand Avenue near the new Convention Center and along Broadway in
the Lloyd Center/Coliseum District.
121. The entertainment sector for !.he most part complements cultural activities. This
sector includes eating and drinking establishments and a variety of businesses
that provide entertainment including sporting events and live performances.
Concentrations of cultural and entertainment establishments create areas where
activity and people on the streets increase the perception of safety and make the
street n pleasant place to be.
Education Findings:
122. The Central City functions as a major educational center in the Region, offering a
wide variety of educational choices. There are over 20 educational institutions
operating within the Central City study area. While most are proprietary schools,
there are two high schools and four higher education facilities located in the Plan
houndary. E"en though schools are not the direct responsibility of City
government, a strong City role in planning for schools has been historically
established. Portland's planners have historically used the location of grade
schools as starting points in determining the appropriate arrangement of parks
and residential uses. The Plan calls for periodic evaluation of the Central City's
need for elementary schools as the Central City's population increases.
123. The number of school age children is expected to significantly increase throughout
the metropolitan area over the next 20 years. But, the school age population within
the Central City will remain low unless major increases in both Central City
housing and neighborhood amenities are provided. The Central City Plan calls for
the creation of significant numbers of new housing units and the development of
amenities that will enhance the attractiveness of the Central City's districts as
living environments.
124. The lack of quality academic and continuing education programs has inhibited
Portland's ability to attract high technology institutions. While Portland State
University exerts a significant economic impact in the Central City, its
educational, social and cultural influence can be increased. The University is
striving to expand its curriculum and research capabilities to achieve parity with
the two other major Oregon educational institutions. The Plan supports the growth
of Portland State University by calling for !.he development of a master plan for the
University District, and committing the City to work with PSU to assure that such a
master plan will meet the full range of the University's needs.
Urban Design Findings:
125. Urban design responds to the aesthetic, functional and sensory characteristics of a
city. It deals with the overall form from height, bulk and spacing of buildings to the
perlestrian. It strengthens and preserves the city's assets, encourages efficient use
of streets and public facilities, and is the foundation for a strong economy. The
Central City Plan includes provisions which are designed to improve the area's
urban desigri quality. These provisions include the establishment of a Urban
Design Plan for each district, establishment of design review in all Central City
commercial areas, and'the identification and prioritization of new features and
amenities to be provided in each of the eight districts.
126. Natural features also affect and define the form a city takes. The river is the major
element that gives form to !.he Central City as !.he land on both sides slope toward the
river and make it the natural center or focus. The West Hills enclose and provide
a backdrop along !.he southwest and western edges of the City. Special attention to
these features were given in the Downtown Plan process. Similar attention was
given in the Northwest Triangle Study. Today only those two Districts along with
the Nor!.h of Burnside District have had the benefit of a comprehensive analysis of
form considerations, Other Central City districts have height and bulk controls but
the manner or reasons for their application were fer the most part unrelated to
urban form.
127. Portland's 200-foot block size is small in comparison to other cities. Other cities'
typical block sizes range from 250-foot blocks in Seattle to BOO-foot blocks in New
York City. The Portland block pattern is essential to the character of the City. It
gives the City light, bright streets, easy pedestrian movement and a rich experience
for pedestrians. It acts to frame the City's architecture, and helps to disperse traffic
while providing substantial on-street parking. The unique block pattern produces
a rich urban fabric without as much need for the extensive city policies and
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programs that some other cities have found necessary to maintain a human urban
environment. However, the block pattern has its drawbacks which include its
challenges for traffic management and its tendency to encourage single project
developments on full blocks. The pattern presents difficulties in developing less
than full block parcels.
128. Portland's present floor area ratios (FARs) are high compared to other major cities
such as Seattle, San Francisco and even New York City. Most cities create FARs
which promote the construction of the most dense and tallest buildings in its central
business core. Portland's current height and bulk regulations do not reflect this
concept. The North Macadam, Lloyd Center, and parts of the Central Eastside and
Goose Hollow Districts have an FAR of 12:1 which is one of the highest allowed
within the Downtown. And the industrial portions of the Central Eastside and
Lower Albina Districts do not have maximum limits for height and bulk. Although
it seems unlikely at this time, these Districts, if allowed to develop with large scale
office buildings, could considerably weaken the strength of the Downtown and the
transit system which serves it. The Central City Plan addresses this concern by
adjusting height and bulk limits throughout the City and strengthening the City's
industrial sanctuary provisions to limit the size of nonindustrial uses in and
adjacent to industrial areas.
Additional Density and Bonus Provision Findings:
129. Within the Downtown Plan and in the Downtown Development Regulations
historic districts have been protected from redevelopment pressure by maintaining
the districts in lower height and density limit maximum allowances. In the
Downtown Plan these districts have been limited to Floor Area Ratios of 4:1 and 6:1
and to heights of 60, 75, and 100 feet.
130. These limits respect and protect the historic district by limiting the scale of new
development both to be consistent with that ofhistoric buildings in the district and to
avoid density allowances that encourage removal of landmark and potential
landmark structures.
131. The Central City Plan suggests creation of several additional historic districts.
These districts are composed of concentrations of historic or potentially historic
buildings. Density and height should be limited in these areas to reflect the pattern
of development typical of historic buildings in the area. These proposed new
districts are East Portland, Chinatown, Russell Street and the Downtown Terra
Cotta District. In all but the Terra Cotta District, existing development typically
has occurred with FARs ofless than 4:1 and heights ofless than 75 feet.
132. To a great extent the Downtown Plan is based on the concept of stepping
development down to the Willamette River, limiting density in historic districts,
and locating the highest density areas along major public transit facilities.
Extending these concepts to the entire Central City is in keeping with the purpose of
the Plan and the balancing of the proposals for each district.
District Findings
Downtown:
133. The Downtown has been the traditional high density center of the City and the
Region. In this District the public infrastructure has been provided in the form of
parks, sewer, water and transit improvements to accommodate the highest
densities of development. Portland's adopted and acknowledged Comprehensive
. Plan calls for the Downtown to be the principal commercial, service and high
density housing center in the Region (Policy 2.10).
134. To the extent that planning and zoning regulations allow the use of the RX Zone in
the Downtown as a parking area for the commercial district to its east, the
realization of the housing objectives for this area will be significantly retarded.
Because of the low cost involved in the creation of surface parking lots and the high
profits these facilities generate, pressure will continue for the conversion of ever
increasing areas of the RX Zone for surface parking lots. The Plan addresses this
problem by adding new criteria to the City's Zoning Code which limit provision of
parking for a fee to those facilities that serve uses located in the RX Zone.
135. The Downtown Plan was adopted in 1972. A great deal of progress has been made
in implementing its major concepts. The retail core has strengthened and grown
along the Transit Mall spine, and the high density office core has followed the
north-south orientation of the Transit Mall. Special sub-districts such AS Portland
Center, Government Center and historic districts have been developed according to
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the Plan. Overall, it has resulted in one billion dollars in public and private
investment alll130,OOO new jobs. The Downtown Plan is heralded around the
nation as a model planning effort. The Central City Plan retains the Downtown
Plan, calls for action on the remaining Downtown Plan agenda and takes action to
implement provisions of the Plan which had not yet received attention. Provisions
ofthe Downtown Plan that are implemented by the Central City Plan include the
development of a system of density incentives that will encourage private
development of housing, public art, rooftop gardens, theaters on Broadway and
additional rel.3iling in the retail core.
136. Even with the success of the Downtown Plan, there remain areas within the Plan's
boundaries that require further attention. First, the area east of Portland State
University lacks open space and street trees and much of the land in this area is
under-utilized. Also in this general area is the South Waterfront which is cut oIT
from the Downtown. The southernmost crossing is at Clay Street. While a
pedestrian connection has been constructed on Montgomery Street to River Place,
the isolation of this area remains a problem. Lastly, to the northeast, the Yamhill
Historic District has received some infill, but the area north of the District
surrounding the new One Financial Center high-rise office building is under-
utilized. The Central City Plan focuses on these areas by shaping development
potential throughout its area and by calling for specific improvements.
North ofBurnsidc:
137. In 1981 the Portland City Council adopted the North of Burnside Plan. One of the
principal features was the reduction of allowable floor area ratios in order to reduce
redevelopment pressure on single-room-occupancy housing and social service
facility sites. The recent development of agreements between social service and
property interests and supporting public actions to preserve and increase SRO
housing requires the re-examination of this area's FAR limits. The Central City
Plan allows some increase of floor area potential in this area and calls for
improvements aimed at enhancing the area for all segments of the City's
population.
138. Much of this District is composed of historic districts and historic landmark
structures. Generally such areas are restricted to lower FARs in the Central City
and Downtown Plans to reduce the pressure on them for redevelopment.
139. The proposed extension of the Transit Mall is imminent. This extension will
reinforce the connection of the North of Burnside District to the whole Downtown
and will help support the rehabilitation of Union Station and the redevelopment of
the Station's railyards. However, the present maximum floor area ratio
limitations are inconsistent with the kind of development appropriate along the
Mall. Consequently, an increase of FAR to 9:1 is appropriate along Fifth and Sixth
Avenues.
140. This District contains a mixture of commercial and residential uses, with most of
Portland's single-room-occupancy housing as well as a growing number of
specialty stores and restaurants. Further development of retail commercial uses is
expected in response to the economic improvements light rail has fostered.
Especially with the completion of the Convention Center, this entrance to the
westside will be very attractive to commercial and entertainment establishments.
141. This area continues to house a variety of social services. The North of Burnside
Policies, adopted by City Council in 1981, encourage a mix of housing opportunities
and the establishment of social services which respond to the special needs of this
diverse community. The area also has a number of historic buildings and
thriving ethnic subcultures.
142. The Central City Plan supports and helps implement the Chinatown Development
Strategy by calling for a study and action of the possible designation of Chinatown
as a historic district, by calling for the development of an Asian market place and
Chinese garden and by reinforcing the character of the District through placement
of distinctive street furniture.
143. The North of Burnside Recommended Land Use Policy was adopted for this District
in May 1981. This Policy addressed issues ofland use, density, essential service
provision and concentration of social service facilities and low income housing.
Although adopted by the City Council the North of Burnside Recommended Land
Use Policy was not made a part of the City's Comprehensive Plan. The issues that
the Policy addressed are addressed in the Central Cit), Plan, Since the Central City
Plan represents an update of this Policy and will supercede the Policy as a part of
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the Comprehensive Plan, the North of Burnside Recommended Land Use Policy
should be repealed and is repealed by this Ordinance.
Goose Honow:
144. The Goose Hollow District is separated from Downtown by 1-405 and from the rest of
the Goose Hollow neighborhood by the Sunset Highway. Once almost solely
residential, the neighborhood has experienced an encroachment of uses that are not
supportive of its original character and that has resulted in the loss of a great deal of
the area's housing stock. It appears a shift in this conversion may be occurring as
many of the older homes have been rehabilitated and new medium-density, multi-
family housing has been recently added to the area.
145. Along Jefferson and Columbia Streets, auto-oriented commercial development is
the predominant use. The neighborhood is deficient in neighborhood-oriented
commercial uses. From Lincoln High School north, all of the streets to Alder
crossing the freeway offer frequent connections to the Downtown although they are
not well-designed for pedestrian use.
Northwest Triangle:
146. This District, platted in 1865, differs from the established City to the south in that its
streets were oriented to true north rather than magnetic north. This results in a
pattern of odd intersections and parcel shapes along West Burnside Street. It also
offers opportunities for views and focal points from the Downtown looking north
and from the Northwest Triangle looking south.
147. Although residential uses were the predominant land use initially, by the 1920's the
Northwest Triangle had become firmly established as an industrial area.
Approximately two-thirds of the land area in this District is currently being used
for industrial purposes. This District can be further categorized into four sub-
districts.
a. First, the area south of Hoyt Street is predominantly mixed manufacturing
with a variety of uses, including printing, warehousing, distribution, offices
and retail sales.
b. Second, the area north of Hoyt and west of12th Avenue is characterized by
manufacturing and distribution with few other uses. Like much of the Central
Eastside Industrial District, the area retains its traditional
200-foot block pattern.
c. Third, the area north of Hoyt and east ofl2th Avenue is dominated by three
large-scale uses, the railyards, the Main Post Office and the riverfront. The
railyards are considered to be one of the important development opportunity
areas of the Central City.
d. Lastly, the area south of Hoyt and west ofl2th Avenue has the most built-up
character of the District. There is a continuity of development derived from
the similarity of detailing and scale, and from the same use of materials.
Most structures extend to the property line. There are a number of historically
significant buildings in this District. Several historic buildings along NW
13th Avenue contain loft housing and offices and are part of the City's newest
historic district.
148. The Northwest Triangle Study is reflected in the Central City Plan. No significant
policy changes have been made in the content of the Council's adopted Northwest
Triangle Study. The Northwest Triangle Study's use of height, and bulk limits are
carried forward into the Central City Plan along with the project's
recommendations for the area, these have been given a priority and expanded
upon. Changes which have been made include establishing height limits that
ensure that the Union Station Clock Tower remains the dominant visual
landmark in the area, creating expanded density opportunity through use of new
bonus provisions, and requiring housing in the railyard and waterfront areas.
Lower Albina:
149. From its earliest beginnings the Lower Albina District developed a strong rail
orientation. The riverfront area, west of Interstate Avenue, developed in
industrial uses, focused around rail service and the river. This use has remained
to this day.
150. Interstate 5, built in the early 1960's, cut the District off from the rest of the Albina
area and the surrounding residential areas. Reinforcing this isolation is the
vacant land left from the Emanuel Hospital renewal project and the Fremont
Bridge and ramp construction. Today only Russell, Interstate, Mississippi and
Larabee Streets are the main connections to alljacent areas. There is currently no
public river access or designated open space at the river. The Central City Plan
identifies alignments for walkways for pedestrians which will connect
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surrounding neighborhoods to the District. It also identifies an opportunity to
provide access to the waterfront and the river's surface and extends the system of
connecting pedestrianwl\Ys to lead there.
151. The area around Russell Street is a remnant of an area developed in the 1890's for
residential and commercial use. There are a number of historic structures. Today
they sit separated from one another, surrounded by vacant land and parking.
Although 98% of the land in the District is designated as industrial sanctuary, only
48% of it is used as such. About 15% of the land is in institutional use and
approximately 17% is vacant. The Plan calls for the development of an attraction
on Russell Street, designation of the street as a historic district, and promotion of
the area as a cultural and entertainment center.
lloyd Center/Coliseum:
152. With the development of the Lloyd Center in the early 1960's, the towers on Lloyd
property, and the Memorial Coliseum, a pattern was set which most of the District
has followed. More than any of the districts within the Central City, this District
has developed with a strong automobile orientation. However, the major public
investment in construction of light rail along Holladay Street creates a need for
more pedestrian-oriented development and higher density development along this
corridor. The development of the Regiona) Convention Center presents a strong
investment incentive for the southwestern portion of the District. The Plan shapes
Central City density limits to focus on this corridor and creates requirements for
enhancement of ground-level facilities to create a more attractive environment for
pedestrians.
153. The Lloyd Center, with 1.3 million square feet of retail space, is the predominant
retail commercial use. The Lloyd Corporation office buildings and the Bonneville
Power Administration complex establish a strong office presence in the District.
The Memorial Coliseum and the soon-to-be Convention Center make the District
an increasingly strong center for entertainment and tourism. The Plan
establishes this area as the eastern end of the Central City's retail area and calls
for it to be tied to other Central City retail areas with a new vintage trolley system.
154. The area between NE Union and Grand Avenues has a strong auto-oriented
character. The NE Broadway and Weidler corridors are similar in kind,
although Broadway Street has more small neighborhood commercial
establishments and is more oriented to pedestrians. The Central City Plan protects
this charact.er by limiting the intensity of development and requiring that new
development and major remodeling design and locate space to reinforce retailing.
Central Eastside:
155. The Central Eastside District presently provides a needed and appropriate
opportunity for inner-city industrial development, particularly as a location for
distribution, warehousing and incubator industrial activities. Although a strong
potential exists for the District to convert to nonindustrial uses, acreage in the
District is not needed to house nonindustrial developments at this time and is
unlikely to be needed for other than industrial uses over the next 20 or more years.
Even with the reduced density allowances created by the Central City Plan, the
Plan area has more than five times the necessary land area, in easily developed
sites, to accommodate all planned and all foreseen growth.
156. The Central Eastside District is part of the former City of East Portland. Unlike the
westbank of the river, which was steep and formed an almost natural wharf, the
eastbank was low, swampy, and cut by sloughs. Development west of Grand
Avenue, the first street that could be built entirely upon dry land, required either
filling or the construction of wharves. Originally, Grand Avenue was the
dividing line between industrial uses to the west and residential uses to the east.
Following World War II, trucking replaced rail and river traffic as the preferred
way to transport freight, and truck-oriented industry began to replace the housing
east of Grand Avenue. Now the District serveS as a close-in location for
manufacturing and distribution, and has the highest number of industrial
businesses and employees of any Central City District.
157. Because it had already been developed into substantial, multi-story buildings,
much of the area west of Union could not as easily changed. The area west of Union
Avenue north of the Morrison Bridge still contains many buildings that date from
the early 1900's. Most are built to the sidewalk and fill the entire block. This area
is less suited to truck freight than some of the more newly developed industrial
areas. The multi-floored structures are not well suited to modem warehousing
methods and are often under utilized or used only for long-term storage. South of
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the Morrison Bridge, the buildings are generally one to two stories tall and there is
more manufacturing and other industrial activities than occurs north of the
bridge.
158. Union and Grand Avenues north of the Morrison Bridge have developed into
heavy-auto traffic streets. Both avenues are wider than usual, and this width,
coupled with low buildings and surface parking, results in little or no street
enclosure or unity. The exception to this occurs between Oak and Morrison Streets,
where taller historic buildings remain.
159. The freeway presents an almost impenetrable barrier to the river, and there is no
crossing between Taylor and Couch Streets. The access to the riverfront in this
area is from the pedestrian ramp on the south side of the Morrison Bridge. Madison
Street goes to the river's edge, providing the only connection to the eastbank path.
This is the only area where any strong at-grade pedestrian connection is possible.
South of the Hawthorne Bridge, Clay and Market Streets offer good access to the
river.
160. The commercial corridors that cross the Central Eastside District pose a threat to
the long-term viability of the District's role as an industrial area. While these
corridors provide opportunity for development of commercial and residential uses
that serve and support the industrial character of the District, their development at
extremely high densities will result in pressure for conversion of adjacent
industrial lands to nonindustrial uses.
161. While many of those interested in the commercial corridors in this District are
seeking development densities that accommodate high rise developments of over
half a million square feet of building per block, they also seek to retain sign and
other development standards designed for auto-related commercial areas with
maximum densities ofless than a quarter this amount. If this area is to be a high
density spine with allowable building bulks similar to or, in some cases greater
than, the Downtown the kinds of development reviews and restrictions associated
with the Downtown are also appropriate here.
162. Over 70% of the land area is designated as industrial sanctuary under the
Comprehensive Plan. The industrial sanctuary was created in response to the
speculative pressures for commercial development in this established industrial
area. Potentially, speculation in this area would cause industry to relocate causing
extra demands on public facilities and land use conflicts. The development of
incubator industries has also been frustrated by commercial encroachment. This
land use policy was adopted to assist the City in preserving land for manufacturing
and to guide commercial and industrial development to appropriate areas. This
area is a vital part of the City's distribution center because of its locational and
transportation strengths. Although the Central City Plan reduces the area
designated as industrial sanctuary in the District, the areas where this reduction
occurs are those where the existing land use is largely committed to nonindustrial
uses already. The bulk of the District's area, over 60%, remains in the industrial
sanctuary designation.
163. The Central Eastside District is guided by a Revitalization Plan that, although not
a part of the Comprehensive Plan, has been adopted by the City Council by
resolution. The Central City Plan is consistent with the Central Eastside
Revitalization Plan and furthers its implementation in several important ways.
The Revitalization Plan contains a single goal and supporting objectives,
discussed below:
a. Revitalization Goal calls for maintenance and enhancement of the Central
Eastside as a near-in job center featuring a diverse industrial base with
compatible, supportive, and appropriately located commercial and residential
activity. The Goal also calls for encouraging the vitality of existing firms,
providing an attractive climate of opportunity for complementary ventures,
and offering a positive environment for adjacent neighborhoods. The Central
City Plan supports this Goal and its related Objectives in a variety of ways.
The Plan preserves the vast majority of the industrial sanctuary designation
that now covers most of the District. Areas not in the industrial sanctuary arc
zoned CE, Commercial Employment, a very flexible zone allowing a broad
range of low-impact industrial uses as well as the full range of commercial
and residential developments. The Burnside Street frontage east of Union
and the Burnside bridgehead areas are taken out of the industrial sanctuary to
better reflect the high proportion of commercial uses that presently characterize
these areas. Boundaries of the industrial sanctuary have also been adjusted to
better reflect existing concentrations of nonindustrial use along SE Morrison
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Street as well. Along Union and Grand blocks which were formerly divided,
half in thp industrial sAnctuary and half zoned commercial, have been
brought in their entirety under the Commercial Employment designation.
Throughout the District areas removed from the industrial sanctuary may
only achieve nonindustrial zoning after a determination is made by the City
that services are adequate to serve the proposed nonindustrial development.
This determination allows a review to assure that proposed new and
expanding uses do not disrupt industrial traffic in the District.
b. Objective 1 calls for preservation and enhancement of the unique
charActeristics of the District as a near-in employment center with a diverse
industrial base complemented by concentrations of commercial and
residential use in appropriately designated areas. The Plan helps implement
this Objective by preserving the bulk of the District as an industrial sanctuary
And shifting areas that are not part of the sanctuary into the industrially
oriented Commercial Employment, and General Employment Designations.
Design reviE'w is required for new development in Commercial Employment
nreas. This review will focus on preservation and improvement of area's
ehsracter. Hesidential development is restricted except in the Commercial
Employment area. The Plan calls for and gives priority to formation of a
historic district and multiple resource nomination site.
c. Objective 2 calls for increasing the attractiveness of the District as an
industrial center, particularly for specialty manufacturing and distribution
firms desiring convenient access to the Downtown or at the hub of the regional
highway system. The Plan enhances implementation of this Objective by
limiting the density and spread of nonindustrial uses, particularly
speculative office development. This limitation will reduce pressure for
conversion of industrial land and business sites to nonindustrial uses. The
use of the more industrially oriented employment designations and zones will
encourage location in the area of manufacturing and distribution firms that
desire a centralized location. These firms generally are unable to compete for
land in markets ill which there is speculation on the potential development
opportunity for high density office development.
d. Objective 3 calls for enhancement ofbusiness and development opportunities
fur existing firms, recognizing the importance of providing industrial
sanctuaries for certain industrial activities while affording opportunities for
commercial and housing development within appropriate areas. The Plan
aggressively supports this Objective through the actions described under
Objectives 1, and 2, above.
e. Objective 4 calls for the creation of an attractive environment featuring high
quality design standards which complement the business climate of the area.
The Plan directly implements this Objective by establishing a design zone in
the District. Work to develop the design standards that will be used for project
review will begin the summer of 1988, and will involve the participation of the
interested property owners and associations.
f. Objective 6 calls for increasing accessibility to the river and enhancement of
the Greenway and the quality of life in adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The Plan enhances implementation of this Objective by proposing the
development of new riverfront open space; establishing connections to the
Greenway from and through the District, calling for development of an inner
city loop trail that utilizes the river's bank through this District, and calling
for buffering of adjacent residential areas from through traffic.
g. Objective 7 calls for addressing negative social and economic impacts of
homelessness and unemployment in the community. The Plan helps to
achieve this Objective by establishing controls on the operation of social
service agencies, by calling for enhanced police protection in the District, and
by development of a city-wide social services siting policy.
h. Objective 8 caUs for increasing the number of office and retail uses along
commercial corridors on a conditional basis limiting intensification to
locations not suitable for industry. The Plan supports this Objective by
reducing allowable densities of office development to be more consistent with
the present level of development and by requiring that areas removed from the
industrial sanctuary be reviewed for their impacts on public services prior to
rezoning.
i. Objective 9 calls for improvements in the transportation system and parking
resources. The Central City Plan responds to this Objective by calling for
specific transportation improvements and development of a district parking
management plan.
j. Objective 10 caUs for recognition and protection of the business incubator role
played by the District. The Plan aggressively supports this Objective by
preserving incubator areas within the industrial sanctuary designation,
shifting zoning adjacent to incubator areas to the more compatible
employment zones, reducing permitted development intensities to
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correspondingly reduce redevelopment pressure on incubator sites near
commercial areas, and requiring rezoning of industrial areas to employment
zones to be reviewed for impacts on the service systems supporting incubator
and other industry.
North Macadam:
164. The freeway has isolated this District and transportation access into the area is
seriously restricted. Moody Avenue is the only road connecting the Downtown at
the north under the Marquam Bridge. Bancroft Street, at the southern end, is the
only other access point to the area. At the western edge, the District is served by
Macadam Boulevard and the Johns Landing development. The residential
portion of the CorbetVferwilligerlLair Hill Neighborhood is separated from the
District by 1-5 except at Bancroft and Sheridan Streets, directly under the Marquam
Bridge.
165. The CorbetVferwilligerlLair Hill Policy Plan, adopted by the Portland City
Council in 1977, specifically calls for both residential and commercial uses to be
established in this area as the area shifts away from industrial uses.
166. 'The District's assets are its close proximity to the river and its views both down
river and to the lush vegetation on Ross Island. Relocation of industrial uses is
presently occurring and is adding to the large parcels of land already vacant. It is
expected that most of the land will be redeveloped during the life of the Central City
Plan. However, it is likely transportation restrictions will dictate the level to
which development will occur in the District.
167. The North Macadam District has been compared to the South Auditorium Urban
Renewal area. The renewal area has been suggested by North Macadam property
owners as an appropriate model for the District. Both areas contain about 100 acres,
and both are seen as undergoing redevelopment in a 20-year period. The South
Auditorium area is today nearly complete. As part of the project 1,100 housing units
have been built at an average net density of over 24 units per acre; average gross
density including all rights of way and the Stadium Freeway is over 11 units for
gross acre of project area. Over five acres of public open space was created in parks
and malls for pedestrians. The average floor area ratio (FAR) for the project's
developments is just under 2:1. Residential development occurs in high density
clusters of projects having in excess of 100 dwelling units per acre. Less than 18%
of the non-right-of-way lands within the project are given over to residential
development, and only about 9% of the total project area is in residential use.
168. Development of housing in this District has been questioned because of the high
noise levels from the Marquam Bridge and the 1-5 Freeway. During the fall of 1987
the Bureau of Planning Housing Section and City Noise Officer conducted a study
of noise levels present in the area. While not totally conclusive the study results
indicate that noise levels at locations only a short distance from the Marquam
Bridge are notso severe as to produce unacceptable conditions for new residential
development. While background noise levels remain significant common
engineering and insulation practices should be adequate to produce acceptable
interior noise levels. It is interesting to note that the greatest noise problem faced
by waterfront housing in this area may be that caused by powered pleasure craft on
the river.
169. The North Macadam District has significant transportation constraints that
negatively impact the area's potential for commercial development. These
constraints do not limit the District's potential for residential development which,
if provided for in sufficient amounts, could reduce traffic demands on the
transportation system by providing opportunities for people who work in the area to
also live there. The Plan addresses this problem by limiting the intensity of
development and creating a master plan process aimed at identifying and
constructing needed transportation improvements.
General Findings:
170. The Planning Commission has unanimously adopted, with one abstention, the
Recommended Central City Plan and further recommends that the Portland City
Council adopt the Central City Plan as a part of the City's Comprehensive Plan and
that the Council implement the Plan by enactment of the zoning provisions
included with the Plan report.
171. Because the Central City Plan represents a major change in land use regulations
the effective date of the Central City Plan should be delayed to assure that projects
being planned under the existing regulations have an opportunity to become vested
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and avoid having to be redesigned to comply with the new planning and zoning
re~lations embodied in the CentTRI City Plan.
172. The Municipal Zoning Code requires that prior to enactment of a new design zone,
guideline. of design acceptability must be developed and adopted by the Design
Commission and that the advice and participation of affected property owners will
be sought in developing these guidelines. The Design Commission may only use
the adopted guidelines after they have been approved for use by the City Council. As
a consequence of these provisions the new design zones proposed in
implementation ofthe Central City Plan should not become effective until
guidelines of design acceptability have been adopted by the Design Commission
and approved for use by the City Council. Design guidelines will be developed for
each new design zone. The Bureau of Planning in concert with affected property
and business owners will initiate a project to develop and seek approval of design
guidelines by July 1,1988.
173. The Central City Plan provides a vision, a program and regulations to guide
Portland's economic center into the first decades of the 21st. century. The Plan has
been developed from a citizen-driven process that allowed an unprecedented degree
of community involvement in its formation, refinement and adoption. It provides
a framework for managing the Central City's growth while enhancing the area's
and the City's livability. It is therefore in the public interest for this Central City
Plan to be adopted as a part ofthe City's Comprehensive Plan and implemented
through enactment of its accompanying zoning regulations.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Council directs:
a. The Recommended Central City Plan Vision, Goal, and Policies and associated
Further Statements, as shown in Exhibit A and as amended by Exhibit E (incorporated
into this Ordinance by this reference), is hereby adopted into the City's Comprehensive
Plan by amendment of Ordinance 150580, adding a new policy, Policy 2.24, shown on
page 39 of Exhibit A. Policy 2.24 reflects this incorporation ofthe Central City Plan
into the Comprehensive Plan and is the Goal for the Central City Plan.
b. Title 33, Planning and Zoning, a part of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, is
hereby amended to reflect the changes listed in the Recommended Zoning Code
'Amendments, Exhibit B (attached to this Ordinance). These changes include the
Supplemental Zoning Maps and illustrations shown on pages 147 to 154 of Exhibit A, as
amended by Exhibit E, and are incorporated herein by this reference.
c. The Commercial Employment Zone, added to the Municipal Code of the City of
Portland by this Ordinance is placed within Chapter 33.455. The location of the zone,
whether it will be placed in the Industrial or Commercial Chapters ofthe Code, will be
examined again as part of the Code Rewrite Project, presently underway. Inclusion of
the Commercial Employment Zone in Chapter 33.455 at this time must not prejudice the
decision on ultimate location of this zone within the City's Zoning Code.
d. Ordinance No. 150580 is hereby amended by amendment of the Policy 10.7,
Comprehensive Plan Map, to read as follows:
10.7 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAP
ADOPT THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAP AS THE OFFICIAL LONG-
RANGE PLANNING GUIDE FOR LAND USE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CITY BY TYPE, DENSITY AND LOCATION. THE COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN MAP WILL DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM ZONING
CLASSIFICATION THAT MAY BE APPLIED TO A SPECIFIC SITE, BASED
ON THE FOLLOWING LAND USE DESIGNATIONS:
(l) through (11) ... (no change)
(12) CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL
Permits high density multi-family and limited amounts of commercial
use. Projects permitted include both si:lgle use high density multi·family
housing and mixed-use developments which are predominantly housing.
Up to 20% of the floor area ofnew development is allowed to be
neighborhood-oriented office or retail uses. The percentage of
commercial use may be increased through a conditional use process but
may not exceed 50%. Maximum height and bulk limits are established in
the zone but will often be superceded by the provisions of Plan Districts.
Provisions, such as those related to parking and building placement, may
also be modified through the provisions of Plan Districts. All areas
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receiving the Central Residential designation and its corresponding
zone, the RX, will also be included in a design review zone. Maximum
zoning permitted is RX.
(13) through (16) ... ~no change)
(17) CENTRAL COMM]l;RCW.
Permits high density commercial and residential developments. These
uses are allowed in single-use or mixed-use projects. More specifically,
the uses allowed include office, retail, institutional, residential and
limited amounts and types of industrial activity. Maximum height and
bulk limits are established in the zone but will often be superceded by the
provisions of Plan Districts. Provisions, such as those related to parking,
use, and building placement, may also be modified through the provisions
of Plan Districts. All areas receiving the Central Commercial
designation and its corresponding zone, the ex, will also be included in a
design review zone. Maximum zoning permitted is ex.
(18) COMMERCIAl. EMPJ.(lYMENT
This designation allows a broad range of commercial uses including
commercial service, manufacturing, wholesaling, retail and other uses
generating employment. Commercial Employment areas permit
industrial uses which require or benefit from a Central City location and
are compatible with commercial and residential developments. Retail,
office and residential uses are allowed at relatively high densities.
Maximum height and bulk limits are established in the zone but will
often be superceded by the provisions of Plan Districts. Provisions, such
as those related to parking, use, and building placement, may also be
modified through the provisions of Plan Districts. All areas receiving the
Commercial Employment designation and its corresponding zone, the
CE, will also be included in a design review zone. Maximum zoning
permitted is CE.
(19) MIXED EMPLOYMENT
This designation is for areas where a wide variety of employment
opportunities are encouraged. The designation and corresponding zones
are not intended to accommodate major commercial development.
Higher density commercial projects are directed to the City's commercial
areas. In Mixed Employment areas office development is restricted to
densities lower than those permitted in commercial areas. The Mixed
Employment designation is implemented by the GE·l and GE-2 Zones. A
mix of industrial and commercial development is allowed. Residential
development is restricted. Maximum zoning permitted is GE-l or
GE·2.
(18) ... renumber to (20).
(19) through (20) ... delete.
(21) INDUSTRIAL SANCTIJARX
This designation is for areas where City policy is to reserve land for
existing and future industrial development. A full range of industrial
activities are permitted and encouraged. Nonindustrial activities are
limited to prevent land use conflicts and to preserve land for industry.
Zones permitted are Heavy Industrial (HI or M1) or General Industrial
(GI or M2). The HI Zone provides areas for intense industries to locate
without causing conflicts for less intense industrial and nonindustrial
uses. The GI Zone allows all industrial uses, but in a more controlled
setting. The GI Zone contains two separate sets of site development
regulations. One is to be applied in older, developed areas; and the other
is for newer, less developed areas.
e. The Official Zoning Maps of the City of Portland are hereby amended to reflect the
Comprehensive Plan designations shown on the Recommended Central City Plan
Map, Exhibit C and by the amendments shown in Exhibit E. These designations and
their corresponding zoning are mapped in detail and shown in Exhibits D and E.
Exhibits C, D and E are attached to this Ordinance and are incorporated into this
Ordinance by this reference.
f. Ordinance No. 15156B (passed May 14,1981) adopting the North of Bumside
Recommended Land Use Policy is hereby repealed.
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ORDINANCE No. 160606
--
g. Notwithstanding the amendments to the Municipal Code enacted by this Ordinance,
any project for which a building permit has been applied for prior to the effective date of
this Ordinance will be reviewed and approved based on only the requirements in
effect on the date the City received the application, including the fee. Any project
which has applied for a land use review procedure required in advance of making
application for a building permit prior to the effective date of this Ordinance shall be
reviewed based only on the provisions in place on the date the City received the
application and shall be allowed to be developed if approved. To qualify for this
exclusion an application must comply with the standard for a complete application
contained within Title 33, Planning and Zoning. Additionally, any project which has
received a land use approval may develop in conformance with the provisions in effect
at the date the final approval was received, provided that the approval has not lapsed
due to the passage of time or inaction on a building permit. In cases where the time
limit on the approval has expired, conformance with the provisions enacted by this
Ordinance is required.
h. Should the City Council take final action adopting this Ordinance prior to June I, 1988,
this Ordinance will take full force and effect on July 1,1988. If final Council action
occurs on or after
June 1,1988, this Ordinance will take full force and effect on the first day of the
quarter following the date of the Council's final action.
i. Notwithstanding the effective date established in h. above, new design zones created
by enactment of this Ordinance shall not be effective until the Design Commission
has approved guidelines of design acceptability and the City Council has approved the
guidelines for the Commission's use. Design zones existing prior to Council approval
of this Ordinance will remain in full force and effect subject to the existing guidelinps
of design acceptability applicable in each.
Commissioner Earl Blumenauer
March 18, 1988
Michael S. Harrison, A1CP: msh
51249003-2110
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BARBARA CLARK
Auditor of the City of Portland
By
Deputy
RESOLUTION No. 34417
Adopt the Central City Plan Action Charts and the accompanying Functional
Maps and Urban Design Plans. (Resolution)
WHEREAS, as stated in Resolution 33717, July 25,1984, a purpose of the Central City Plan isto
identify feasible public actions to assist and attract private investment in the Central City.
WHEREAS, in Resolution 33717, July 25, 1984, the community's purpose and objectives in
preparing the Central City Plan are to list public programs and public projects for the future
and the priority and timing of these.
WHEREAS, in Resolution 33717, July 25,1984, an objective of the Central City Plan is to produce a
plan that is clear and understandable to the general public, to decision-makers and to
private investors.
WHEREAS, in May 1987, the Bureau of Planning was given the task of forging a formal plan,
with specific proposals for implementation, which follows the direction of the Citizens
Steering Committee and its Functional Advisory Committees.
WHEREAS, the 13 functional policies and eight district policies have action charts which state the
proposed projects, programs and regulatory actions, identify an appropriate time-frame for
implementation and identify a possible agency or agencies to lead or oversee the
implementation effort.
WHEREAS, 12 functional action charts and eight district action charts have accompanying maps
which illustrate further the proposals listed on the Action Charts and provide a geographic
context for actions that are site specific.
WHEREAS, the implementation actions are proposed to improve the economic strength and
livability of the City of Portland by improving tourism, further developing public
attractions and activities, encouraging expansion of business and industry, expanding
housing opportunities, improving educational and cultural facilities and programs,
providing necessary services for special needs populations, protecting Portland's citizens
and visitors and reinforcing the unique character and role of each Central City district.
WHEREAS, the City Council has adopted the Central City Plan as a part of the City's
Comprehensive Plan through adoption of
Ordinance No. 160606 (Adopted March 24, 1988).
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, a
municipal corporation ofthe State of Oregon, that:
a. The implementation actions associated with the Central City Plan, as shown on the Action
Charts contained in the Central City Plan, are approved by the Council as a starting point
from which to build specific proposals.
b. The various City agencies identified on the Action Charts as possible implementing
agencies are authorized to engage in activities aimed at implementation projects and
programs called for on the Action Charts.
c. Proposals for projects and programs approved by this Resolution are understood to be a
starting place. As studies are undertaken, projects and programs may need to be refined
or replaced by alternative actions found to be better able to implement the Vision of the
Central City Plan.
Commissioner Earl Blumenauer
February 8, 1988
Michael S. Harrison, AlCP: msh
51249003-2110
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S!:!pport Documents
CENTRAL CITY PLAN
TECHNICAL REPORTS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
1. Briefing Paper #1' Populatjon and Household Trends in the Portland Metropolitan
Area 1970 to 1990 February 1986, Portland Development Commission
Z. Briefing Paper #Z' Employment and Economic Trends jn the Portland Metropolitan
Area 1960 to ZQQ5, March, 1986, Portland Development Commission
3. Brjefing Paper #3- Hjstorjc sDd Cnrrent Office Spoce Deyelopment Trends in the
Portland Metropolitan Area, March, 1986, Portland Development Commission
4. Briefing Paper #4' Historical and Current Retail Actjyity in the Portland
Metropolitan Area. March, 1986, Portland Development Commission
5. Briefing Paper #5· Convention and Tourism Artjvjty in the Portland Metropolitan
Ar.ea, March 1986, Portland Development Commission
6. Briefing Paper #6' Small Business Incubators, April, 1986, Portland Development
Commission
7. Briefing Paper #7' Basic Industry in the Portland Metropolitan Area, April, 1986,
Portland Development Commission
8. Briefing Paper #8· The City of Portland's Industrial Sanctuary Policy, April 1986,
Portland Development Commission
9. Cpntral City Planning Area Office Market Study: Final Report, March, 1986, Karen
Myers and Associates
Technical Appendix I March, 1986, Karen Myers and Associates
Tl'chnical Appendix II March, 1986, Karen Myers and Associates
1Q. Portland Central City Industrial District Study' Finol Ret'!>rt, May, 1986, Economic
Development Services, Inc.
Technical Appendix A, April, 1986
11. Study of Small Retail Business, Aplil, 1986, Hobson aud Associates
1Z. Growjng Mature and Declining Industries, April, 1986, Hobson and Associates
13. £m:tJand's Service Sector' Opportunitjcs for Future Growth, April, 1986, ECO
Northwest
14. Business Conditions and Trends Within Central City Industria! Djetrjcts, April,
1987, Portland Development Commission
15. Portland Central City Industrial District Business Survey, February, 1987, Economic
Development Services
RECREATION
1. Recreation in the Central City April, 1986, David Yamashita
ENVIRONMENT
1. Enyironmental Resources of the Central City May, 1986, The Swenson Company
HOUSING
1. Centra! Cjty Plannjng Area Housing Stud)', April, l!Jil6, Karen Myers and
Associates.
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2. Analysjs of Potentjal Central OJ\>, Housjng Implementatjon Strategies, June, 1986,
Bureau of Planning, Housing Section
3. Status Report on Low Income Single Room Occupancy (SROl Housing in Downtown
Portland March, 1986, Bureau of Planning, Housing Section
4. The Central City Plan Area's Residents' Their Housing Needs and Circumstances,
April, 1986, Housing Section, Bureau of Planning
5. Single-Room Occupancy Housing Study, September, i986, Karen Myers and
Associates
TRANSPORTATION
1. Central Eastside Industrial District· Rail Service Study. May, 1986, Economic
Development Services
2. The Inner Freeway Loop and Radials, June, 1986, Bureau of Transportation
Planning
1. Central City Arts Needs February, 1986, Bill Flood
2. Arts Economic Deyelopment and Tourism in the Central City, April, 1986, Bill Flood
3. Following a Riyer, April, 1986, Metropolitan Arts Commission
4. Preliminary Report on the Arts in Central City, April, 1985, Bill Flood
5. The Arts in Central City, July, 1985, Bill Flood
ENTERTAINMENT
1. For-Profit Entertainment Study, May, 1986, Northwest Strategies, Inc.
EDUCATION
1. Functional Advisory Committee Education Report, June, 1986, Northwest Strategies,
Inc.
HUMAN SERVICES
1. Assessment ofSeryjce Needs of Special Populations Wjthin the Central City Area,
April, 1986, The Planning Group.
2. Human Services for Portland's Central City. April, 1986, The Planning Group
3. Three Deinstjtutionalized Populations, April, 1986, The Planning Group
4. Ljterature Review on Needs of Central City Residents and Social Seryice Users,
April, 1985, Michelle Alexander
PUBLIC SAFETY
1. Crime Prevention Options for the Central City Plan, May, 1986, Julie E. Sterling
2. Central Citv Plan' Basic Crime Data, May, 1985, Bureau of Police
LAND USEIlTRBAN DESIGN
1. Central City Riverfront Land and Water Uses <Draft)· An Analysis of Competing
Conflicting and Comparable Uses, May, 1986, Susan E. Oman
2. Preliminary Research Report· Riverfront, June, 1986, Central City Plan, Bureau of
Planning.
3. Urban Desjrn Land Use and Historic Preseryatjon <Draft). June, 1986. Central City
Plan, Bureau of Planning
4. Land Use Findings Central City Plan <Draft), July, 1986, Land Use Section, Bureau
of Planning
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5. Central City Plan' Phase II Staff Report, August, 1986, Central City Plan, Bureau of
Planning
6. Deyelopment Regulation Techniques jn the Central City, March, 1987, John Spencer
Associates
7. Report and Recommendations on City Foun, May, 1987, Central City Plan, Bureau of
Planning
8. Compatible Intill Analysis Deyelopmept, June, 1986, Urban Design Section, Bureau
of Planning
9. Historic Preservatjon in Portland' Focus on the Central City, June, 1986, Urban
Design Section, Bureau of Planning
DISTRICT BRIEFING PAPERS AND BASELINE DATA
1. Central Cjty Plannjng Area' Tour and Summary Issues, March, 1985
2. Central City P1anping Area' Oyerview, February, 1985
3. Lower Albina District- Central City Planning Area, February, 1985
4. Lloyd CenterIColiseum District· Central City Planning Area,
March,1985
5. Central Eastside District· Central City Planning Area, April, 1986
6. North Macadam District· Central City Planning Area, April, 1985
7. Downtown/Goose Hollow' Central City Planning Area, June, 1985
8. NW Triangle District" Central City Planning Area, May, 1985
9. Central City PlaD" Baseline Data, June, 1985
10. Central City Plan" Census Data, April, 1985, Robert E. Clay, Bureau of Planning,
Housing Section
II. The Residents and Neighborhoods Surroundjng the Central City Plan Djstrict,
May, 1985, Elizabeth A. Bianco, Neighborhood Information Profiles
PUBLIC REVIEW DOCUMENTS
I. Portland' Giye Us Your Dreams to Build a Plan On, May, 1985, Northwest
Strategies (supplement to The Oregonian).
2. The Central City Today. June, 1985, Northwest Strategies
3. Report to Central City Plan Steering Committee on Design Event One, July, 1985,
Northwest Strategies, Inc.
4. Central City Plan' Choices for the Future, February, 1987, Central City Plan,
Bureau of Planning
5. Report on Public Reyjew period 2, April, 1987, Central City Plan, Bureau of
Planning
CITIZENS' REPORTS
1. Central City plan' Adopted planning proce'", July, 1984, Central City Plan Pre-
Planning Committee
2. Fjnal Reports' Functional Adyjsory Commjttees Central City Plan phase II,
September, 1986
3. Final Report and Recommendatjons Cjtjzen Steering Commjttee, May 7, 1987,
Central City Plan, Bureau of Planning
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